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Black Struggles in South Africa

■WT^e combine in this Special Double issue of SAPEM
T T two

important and related themes: the Great October
Revolution of 1917; and the struggle in South Africa. The
attainment of Black Majority Rule in South Africa will
constitute a fundamental break with a past that has been
characterised inter alia by insecurity for the people of
Southern Africa (and Africa as a whole); and will raise
great potential for an effective challenge to imperialism on
a

world scale.

Indeed, others have from

a

different

perspective concluded that the "sudden eollapse of white
rule in South Africa would lead to a catastrophe comparable to that of the Russian revolution itself (Michael
Howard). The obvious strategy of such persons and powers
would be to attempt to prevent such a "revolutionary
catastrophe" - even if this means the delay of Black
Majority Rule in South Africa! Likewise, with adequate
fore-warning about the nature and full implications of the
October Revolution, the imperialist world might have done
more

that

to

forestall and frustrate the Socialist Programme

formally introduced in 1917 by the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, under the leadership of V.I.
was

Lenin and his comrades.

Marxism-Leninism would provide the broad ideological
framework within which most National Liberation Movements in Southern Afriea would seek to operate and

develop the struggle. It provides at least a vision of what is
possible, even though the vagaries of both the Southern
African situation itself and the nature of the Struggle for
National Liberation have shown that the Socialist Road is a
hard and long one. The attainment of National Liberation

(even if one

were to equate

this to Black Majority Rule) is

doubt the central objective of the Struggle in South
Africa. In this respect. South Africa is no different from
no

any other country in Africa (or, for that matter, elsewhere
in the world). For, as we stated in the lead article of the
November issue of SAPEM , the problem of South should

be viewed

which concerns the National
Question and National Independence for the African
people. This does not mean that the Socialist Agenda
should not be part and parcel of the resolution of the Na-

primarily

as one

tional Question.
The South African comrades should stand better informed in the history of neo-colonialism in general; and in
the apparent reverses

in the post-independent states in
particular. Besides, the South African
struggle itself has developed as part of the overall struggle
for African liberation. In many essential respects, the

Southern Africa in

Black nationalists and scholars of South Africa have in the

of this century of the African Liberation process
provided no mean measure of intellectual and political
leadership. This is not surprising in a country that has experienced the most direct and, perhaps, the most brutal of
imperialist and white settler domination. The fact that
course
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South Africa is not yet

liberated might easily blind some
people from acknowledging the immense developments so
far attained in the Struggle for Liberation in South Africa.
Indeed little of Black South African political writing has
reached publication stage; at least, this appears to be so
when compared to the corpus of publications by the white
South African writers (that have sometimes been viewed as
synonomous with the views of the resistance in that
country). (No surprise that one Western academic at a
recent seminar in Harare concluded, to the anger of
Africans present, that there are no Black South African intellectuals of any substance inside South Africa itself!). But
there has for a long time been a viable Black South African
intellectual tradition, even if those who control the worlds
publishing houses do not want to acknowledge it.
This issue of SAPEM flaunts only some of the many
Black South African writers on this subject; and SAPEM
itself is only one of many other publications, particularly
within South Africa itself, that reflects the diversity of
views and viewpoints within a very vibrant Black intellectual community. Accordingly, we begin in this issue the
first round in what is expected and envisaged to become a
on the Struggle in South Africa:
BLACK STRUGGLES IN SOUTH AFRICA. The mass

long-drawn debate

in South Africa has already superceded anything
in either Angola, Mozambique or Zimbabwe.
But, as we have had occassion to ask in another forum,
what are the implications of this current internal upsurge
in South Africa? What are the prospects and capacity of
the Afriean petty- bourgeois leadership to coordinate both
the internal and external factors into a position of a unified
strategy vis-a-vis both the white society and imperialism?
What will be the nature of the relationship between the
upsurge
have

we

seen

National Liberation Movement and the immense social
forces - including the Labour Movement - that have been

generated in South Africa? In such a situation, can we rule
out the possibility of new alliances between, say, international capital, the white settler factor and the Afriean petitbourgeois that will seek to eontain these social forces? The
questions are numerous and need to be considered carefully in a concrete analysis of the South African situation.
We welcome one and all to this debate. But it is advisable to bear in mind the warning given by Archie Mafeje
in an earlier version of the paper published herein. Ack-

nowledging "that the writing of history as if it were a
product of heroic acts by parties and propaganda speeches
by their leaders is not confined to romantic liberals or
idealist ’Marxist-Leninists’ from outside", Mafeje warns all
of us and partieularly those of the South Afriean National
Liberation Movement:" There is still confusion among our
ranks between critical but committed historiography and tell-

ing lies for a good cause." (My emphasis)
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AFRICANS

COMMEMORATE THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION

Speech by Dr. N.M. Shamuyarira
at the 70th Anniversary of the Great
October Revolution

Moscow, 2-7 November, 1987
Dr. N.M.

■p^istinguished delegates. Your ExA./cellencies

Comrades and friends.

On behalf of our Party, ZANU
the Government and people of

(PF),
Zimbabwe, I wish to congratulate the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union
(CPSU), the Government and people
of the USSR, on this historic occasion
of the 70th Anniversary of the Great
The
October Revolution on 1917.

people of Zimbabwe, under the
leadership of Prime Minister Robert
G. Mugabe, wish you continued happiness and success in the future. They
join in celebrating the Great October
Revolution which they recognise as
the most significant event of this century. It changed the political face of
the globe, and marked the end of one
era, while ushering in another, the
of Socialism.
The significance of the October
Revolution went far beyond the boundaries of the then Russia, leading to
the eventual collapse of the Western
colonial empires, and the gradual
liberation of colonised peoples in
state

Shamuyarira

Zimbabwe’s Minister of

Information, Posts and Telecommunications and

Hon. President of the African Association of Political Science

in Belgrade in 1%1; and also at
the birth of the OAU in Addis Ababa
in May, 1963.
The Great October Revolution established the first socialist state in the
ment

world, based on Marxist-Leninist
principles. Since then that state has

described

by the UN. as "a crime
against humanity"; it is comparable to
a

form of Nazism and Fascism.

In-

deed, South Africa has never abandoned the slavery of the Nineteenth
Century. The mentality of the Boers
who run that system is still essentially

example of an alternative syscapitalism. More importantly,
the USSR has provided significant
material, political, diplomatic, and
military support to all other peoples in

that of a slave-owner or a feudal lord.
We all must redouble our efforts to
rid Africa of that system, and persons
with that mentality.

all corners of the world, who have
been struggling to overthrow the yoke
of international imperialism or domes-

I^inally, the socialist states are

set

the

tern to

reactionary forces.
Many delegates who have spoken

A
regarded as natural alies of the
Non-Aligned Movement because they
seek the same basic goals. The pending agreement between the USA and

before me have recounted the indebtedness of their people, and their
movements to the USSR.
In Asia,

the USSR to eliminate medium and
short range nuclear Missiles from
Western Europe, is welcomed by the

Africa, and Latin America, the

Non-Aligned Movement as the first
step towards general and comprehensive agreement for reducing the
nuclear
arsenals
of the
SuperPowers. The Harare Eighth Summit
of NAM strongly urged the SuperPowers, as well as the military blocs,
to reduce international tension by
seriously reducing arms and abandoning the arms race. The Socialist states

tic

feudalistic

ments that have

move-

confronted and op-

posed imperialism, have had the full
support of the Socialist movement,
either directly or indirectly.
Xn

Africa, the task of colonial libera-

Asia, the Middle East, Latin America,

Ation

and parts of Africa. The definite and
authoritative study of imperialism by
the Revolutionary leader V.I. Lenin,
became the point of reference, and
the main source of ideas in the anticolonial struggle. As the two World
Wars weakened the colonial powers,
the correct ideas of Marx, Engels, and
Lenin stimulated and guided the

nal

colonialists, or the white settles in
South Africa, with the support of the
USA
Government,
and
other

struggles of colonised peoples. A new
epoch of solidarity and dedication was
reached in the Anti-colonial struggle
at the Bandung Conference in 1955;
the birth of the Non-Aligned Move¬

killing, maiming, and brutalising the
indigenous people on a large scale.

CPSU, M. Gorbachev, for the initia-

The inhuman and abominable system
of Apartheid which they have imposed
on
25 million people has been

ment, and for the

SAPEM
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is not yet

complete. The inter¬

capitalisti states of Western Europe,
continue to deny the natural right to
national self-determination for the in-

digenous people of Namibia and
South Afriea. In order to maintain
their rule by force of arms, they are

and the NAM states should redouble
their efforts to find viable solutions to

regional conflicts in the Middle East,
Central America, the Caribbean, Asia,
and in Africa.
Zimbabwe would like to pay special
tribute to the General Secretary of the
tives he has taken towards disarma-

revolutionary

con-

cepts of peaceful co-existence he is

pursuing in international affairs.

3

The Great October Socialist
Revolution: Its Impact on and

Significance for the Third World.
Lecturer in Law, University of Zimbabwe and
AAPS Zimbabwe Chapter

Shadrack Gutto

took appronmately 70 years since
XKarl Marx mad Frederick Engles
made a breakthrough in interpreting
Tt

history and the world from a scientific
perspective up to the historic
year of 1917 when the first ever
workers’ peasants’ and revolutionary
soldier state emerged in the world.
Marx aptly pointed out that theirs was
not only a new way of interpreting the
world, it was primarily a way of interpreting the world and history correctly
so as to change it.
socialist

From the 1840’s to 1917 the spectre
haunted Europe - the spectre of com-

munism.
European bourgeois and
semi-feudalist states hundreds of laws
between 1840’s and 1917 to help them

persecute,

murder, imprison, exile

revolutionaries and do all sorts of
tricks to stop scientific socialist ideas
from being understood and used by
the working masses to organise and

change the world. For a brief moment
in 1871 the proletariat captured Paris,
overthrew the exploiter classes and established a working people’s state.
They were crushed and the revolution
destroyed the same way mighty U.S.A.
shamelessly crushed the Grenadam
revolution in 1983. But, the historic
march of the working jseople to
liberate themselves could not and did
not end there. Those who had understood the Marxist doctrine correctly
and were applying it creatively m their

struggles for socialism, like Vladimir
Lenin, were confident enough to say
in 1913 that; "The Marxist doctrine is
omnipotent because it is true."
Role of Lenin

selves in practice and were articulated
by Lenin and other revolutionary
giants such as Georgi Dimitrove
(Europe), Kim II Sung, Ho Chi Minh,
Mao ^dong (Asia), Amilcar Cabral,
Samora Machel, Antonio Agostinho
Neto, Moses Kotane (Africa), Che
Guevara,
Fidel
Castro,
Henry
Winston (the Americas), and many
others.

Among the key aspects of Mandsm
that the Marxist Continuators of the
20th century (of which Lenin is the

leading figure) added

right about the omnipotence of Marxism as a universal
revolutionary doctrine of the working
and
other
oppressed
classes.
was

However, Mandsm maintained itself
as the potent weapon that it is in the
20th century

because of the new insights and content that revealed them¬
4

clarified and

which have made scientific socialism
an

imperative doctrine for the Third

carried

simultaneously,

out

in

specific cases.
All

this

deepened and clarified
us to talk of Marxism-Leninism and not just Marxism
emerged in the process of revolutionary practice, guided by the omnipotent doctrine of Marxism. Today
we talk of the spectre of communism
haunting the whole of that part of the
world still under imperialist, colonial
Marxism, leading

and neo-colonial domination.
The
for the battle for the new
civilisation is now imiversal. It burst
the confines of Europe as soon as
arena

World include:

capitalism in its imperialist stage burst

•the realisation of the

its European boundsu'ies and engulfed
the whole world! Today, there is no

necessity of
leading role of the working class,
however small in number, in the
struggle for a true socialist revolution;
•the historically determined necessity
that

in

countries

where

socialism

country
coimtry

can

be achieved in

and

thereafter in

depending

on

their

one

each
own

conditions;
•that socialism

can

be achieved in

backyard countries without having
to wait for the maturity of capitalism
there exist

in the world to

some

single country in the world where
there are no grave-diggers of the
capitalist system eagerly preparing to
bury the decayed, moribund civiUsation.

the

proletariat are not an absolute
majority there is need for the
proletariat to assume a vanguard
role of leading the whole mass of
the oppressed classes and strata
such as poor peasants and the
revolutionary sections of the intelligentsia in order to carry out a
socialist revolution successfully,
•the possibility, and now reality, that

once

Lenin

or

Member of the Executive,

socialist states

give guidance and

support;
•that the colonised countries have in-

The Great October Revolution
In the 1980’s, most developed and
developing socialist systems are undergoing a period of profound

renewal

and

acceleration,

In

developed socialism in the Soviet
Union the process is so profound that
the concepts used to describe the
process in the Russian Language such
as glasnos (op)enness) and prestroika
are
(restructuring)
becoming
household words in the vocabulary of
reactionaries who are vehemently opposed to socialism and genuine
revolutionaries who view the concepts
as expressing the best of socialism at
definite stages of its development and

maturity.

The basic questions

are:

how did the land of Lenin, a relatively
backward
capitalist empire with

alienable

strong remnants of feudalism, lead the

and

world into the
What lessons

right to self-determination
independence and that the attainment of national independence
is a pre-condition for socialist
revolution although the two may be

of civilisation?
the world, par-

new era

has

ticularly the Third World, learnt from
this experience and What significance
SAPEM
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do we in Africa attach to the Great
October Socialist Revolution?
On the very first day of the seizure
of power by the revolutionary forces
led by the working class but compris-

ing a strong contingent of poor
peasants, revolutionary intelligentsia
and soldiers, it was openly declared
that state power had passed into the
hands of the organ of the revolution-

alliance. Offer of a democratic
peace, the abolition of private landed
proprietorship and workers’ control
over
industrial
production was
decreed.
This was followed by
decrees on land, confiscation of
property belonging to counter-revolutionary saboteurs, nationalisation of
banks, abolition of rents payable to
private landlords, state control of external trade, equality of men and

ary

women

ters

as

in economic and labour matwell as in contracting and dis-

solring marriages etc; ect.
Of
profound
significance was the
"Declaration of Rights of the Working
and Exploited People" of January
1918. For the first time in history, the
abolition of classes and exploitation of
man by man became the basis of state
mission and that of the new ruling
class workers and peasants. By the
Constitution of July 1918 it became a
right, again for the first time in history,
for people to have the right not to
worship, if they chose to do so. Further new socialist rights were those of
employment. It became a right and
duty of all to work and the division of
wealth to be based on the quality and
quantity of one’s work. The slogan:
"He who does not work, neither shall

end class domination and

observed in two

pamphlets "A Great
and Economics and
Politics in the Era of The Dictatorship
of the Proletariat", both in 1919, it was
going to be a long, meandering and
difficult process. This particularly because the Soviet Union was relatively
underdeveloped compared to other
Western European states and the
U.S.A. The task of overthrowing exploiters was over. Now it was the task
for building and defending the new
society.

Beginning"

Those
who
have
read
M.
Sholokhov’s Quite Flows The Don
know the reality of the ruthlessness
and
destructiveness
of
counter-

revolutionaries and machinations of

imperialism as the attempted to throttie the newly born socialist baby.
Atrocities by impierialism in Korea,
Vietnam,
Cuba,
Mozambique
Nicaragua, Ethiopia, AfganistM, Angola, Grenada, Libya and many other
places which have made or attempted
to make the socialist baby in the world
where the decaying and moribund
capitalism is still relatively strong. But
history marches on, thanks to the undestroyable foundation that was built
by the Communist Party of the
U.S.S.R., led by Lenin. Lenin taught
the working masses to ensure that the
proletarian state becomes a machine
for the suppression of the bourgeoisie
and

spinal cords of all oppressor classes
and states in the world. In contrast, it
became

a

festival of and for all the op-

pressed peoples of the world. It was
not simply a Russian event, it was an
international phenomenon that substantiated in practical terms the truth
of Marxism-Leninism.

A

new

and

was born. Epical acthe John Reed’s book.

high civilisation
counts

Ten

such

as

Days That Shock The World,
some of the moments of the

captured

revolution. But this was not
tion like many others before

a

revolu-

it. It did
not change one form of class domination and exploitation by another. It

was

the

SAPEM
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other

counter-revolutionaries.

Otherwise, socialism cannot be built
and defended.
Soviet Union Vs Fascism

he eat!" was enshrined in the constitution. And many more.

The
Great
October
Socialist
Revolution sent shock waves in the

exploitation.

But, the goals of socialism could not
be realised overnight. As Lenin clearly

The new workers’ and
in the U.S.S.R. wasted

state

peasants’
no

time in

building and consolidating proletarian

internationalism. It became the torchbearer for demanding the self-determination and national independence
for the colonised and other oppressed
nations. This, of course, challenged
the privileges of the imperialist

had for centuries asthey had a right to
plunder the colonies.
Despite the irreconcilable hostility

powers who
sumed that
colonise and

and

contradiction

between

im-

perialism and socialism, the new
was still willing and able
to join with the rabid imperialist
powers to destroy the imperialist fascist Nazi regime in Germany and their
Japanese allies. No single country

Soviet State

carried

as

much burden

as

the Soviet

Union did in defeating the Hitlerite
fascists. Alone it lost over 20 million
of its citizens out of a total of 50 million killed in the war. No wonder that
it is more serious and genuine about
peace than the imperialist powers.
The Soviet Union brought new content to the U.N. and other international fora. It demanded, supported and

morally, politically and
the national liberation
process. It supported and still supports the Non- Aligned Movement. It
joined the Third World in demanding
still supports,

materially

the establishment of a new international economic and information
order. It has become in theory and

practice the natural ally of the Third
and
struggling people in4he belly of imperialist powers. It /s the embodiment
of civilisation in opposition to bar-

World and all other oppressed

barism.

By the 1960’s and 1970’s, close to
people and territory has been liberated from imperialism and capitalist exploitation.
one-third of the world

The frontiers of socialism

panding
tionary

are ever ex-

the masses use the revoluteachings of Marxism-

as

Leninism to liberate themselves from
the shackles of colonialism and neocolonialism. In Africa, we are proud
of Angola, Mozambique and Ethiopia
for spearheading the socialist revolution - their difficulties in defending
their
liberation
notwithstanding.
Other socialist oriented states such as

Libya, Burkina Faso, Congo, etc, are
developing strong anti-imperialist
positions. The world socialist system,
not just the Soviet Union, is now a bulwark against imperialist adventurism.
What would socialism be in Angola
and Ethiopia without the volunteer internationalist Cuban cadres who died
and continue to die every day to
defend the masses of the African

people

against

forces

of

neo-

colonialism, spearhead by American

imperialism?
Socialism, started in the Soviet
Union, is also a friend of national
liberation even in the Third World
countries which follow the capitalist
road. This is because it is a matter of
historical reality that national inde-

pendence is but one step forward in
struggle against domination. It
opens the possibility of revolutionary
forces to emerge and carry the liberation process further until socialist viethe

5

tory is achieved.

It is not for the

socialist countries to export revolution
because revolutions cannot be exIt is the onus of the
ported.
revolutionaries in the neo-colonial

regimes to awaken their people and
make their

own

revolutions while

ploiting the rich solidarity
existing socialism.
the

Let

Great

ex-

reserves

October

of

Revolution live for ever! Those who
have not yet followed will certainly follow. It is a question of time only.

Long Live the Working Masses, for
Socialist

the Future is Yours!

Marxism and Socialism in Africa:
Some Reflections
ISSU G.

Shivji

Issa Shivji discusses the subject on
the occasion of the 70th Anniversary
of the October Revolution.

frica is

large continent with over
It is therefore difficult to talk in broad enough terms to
cover the development of marxism on
A

a

zVfifty countries.
the continent
was

as a

whole

-

even

if

one

competent to do so. And in any
this

development has been highly
heterogenous and differentiated, we
case

will therefore exclude from

our

ex-

position the North African countries
and the Sudan. These have had longestablished communist parties and
have followed more closely the
developmental pattern of the Arab
and Middle-Eastern countries.
We will also exclude South Africa
which also has had a long- established
communist party and still finds itself
in a complex anti-colonial struggle.
Our generalisations will be based on
the experiences of mainly Eastern
Western and Central Africa which
have had somewhat parallel, if not

similar, experiences in socialist and
Marxist development.
To simplify the exposition somewhat, the essay is divided into, what
we call, the wave of the 1960’s and the
of the 1970’s.
Most African countries became in-

wave

dependent around 1960. The struggle
for independenee was, by and large,
organised under some variant of
nationalist ideology led by sections of
the petty bourgeoisie (some combination of traders, rich peasants, civil serIn this
vants and intellegentsia).
struggle Marxism did not have an organised and independent presence.
In many cases, it id not even exist as a
6
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coherent current within the nationalist
movement. Rather there was only individual Marxists within the move-

process,
played a

ment.

to

Ideological developments in the impost-independence period
may be divided into two broad
categories. There was a group of
regimes which adopted the so-called
’liberal’ (capitalist) model.
Here,
various theories and ideologies con-

geouisie and the petty bourgeoisie to
take off and compete effectively with
the
existing compradorial bourgeoisies. In the "socialist" countries,

mediate

nected

with

modernisation

school

reigned

supreme. In this group we
have in mind such countries as Kenya
and Uganda in East Africa and Ivory
Coast and Senegal in West Africa.
The second group expoused African

Socialism variously called in different
countries. Tanzania in East Africa
and Ghana, Guinea and Mali in West
Africa fall in this group.

the post-independence state
central role. In the so-called

’liberal’ countries, the state was used
assist the emergent private bour-

the state intervened in the eeonomy

massively

-

through nationalisation

and control and regulation of strategic
of economic sectors - thus engender-

ing the development of state bourgeoisies.
As we said earlier, nowhere was
Marxism dominant or even politically
significant. What existed was simply
individual or at best groups of individual Marxists.

In

the

’liberal’

Typical of both these groups of post
independence countries was the fact
that they had very weak indegenous
bourgeoisies at the time of independence.
Their economics were
heavily controlled by foreign capital
from western imperialist countries,
very often from the former colonial
power. Immigrant minorities like the

this, almost the first generation
of Marxists, either went into opposition and were gradually hounded and
decapitated or were simply marginalised through individualisation. In
the Afriean Socialist group, a number
of Marxists joined the regimes in different capacities. They worked under
the thesis that it was possible to push
these regimes to the left from within
and therefore their presenee in the
state of of crucial importance.

Asians in East Africa and the
Lebanese in West Africa played a

Soviet Revisionism

compradorial role mainly in commercial, processing and service sectors
while white settlers minority controlled agrarian capital in some of them.
The aspirations of the petty hourgeois groups which led the independence movement was to step into
the shoes of the former compradorial
classes. After independence, sections
of this petty bourgeoisie developed
into compradorial brougeoisic. In this

group

This political practice of
derived from the theory,

’interism’

variously
supported by Soviet revisionism, that
African states and social formations
were still in a situation of flux. Classes
in Africa were not well formed and
the state had not assumed any definite
class character. Therefore, it was possible for some patriotic elements to

adopt

socialism
SAPEM
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countries

the

socialist
path
allied with the
socialist world, meaning Soviet bloc
countries.
In Soviet writings such
countries
whose exact composition
changed depending on the foreing
policy exigencies of the Soviet Union were
called
non-capitalist later
graduating to the status of socialiston

provided they

were

-

the state, power was concentrated in
the bureaucratic-military arm (the ex-

ecutive) at the
sentative organis
governments,

of repreparliaments, local

expense
-

etc.,

taneously independent

while
mass

simul-

organisa-

tions within the civil

petty bourgeois

society - trade
unions, cooperatives, political parties,
etc., - were either tamed and co-opted
or,
more
often, destroyed as
autonomous organisations.
In other
words, the ruling class established its
organisational hegemony through the

argued,

state

oriented countries. In Africa itself,
the
interist-Marxist
characterised
their "socialist" regimes as progressive
- a class which, they
capable of committing
suicide and joining the
masses
provided they were ’educated’ in the

was

theories of Marxism
world outlook.

and

scientific

Thus, whereas the Soviets

were

prepared to sacrifice the basic Marxist
tenet which calls for identifying the
class
character of every state, the
African marxists were prepared to
idealism and

sink into

bank their

struggle on re-educating their petty
bourgeoisie! In the event, the reality
of the African world to- day, including
its "socialist" part, has reasserted the
truth of basic Marxist propositions.
While the so-called non-capitalist
states are firmly inserted in the
capitalist world having developed
rapacious compradorial bourgeoisies including voracious bureaucratic and
the
so-called
military ’castes’
progressive petty bourgeoisies far
from
committing
suicide
have
developed into equally rapacious state
bourgeoisies, all in alliance with and

while the organisatio- nal initiative and capacity of the masses was
The
suppressed,
organisational

hegemony of the state was rationalised
by the ideology of, what may be called,
Whether the
developmentalism.
ruling ideology was proclaimed as
liberal capitalist, African socialist or,
later Marxist-Leninist, the common
theme that ran through all of them
was the ideology of developmentalism.
The main elements of this ideology

simple - deceptively simple. It
emphasised the poverty and economic
backwardness of Africa and argued
that in the interest of rapid economic
development, African people had to
sacrifice the luxury of politics and submit to strong executive states. In this
ideological formation expediency
replaced principles while economism
occupied the dominant ideological
space relegating politics to the background.
were

The fact that

So far as the state is concerned,
there was a two-fold, interconnected

ideologically politics
relegated to the background did
not of course mean that politics disappeared. Rather dipoliticisation of the
masses constituted the politics of the
ruling classes. In sum, developmentalism
provided the ideological
rationalisation for the development of
an
hegemonic bureaucratic-military
state in the process of consolidation of
the African ruling classes and their
imperialist allies.
The first generation African Marxists went along with the ideology of
developmentalism. The key link in
Africa, they argued, was the question
of the development of productive forces not class struggle. Under the circumstances, the crucial issue was the
adoption
of correct economic
politicies. This is what, presumably,
the Marxist in the state were assisting
to do. Their theoretical and ideological standpoint combined with the
destruction of mass organisations en-

development that took place. Within

sured that nowhere Marxism attained

to

the

enormous

perialism
revisionist

satisfaction of im-

both western

-

and

all

as

well

of them

as

now

steeped in severe economic crisis.
But to return to
Over the 1960s and

our

discussion.

early 1970s, in
both groups, the ruling classes consolidated themselves relying on the
state inside and imperialism outside.
Indeed, they provide an erstwhile soeial base of imperialism to which their
economies
ways.

are

tied in multifarious

These developments took place

amidst intense social struggles, which
we need not dwell on in this essay.
Suffice to highlight one important
result of these processes in the realm
of state and the relations between the
state and civil society.

Hegemony of the State
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independent organisation expresthis period. Individual

an

sion during
Marxists in

the

had

state

little

influence and their
helped to shield suppressive regimes from the wrath of the
ideological

rhetoric often
masses.

The Marxism of the 1970’s in these
countries was of a different origin. It

origins lay in the universities and
among

young

intellectuals.

It

developed particularly from the student struggles of the late 1960s and
early 1970s. This was a kind of second
generation Marxism which had little, if
any,
links
with
anti-colonial
nationalism. Its emphasis lay much
more on

neo-colonialism

as a

concrete

expression of imperialist domination.
Its theoretical work concentrated

on

examining social and economic
developments internally - the character of the post-colonial African state
and social formations; questions of
class struggles and class alliances, etc.
Yet is aeademic origins and in some
cases its inability to make a transition
from theoretical discussions and student struggles to corresponding political practice and involvement in mass

limitation.
significant
attempts were made to overcome this
limitation. In Ethiopia and Liberia,
for instance, the second generation
Marxists played a very important role
in the pre-coup mass movements in
those countries, their ultimate defeat
and disintegration nothwith- standing.

struggles were its greatest
To be sure, in some areas,

were

us

Before we move to the seventies, let
touch upon one exception which is

interesting example of the potential
development when Marxists are
integrated with the masses. This is the
example of the Peoples Revolutionary
Party (PRP) in Zaire.
an

for

Ideological Currents

Although

we

have talked about first

and second generation of Mandsts,
and their ideological emphasis, it was
a question of ideological curdominant at particular periods
for there were individual exceptions in
more

rents

of their ideological
generations.

terms

both
In

the

case

of Zaire

nuances

in

(the then

Congo), nationalism

was not able to
consolidate itself. Part of the Lumumbists nationalists went into opposition
and became Marxists. Out of some intense

which

struggles developed the PRP
the most important of the

was

7

left organisations. In
it became a powerful

the early 1970s,
guerrilla movement occupying significant liberated
areas. It was totally based among the
masses and high self-reliant although
morally and ideologically supported
by China. PRP made some significant
gains in integrating Marxism in the
local en\aronment. But in the middle
seventies - particularly with changes in
the Chinese foreign policy; the greater

arming of Mobutu and also, it seems,
loss of important cadres within the
movement

-

the PRP suffered

some

major military set-backs including loss
of liberated

Nonetheless, the

areas.

experience of PRP is worthy of closer
understanding. It may have important
and hopeful pointers for the future.
That brings us to the wave of the
1970s.
As in the

1960s, during the 1970s
ideological developments may be
seen in terms of two major groups of
countries. In one group there were
army coups which overthrew previous
civilian (or military) regimes and
too

declared
Marxism-Leninism
or
socialism as their official ideologies.
We have in mind such countries as

Benin, Congo-Brazzaville, Somalia,
Ghana, Upper Volta etc. The second

their

European countries; this dependence

movement. The ultimate result
that within a very short period
under the Mandst-Leninist rhetoric,
these
regimes
developed
into
authoritarian and repressive politicies,

proved economically disastrous and
militarily inadequate. Politically, the
liberation movements, apart form becoming the prisoner of the state, also
became prisoners ofthe town thus
alienating and eventually losing their
mass peasant base.
In sum, the
Mozambican example in particular
posed the correct question of how to

standpoint once such aid was not
forthcoming.
Finally, in some cases as in Liberia,
the coup’s objective role was to forestall and pre-empt the development of
a mass

was

socially generating small state and
bureaucratic bourgeoisies - and eventually settling down in the groove
similar to that of the African socialist

regimes of the previous decade with
less respectability and more vi-

ciousness.
In the case of the former Portuguese

colonies, there

was

the complex situa-

tion in which an attempt was made to
transform the national liberation
fronts into socialist parties; in effect
therefore declaring a social revolution on the morrow of the victory of
national liberation. This was no more
than a declaration for, with the benefit
of hindsight, it may be said that there
neither existed the necessary precondtions nor organisational and theoreti-

cal-ideological capacity to effect such
transition.
The national liberation movements
were a coalition of forces in which the
a

leadership was in the hands of the
p)etty bourgeoisie. Although Marxist

where the liberation movements, after

they never took an independent organisational form - even
covertly. Besides, these tendencies
seem to have been heavily influenced
by Soviet revisionism which provided
the bulk of assistance during and after

victory, delcared Marxism as their official ideology and converted the
former liberation fronts into Marxist

parties.
The official Marxism-Leninism of
the armies has had nothing spectacular or successful to offer. We may
summarise their salient features as follows:-

tendencies

existed

in

these

move-

ments,

the liberation war. These tendencies
still working within the paradigm
of the first generation African Marxists.
were

Army coups are not social revolutions. These

essentially
few, in many

were

engineered by

a

Soviet-trained or
without any basis

The Liberation Movement

coups
cases,

regardless of the labels they wore,
were changes of regimes from the
above and can hardly be described as

After liberation, although MarxistLeninist parties were formed, there
seem to have been no attempts to
smash the old state and create new
ones. The state apparatuses were inherited either intact or rebuilt in the

revolutions..
The theoretical-ideological formation ofthe so-called Marxist-Leninists

image of the old colonial state. The
new
"revolutionary" regime soon
found itself the prisoner of the state.

weak and shaky. Marxist
slogans were often used as a
ploy to obtain external aid.
They depended heavily on Soviet
and East European countries and in
some cases
as in Somalia
changed

The situation in Southern Africa as a
whole combined with internal lack of

mass

were

movement,

influenced officers

in

mass struggle or
These coups.

very

Leninist

-

8

-

a

national liberation strug-

social revolution but its
practice to date has failed to provide a
correct answer except perhaps by
negative example.
a

even

of countries is specifically the
former Portuguese colonies - in particular Mozambique and Angola group

transform

gle into

clarity and weaknesses of the liberation movements themselves resulted in

heavy economic and military dependence

on

the Soviet Union and East

Like in the 1960s, where there was
an

out

exception in the PRP which held
a hope and a promise, so too in

the 1970s there was a similar exception. This was Ethiopia. In Ethiopia
there was a significant mass movement
which led to the overthrow of the

anti-feudal
Many
those
arising from the second generation
Marxism, participated in the moveEmperor in what

was an

and anti-imperialist revolution.
Marxist currents, particularly

ment and set into motion a fundamental revolutionary process.
Some of
these currents began to organise
themselves and integrate with the

working class movement. But, once
again, this process and the mass movement were cut short, pre-empted and
forestalled by the army which stepped
in to head-off mass struggles.
The
army adopted the Marxist programmes of the opposition while ruthlessly
eliminating it. Some Marxist currents,
particularly those still tied to the interist orientation, were coopted while
through vicious means, manipulation
and expert use of internal weaknesses
and divisions among Marxist organisations outside the state, the Ethiopian
military under Megistu mercilessly
killed
many
fine cadres and
decapitated the opposition. With the
help of the Soviets and the Cubans the
military also set to annihilate the national liberation movement of the
Eritreans.
Once again MarxismLeninism was used as an ideological

fig-leaf to create a strong, repressive
state gainst the people and to suppress genuine social and national
struggles. Objectively, the army intervention and its subsequent consolidation liquidated a people’s revolution
in Ethiopia. Yet the struggle of the
early 1970s was a fine example of mass
politics in whose womb Marxist organisations had begun to be concieved
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only to be still-born at the hands of
’Marxist-Leninist’ Mengistu and his
’socialist’ backers.
The Economic Crises

The developments over the last two
decades hastily sketched above seem
to have reached their boiling point in
the severe economic crisis that faces
Africa to-day. The economic crisis is

an overall
the threshold of crys-

beginning to develop into
crisis and is

on

a political crisis - the
crisis of the neo-colonialism state.

tallising into

The present crisis
blow the lid off

has
the

more or

less

ideology of

While no fundamental economic development has
taken place over the last two decades,
it is also dawning upon the masses that

developmentalism.

meanwhile

the ruling classes as any other states.
The thesis of interism therefore stands

discredited.

Thirdly, Marxism cannot be imposed from above. Marxism can only
develop in the course of mass struggles and in the midst of mass movements. It is only by force of example

formations in their societies.

Finally, in view of the decisive importance of forging correct external alliances, the understanding of the history of the international communist
movement and the contemporary role
of "socialist" countries is very important.

and within these movements that the

working class and its ideology can
earn
leadership and ideological
hegemony.
Finally, there is no substitute to the
creation of independent mass organisations of the people - independent of the state. Marxism has to
be
organisationally separate and
autonomous

of the state and bour-

geois parties on the one hand and
ideologically independent of the socalled socialist world

they have lost their politi-

cal freedom. So fundamental questions as to the nature of the state and
the politics of the masses are begin-

class

on

the other.

Conclusion

Politically, the central issue is the
question of organisation. Yet organisation cannot be wished or just
created.
It has to develop in the
womb of mass struggles. Therefore,
firstly, African Marxists will have to
integrate themselves in mass struggles
as at the same time generate such
struggles. The first phase of the antiimperialist, democratic revolution, it
seems, will be a phase of mass politics
mass opposition, mass struggles and
mass organisation.
People have to
rebuild their organisational capacity
mutilated by the neo-colonial state
-

the last two decades.
African Marxists have to address
this question concretely and as an ex-

From these lessons follow certain
broad issues and tasks that confront
the African mandsts on the even of

over

sert

These may
theoreticalideological and political-organisation-

sessment on

al.

tremely important short-term task.
Yet in the long run it is within this
mass movement that the working class
has to find is specific organisational
expression and eventually win the
class leadership of the movement, organisationally and ideologically.
Past experience has shown that
short-cuts and by-passing the stage of
mass politics only leads to miniscule
groups calling themselves Marxist-

ning to be posed. In other words, we
are witnessing a kind of re-awakening
of politics in Africa. It is in this emergebt politics that Marxists have to in-

themselves. This calls for a reasthe part of Marxists and
socialists in Africa including a selfcriticism of their past political practices. Let us briefly highlight some of
the important lessons that may be
drawn about the development of Marxism in Africa over the last two
decades.

Firstly, it is clear that the prestige of
and affinity towards socialist ideology
that the African masses had in the
1960s has to a large extent been
eroded. Socialism and various Marxism- Leninisms stand discredited in
the eyes of the masses. Yet it is only
Marxism
which
offers a broad

perspective on the past and has a
potential for pointing the way forward.
That potential has to be translated
into political action. It can only be

done if the African Marxists learn and
assimilate the lessons of the last two
decades of their own fundamental
mistakes.

Secondly, it is also clear and once
again, with a vengeance, it has been
shown
Africa

neo-colonial

that
are

SAPEM
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the twenty-first century.
be broadly categorised as

On the theoretical level several issues

have to be addressed. The whole

question of the character of the neo-

colonial state and its relation with im-

perialism calls for a deeper and conCrete understanding.
Secondly, the
character of the revolution

as

anti-im-

perialist and democratic needs tobe
grasped concretely and various intermediate steps in this revolution and
corresponding forms of struggle need

Leninist. Divorced from the masses,
the ultimate fate of such groups is
either co-optation by the state (right

to

be determined. Herein also falls
the issue of the creation and sustain-

or putchism and eventual annihilation (left adventurism).
This short exposition may not have

ing

of movements with worker{peasant alliances as its basis. Thirdly,
one of the most crucial questions

posed all the questions correctly and
certainly not answered many issues
but, we hope, it has said enough to re-

facing African Marxists is the national
question and its relation to the social
question. How does one in practice politically and organisationally - address the national question without
compromising the social question and
without sacrificing the hegemony of
the working-class ideology? Fourthly,
it goes without saying that African
Marxists have to pay much greater attention to under social processes and

emphasise the trite Marxist truth that

opportunism)

"The truth is the concrete" and that
"Correct ideas come from practice".
African Marxists, therefore, need to
rededicate themselves theoretically to
learn from life and politically to draw
their sustanance from their class and
the people.
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THIRD WORLD IN STRUGGLE

Action Plan For Have-Nots
Led Jayawardena

Director of World Institute of

Development Economics Research
(WIDER), United Nations University

Pragmatic Limits

understandably wary of embarking
expansionary policies that might
only serve to re-ignite inflation.
Countries in surplus also have a conare

upon

We have tried in our report to
respect three quite pragmatic limits to

what are conventionally regarded in
various quarters as desirable international policy goals. The first of these
are
the limits to macroeconomic

ri^he current imbalances in the world

X

economy pose a potential threat
to the future wellbeing of all develop-

ing countries, including those of Asia.
This threat can, however, but turned
into a major opportunity for develop-

ing countries if timely corrective

ac-

tion is taken by bringing about substantial resource transfers to them.
The article we publish today sketches
out

a

five-year plan of action

to this

end.
A

tions

Study Group of the United NaUniversity’s World Institute for

Development Economics Research
(WIDER) based in Helsinki, Finland,
has proposed a five-year plan to
recycle $125 billion of Japan’s surplus
to developing countries at an annual
rate of $25 billions. The Group was
chaired by Dr. Saburo Okita, Chairof the WIDER Advisory board
comprised, in addition. Dr. Arjun
K. Sengopta. Member of the Wider
Advisory Group on International
man

and

Economic Issues and

Executive

policy coordination as conventionally
urged upon the world’s leading
economies given the perceptions of
key policy-makers.
The standard
recipe for correcting today’s current
account payments imbalances is for
the United States to follow through on
the dollar depreciation of the past
year with measures to reduce its
domestic fiscal deficit, helping thereby
to wind down its unsustainably large
current

account

deficit.

The

external

payments

suggestion is that the
resulting slack in the US and the
world economy should be taken up by
the emergence of "locomotives" of
major surplus economies, principally
Japan and Germany, through simultaneous policies of domestic expansion. Maintaining world growth in this
coordinated way, apart from being
desirable in itself, is of course viewed

being indispensable for developing
growth still depends
very largely on growth
in the
developed world in terms of current
account
balances, this approach
as

countries whose

Minister,

Mr

viously. The plan is intended to encourage other surplus countries to
match appropriately an expanded
Japanese effort and to encourage even
developed deficit countries to follow
suit in

a manner

consistent with their

balancc-of-payments adjustment objeetives and ODA targets.
10

legitimate concerns about the risks to
steady economic growth involved in
making too drastic a shift from a pattern of export-led growth to a pattern
of domestic demand-led growth. It is
essentially for these reasons that we
see limits, viewed from the standpoint
of stable
growth in the world
economy, to the degree to which
domestic
expansion
in surplus
economies can fully offset the deflationary impact of the desirable reduction in the U.S. deficit.

Indeed,

we

have argued in the

case

of Japan that it should, primarily for
these reasons, aim over the mediumterm to run a current account

surplus

of $50 billions annually, requiring the
domestic absorption through fiscal expansion of up to $40 billions, annually
relative to the policy stance before

Japan’s Special Package of Emergency Measures of May 29 was announced in terms of

which works out for 1987 also at $50
billions. I am not of course claiming
that we had any impact on that

in the United States deficit.

Prime

uncomfortable
levels.
in
surplus also have

WIDER’s contention is not that this
brand of policy coordination is in itself

Japanese

Yasuhiro Nakasone, in early May this
year, which in turn supplements a $10
billion programme announced pre-

debt
to
Countries

U.S. Deficit Reduction

billion in
recycling initiative announced by the

The plan

about their levels of domestic

public debt and about the scale of
domestic expansion that can be undertaken without increasing domestic

previous policies
projected surplus could remain at
around last year’s level of $90 billions.
As it happens, within days of the
release of our report in Tokyo on May
7, the Japanese Economic Planning
Agency announced the adoption of a
medium-term current account surplus
target of two per cent of the C5NP

Financial Times editorial
11 supporting WIDER’s

means, as a

May
projX)sals has suggested a reduction in
Japanese and German surpluses that
corresponds to the desired reduction

an

Director of the IMF, and I.
builds on the three-year $20

cern

on

undesirable, but that there are limits
to how far this process can go without
adverse consequences for the surplus
economies. Countries in surplus have
been distinguished by having track
records of extremely low inflation, and

a

decision, merely that

our policy intuitions were congruent.
While this would be roughly in line
with recently announced policy stance,
a

account surplus target of
magnitude constraints the degree

current

this
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to

which the desired reduction in the
deficit can be accommodated

US

through domestic expansion in Japan,
and by extension in the other surplus
countries if, therefore, the United
States is to reduce its current account
deficit by the figure of $150-$200 billions (equivalent to eight per cent of
world exports) as generally urged by

Assistance
around in net

developing countries that could come,
in the amounts needed, out of incre-

developing

ments

ment

(ODA). If the turncapital transfers to
countries during the

decade of the 80’s is taken at around
$60 billions, as we have tried to show,
and todays level of ODA of $30 billions taken as a baseline, then tripling

to ODA and this we have
shown is feasible in the case of Japan.
For the capital sums required the
available practical alternative is that of

tapping private capital markets under

today’s ODA to a level of $90 billions,
appears to be what is required to restore the status quo ante of the early
Eighties. Clearly somewhat more than
this would be required to expand
developing country import capacity in
line with the requirements of adequate growth, if the required capital
transfers were to be left to be borne by

various sorts of guarantee mechanisms
as I shall presently explain.
The third set of limits that we have
tried to respect in elaborating our
ideas on recycling are the limits of

parties. Where might such third
parties be found. We have proposed
on both practical and moral grounds
that the obvious third parties are the

ODA alone.

countries of the Third World in other

financing if

programme we propose should be in
the nature of programme finance in
the interests of rapid disbursement.
The principal issue was to avoid the
wastefulness associated with the en-

responsible
policy-makers
and
analysts, and if this is to be done
without creating a major recession in
the world economy - then simple
arithmetic suggests that the US deficit
or more precisely the vast bulk of it -

must be

transferred to

one or

more

third

words, recycling surpluses to developing countries and enabling them to

substantially larger current acdeficits, becomes the one available offset to the deflationary pressure
inherent in a substantial reduction of
the US deficit, in the face of the three

run

count

constraints identified above to domestic expansion as perceived by key

policy-makers
in
the
surplus
economies, namely the fear of inflation, of adding to public debt, and of
abandoning export-led growth. This is
the practical argument. The moral argument is that if there are excess
savings in the world in the form of
surpluses which cannot be absorbed
by expansion within the domestic
economies of the surplus countries, it
would be rational to expect these
savings to be deployed where they are
needed most, namely, in stepping up
capital formation in developing
countries rather than in being transformed into additional consumption in
surplus countries which already have
high living standards. The alternative
to this is the fall through recession in
world incomes which will both extin-

guish "excess" savings and bring them
into line with the reduced deficits that
available mechanisms can in fact
finance.

To pose the problem in this way is
indeed to exhibit the limits to needed

one were to stick to the
ODA alone. The ODA performance
of DAC countries in 1985 stood at
0.35 per cent of ODA on average with

only Norway, and in 1984, the Netherlands, reaching one per cent. Tripling
average ODA levels would imply
ODA reaching more than one per
cent of their GNP for the generality
of DAC countries in the

near

term,

by

conventional approaches to macroeconomic policy coordination. There
is a second set of limits which
WIDER’s
to

proposal have been obliged

respect and these relate to expand-

ing conventional Official Develop¬
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clear to us
fraction
of

was

that a sizethe
lending

was

tirely unconditional bout of recycling
of OPEC surplus in the Seventies
through the medium of the private
banking system, which has culminated
in the debt problem we now have.
What we were looking for was a brand
of long-range f)olicy conditionality of
kind towards which the international
financial institutions appear to be

a

moving, typified by World Bank Structural Adjustment Loans (SALs). This
in our design, would in effect trade
economic policy reform in the case for
example of debtor countries, in exchange for passing on to them the dis-

if it is able to maintain its 1984 ratio of

eluding section of

0.34 per cent of GNP
1985 ratio of 0.29 per

this would remove
a substantial burden of interest payments

rather than the
cent. If Japan
were to improve on that ratio and
match by 1990 Germany’s 1984 ODA
performance of 0.45 per cent of GNP,
then a tripling of Japanese ODA
would become feasible by then.
These calculations in our report
limited in this way because in
view of the domestic effort involved it

patently clear to us that ODA expansion generally, whether in Japan or

was

So much then for the limits set

What
able

exceeding even the 0.7 per cent target,
and this is indeed a daunting venture
although eminently desirable.
We
have limited ourselves to suggesting
that Japan alone is in a position to aim
for a tripling of ODA over the period
1985-90, from $3.8 billions to $11.5 billions in the following way. Japan has
already shortened its horizon for doubling its ODA between 1985-92 from
seven years to five years, so that this
could be done by 1990. We show that
on
reasonable assumptions about
Japan’s growth its target for doubling
its ODA by 1990 appears conservative

were

Expanding ODA

loosening up conditionality governing
lending to developing countries.

elsewhere, could not be in the
be called upon to

near

provide the
capital transfers needed by developing countries. What would be more
reasonable to expect would be funding
for interest subsidies on lending to

term

counts at

which commercial bank debt

appears now to be
the market place.

currently trading in

Policy Conditionality
An

entirely

feasible

reconstruction facility towards
end is what we sketch out in the
our report.
at one stroke

debt
this
con-

Since

now
being incurred by debtor
developing countries, and improve
their economic prospects, the way
would be open for commercial banks
to resume
lending to developing
countries within a framework of longterm conditionality prescribed by a
Policy Co-ordinating Committee of
the kind we suggest, involving major
donor governments and commercial
banks. Since under one leg of our
scheme, the principal of a commercial
bank loan would be fully collateralised
by a zero coupon bond of equivalent
value, the only risk being run by a

commercial bank would be the

non-
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payment of interest, and the risk

we

felt could be

substantially neutralised
by the long-range policy conditionality
attaching to our scheme.
In

indeed the
ditionality involved may be no
many

cases

than the economic

con-

more

policy-makers of

a

country would be willing to impose
upon themselves as a matter of self-

discipline, taking political feasibilities
the limit into account, and requiring
not much more than grandmotherly
nud^ng by the Policy Coordination
at

Committee. WIDER has in hand a
wide range of studies on the implications of conventional Fund\Bank

sponsored stabilisation and adjustment
programmes
in developing
coimtries, wth a view to defming altemative economic

policy packages
capable of achieving desirable adjustment and development
goals at a possibly lower social cost than that in fact
incurred. The quest in this research is
for a brand of long-range conditionality that is intermediate between the harsh short-term
packages
accepted in recent years by debtor
developing countries and the absence
of conditionality characteristic of
commercial bank lending, and this
would be the task also of the Policy
Coordinating Committee to evolve.
These
which

then

we

the limits, with
have tried to frame our
are

specific proposal for a Japanese recycling initiative, namely the limits to international
macroeconomic policy
coordination, the limits to the expan-

sion of ODA, and the limits to unconditional borrowing by developing
countries. Let me come now to that

proposal. What

we

have suggested is

than the World Bank’s shortThird Window" writ large,

no more

lived

whereby capital was raised in the
market place under the guarantee implicit in the Banks’s callable capital,
with interest subsidies coming out of
government budgets. In the specific
case of Japan,
capital transfers of $25
billions are year are suggested, having
to
surrogate guarantee
mechanisms which would eliminate
the need for substantial and time con¬
recourse

12

suming increases in the World Bank’s
capital, if that route were even
thought desirable to handle the large
amounts

tions

involved.

The available op-

extensively discussed in
Japan, in particular with members of a
Japanese Working Group on Perspecwere

would be in support

of a medium to
long-term balance-of-payments adjustments programme with the IMFs
conditionality
practices
being
reoriented in the ciltered context of a
substantial availability of finance.

fives for International Cooperation,
also chaired by Dr. Okita and com-

Recycling Channels

prising leading members of Japan’s
business, academic 2ind commercial

therefore, we
five-year recycling plan for
Japan totalling $125 billions. The annual component of $25 billions to be
recycled through deliberate policy action would be half Japan’s mediumterm current account surplus target of
$50 billions, the balance half being left
to be lent through normal market re-

banking communities. '
Trust Fund
One such option would be to have a
Japanese trust fund arrangement dispensing long-range conditionality
through a Policy Coordinating Committee, which would relate new lending to debt reconstruction, with the
principal of the loan being fully col-

lateralised. We think that

a

transfer of

$10 billion annually would be possible
through this route, especially if the
Japanese authorities were to issue the
zero coupon bonds needed as collateral.
Tribune

Incidentally, the
of June 29 contains

summarise,

lated mechanisms in the usual way.
The interest subsidies involved can be
comfortably met out of incremental
ODA. We do not of course presume
to have identified all channels through
which recycling might occur even in
the Japanese context and our work
has in this sense been exploratory,
similar work needs to be done for

Herald

other surplus countries and indeed

an ex-

even for developed deficit countries
with the economic capacity to meet

ample of precisely this form of collateralisation using US bonds in a debt
reconstruction exercise being implemented by a Mexican firm. A second
option would seek to expand ongoing
cofinancing arrangements between the
Export-Import Bank of Japan and the
World
for
Bank,
providing
programme for conventional SALs,
increasing if need be the unutilised
guarantee power of the Export Import
Bank now amounting to $40 billions.
This would tap a substantial pool of
institutional savings of around $150
billions annually in the Zaisei Toyushi,
the Government’s fiscal investment
and loan programme. Amounts in the

region of $10 billions a year could beavailable through this route,
substantially exceeding current levels
of $2 billions annually.
Finally, the IMF’s won capital
market credibility could be relied
upon to raise $5 billions annually in
Japanese capital markets for the
benefit of low income countries, especially in Africa and Asia. Lending
come

To

propose a

ODA targets

in a manner consistent
balance-of-payments adjustments objectives.

with their

The need for new mechanisms to
channel financial resources form the

developed surplus countries

was an

issue which came under intensive discussion at UNCTAD-VII. The conference "noted with interest the

proposal made in this connection by
the Japanese Government for the establishment of an independent high
level wisemen’s group to examine
ways and means to encourage the flow
of financial resources to developing
countries."
It is hoped that this
proposal will be speedily followed up
so
that country specific recycling
mechanisms may be identified through
a process of international economic
diplomacy and the related policy requirements brought to the attention of
the international community.
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Straight Talk
Poverty
Chcddi Jagan

to Haiti and Guyana

common

Leader of the Opposition Party in Guyana

bauxite and rice for

eographical area and size of
vTpKjpulation are generally cited in
favour of a political union of Caribbean states.
In this regard, an examination of Guyana and Haiti is

water.

diahorrea and
major causes of
mortality rate of 124
per thousand live births is among the
highest in Latin America and the

ence

relevant.
Haiti is small in size with

Caribbean. The life expectancy at
birth is 51 years.
A decade ago, 95% of school
children received less than sbrth grade
In 1982, 60% of the
education,

derstatement, the Minister of Finance
said in his 1987 budget statement that
the "economic growth rate was 2% in
1984. But that was 16.6% and 26.6%
below the 1981 and 1971 levels respec-

illiterate who lived in

lively and must be taken in considera-

an area

of

10,714 sq. miles. This is only about
1\8 the size of Guyana with 83,000 sq.
miles.

Haiti, with a population of 5.8 million, has more people than the previous West Indian Federation. In

trast, guyana
about 768,000

has
with

sity of only 9.3

per

con-

population of
population densq. mile. Relative

Thus,

severe

malnutrition are
death. The infant

population

were

huts which lack sanitation and other
basic essentials of modern life.

a

a

Haiti presents a

development

at

picture of underIts
its worst,

to Haiti and other Caribbean island

economic outlook is bleak.

Guyana is regarded as a big
country with abundant resources.
Despite the differences Haiti and
Guyana have one thing in common.
Both are desperately poor. Together
with Bolivia, they have the lowest per
capita national income in Latin

resources are

ber of feudal landlords and US

America and the Caribbean.

porations

states,

Beggary

Haiti, deemed the "Black Pearl of
the Caribbean", was once considered
the richest colony in the world. It has

long been reduced to the rank of a
beggar state. It is characterised by
terrible conditions of poverty, malnutrition, squalor and economic collapse.
The World Health Organisation
(WHO) estimates the per capita income

to be 350 US dollars per year

but experts estimate it at about 150
dollars in the rural areas where nearly

3\4 of the people live. According to
UNICEF, 27 per cent of the preschool children suffer from serious
malnutrition and 69 per cent lack the
necessary proteins and calories.
Health expenditure is only 3% of
Gross National Product. Consequent-

ly, barely 55% of the population
receive medical care. Only 3% of the
population has access to running
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Natural

seriously affected due to

excessive de-forestation which has led
to soil erosion and sedimentation of
water resources. 80% of the population are engaged in agriculture but

only 10%

own any

most

own

of the land.

Under the metayage system of agriculture, the grip
of the big feudal
landlords has been tightned on the
masses.
These factors pose serious
difficulties in developing agriculture
and meeting food needs and industrial
raw materials.
The export economy is based on

primary production - sugar bauxite,
sisal and coffee, all of which except for
coffee (grown mostly by individual
peasants) are produced by long established US companies. So are light
manufacturing firms which, with very
cheap labour, turn out semi-finished
and finished goods for re- export. The
possibility for the increase of industrial production is limited by inadequate economic infrastructure.
Decline

sugar,

production levels of the colonial
have not been maintained. In

tion with drastic decline

-

era

an un-

10% in the

1976-81 period; 8% in 1982 and 10.6%
in 1983. In 1985 and 1986 the growth

rates, were 0% and 0.3% respectively.
This
calamitous
situation
has
resulted in a per capita GDP at current

prices of US$583 (1985), the

lowest in the Caricom states.
Unbearable
In the colonial era, a cost

land. A small numcor-

on

than 3\4 of export income. As a
result of economic decline, even the
more

of living

survey in Georgetown the capital, disclosed that a worker earned $7.41 but

spent $8.23 per week.

In this period

of

neo-colonialism, the position is
worse. A family budget survey conducted
by the Economic and
Research Committee of the Trades
Union Congress (TUC) disclosed that
in 1981 the expenses of a worker’s

family of six was $654 but income was
only $250 per month.
This caused
TUC General Secretary Joseph Pollydoro to comment that life had become

unbearable for the worker: "he

eating one meal a day and his
child was going to school with bare
tea in the morning. Since then the

was

quality of life has further deteriorated.
has
real
wages declined by 48 per cent. The
daily minimum wage is less than US$1
The worker’s purchasing power
fallen between 1977 and 1986,

in the black market.

In Guyana, 21 years after independence, the economy is grinding to

Guyana has the highest infant mortality rate and the highest incidence of

a halt. The
the colonial

malnutrition in Caricom. There is
serious deterioration in education

economic base of
remains with depend¬

narrow
era

a
-
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dilapidated buildings, over-crowding,

Liability

lack of exercise and school books, and

inadequate teaching equipment. To
obtain potable water in water-rich
Guyana is a daily hassle. Electricity
and transport are woefully inadequate.
Rapidly deteriorating living
standards in conditions of high unemployment and under-employment
are leading to many anti-social tendencies. Crime has reached alarming
proportions. "Choke-and- rob" has
been superceded by armed gangs.
Criminals with weapons invade homes
and business places, not only committing robberies, but murdering their
victims. Guyana has the honour of
being ranked second in 10 nations
with the highest ratio of crimes committed per 100,000 population.

Guyana

was once

regarded

as

the

greatest asset and hope for the Commonwealth Caribbean territories. But
it has not materialised. In 1975, Dr.
John Dukhai, in a report presented to
the 10th West Indies Agricultural
Economic Conference, pointed out
that Guyana had the lowest consumption of meat per person in the

develojjed Caricom countries. "This",
he commented, "is rather paradoxical
since it is generally argued that
Guyana has the potential of being the
food basket of the Caribbean".

Today, instead of being the food
basket, Guyana is regarded as a basket case; it is a liability to its Caricom
partners. It is
highly indebted to

Trinidad and Barbados. Its indebtedness caused the collapse of the Caribbean Multilateral Clearing Facility.
The prospects under the ruling

People’s National Congress

are bleak.
The TUC Economic and Research
Committee in its 1986 report noted
that "it is difficult to foresee any significant improvement in Guyana’s

economy" within

AFRICA

•

short period of

Clearly, size of population (Haiti)
and size of territory (Guyana) are not
the main ingredients of development
and social progress. Far more important are issues such as democracy and

people’s meaningful participation at
all levels, the socio- economic system,
the economic planning strategy and an
independent foreign policy.
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NEWS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY

Introducing the United
Nations University (UNU)
The New Rector: Focusing the
"Best Brains" on the Problems of
our Time

Prof. Heitor Gurgulino
de Souza

United Nations

r^he

University Information Service

new Rector of
J. tions University is

the United Na-

a man who has
professional career to

devoted his
education for the
human condition

improvement of the

first in his native
Brazil and subsequently throughout
Latin America. Now he has the whole
world on his agenda.
"It is a tremendous agenda - and a

challenging one," says Professor
Heitor Gurgulino de Souza, the 59
year
old Brazilian physicist and
university administrator who assumed
the rectorship of the Tokyo-based institution on 1 September.
"Our
Charter specifies that we are to be an
’international community of scholars.’
To me, that implies, first, identifying
the best brains, no matter where they
might be; then organising and concentrating their efforts on the analysis
of, and finding solutions for, the most
pressing problems of our time."
The

new

Rector

finds

that

the

university, "was created at an appropriate time in the history of the
UN system," a period in which he
believes there is widespread dissatisfaction, in many parts of the world,
with present systems of higher education.
"On both sides of the East-West

ideological divide, I believe we are
witnessing a conceptualisation process
now underway that is essentially a
search for a better way to make
education more relevant to the needs
of the human society. It could well be
that this process is moving both parts
of the world towards a convergence

point in educational systems, that differs completely from the ones currently in use. Here the United Nations
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University could play

a most

impor-

tant role."

"We are, in effect, a university for
everybody - where all trends of
thought. North and South, East and

West,

can

confront each other.

But

always in the best intellectual tradi-

"a new kind of university for a new
kind of world."
The University is organised to make
the most effective use of global net-

working in carrying out its work.
Structurally, the UNU has the following component parts:

tions."
•The
A

s

Rector of the

UNU, Professor

x\Gurgulino will head

an

academic

institution that is strikingly different in
structure and mode of operation form
the usual university. He will be the
third Rector of this unique and unorthodox effort to bring international

scholarly and scientific
bear

the

resources to

of

problems development,
ill-advised use of technology - that
seem to defy solution by any one
country of group of countries. He
succeeds Soedjatmoko, an Indonesian
scholar of international development,
who was Rector from September 1980
to August, 1987.
on

sorts

hunger, poverty,

uneven

In common with traditional institutions of higher learning, the UNU has
a dedication to the advancement of

knowledge. Like all universities, it
apply the instruments of research,
advanced
training,
and
knowledge dissemination to the solution of problems.
seeks to

There, however, the similarities end.

Missing, for example,

University Centre in Tokyo
the central rogramming and

proves

co-ordination for the overall direction of UNU work. Why Tokyo?
The location reflects a long- stand-

ing Japanese wish to demonstrate its
commitment to the goals of the
United Nations and the willingness
of he Japanese Government to un-

derwrite that interest in
and imaginative fashion.

a

decisive

When the
University as still in its conceptual
stages in the 1970s, the Government
of Japan pledged US$100 million to
the University’s endowment and offered to provide head- quarters in
Tokyo in 1975. The planning for the
permanent headquarters building of
the UNU in the Japanese capital
city has now begun.
• Research and
training centres are
established by the UNU in various
parts of the world to study well
defined, long-term intellectual and
scientific needs.
The World Institute for Development Economics
Research (WIDER) in Helsinki is
the first such UNU research and

degree stu-

training centre, established in 1984

central campus, or permanent
faculty. In their place is a far-flung
network of individual scholars and
academic institutions that carry out
the work of the UNU. The UNU, in

with a pledge of US$30 million from
the Goverment of Finland. The establishment of a second research
and training centre, an Institute for
Natural
Resources
in
Africa

short, has been rightfully described

(INRA),

dents,

are

a

as

was

approved last Decern-
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ber by the University’s governing
Council.
•Formal associations with existing institutions thorugh which the Univer-

sity has been able to carry out much
of its programme activities continue
to help express its global mandate
and ensure its presence in various
regions of the world. There are now
39 such associated institutions, located mainly in the developing
world. They constitute the nodd
points of the UNU’s global networks.
•In addition, individual institutions
and researchers participate in the

ly all compounded by rapid and unsettling change. Under its Medium-term
Perspective (1982-87), the UNU’s
work has been organised into nine
programme areas - each an attempt to
help bring the instruments of science
and scholarship to bear on an urgent
area of global concern.
They tend to

developments

systems, on energy planning, and on

Africa’s predicament,
of religious fundamentalism, the global recession with
its enormous impact on the third
world, to cite but three examples which have taken the world by
surprise during the past decade.
-

the recent resurgence

arrangements.
The new Rector brings to the job of
overseeing this complex mix of
scholarly institutions and individuals
three decades of experience with
many aspects of higher education in

Pofessor Walter Kamba, Vice ChancelUniversity of Zimbabwe is the cur-

the first advanced course for teachers
of physics in Brazil.

(Zimbabwe

science from Mackenzie University in
Sao Paulo,k he was invited to join the
scientific department of the Pan
American Union at its headquarters
in Washington D.C.. During his seven
years there, he helped to
ricular
programmes

organise curuse
for
throughout Latin America, and, for
most of that time, also directed the

Unit of Education and Research in
the Department of Scientific Affairs
of the Organisation of American
States (OAS).
In

1970, he returned to Brazil to

help establish the new Federal
University of Sao Carlos in Sao Paulo
State, and he was subsequently appointed the university’s Rector. "I
have always been proud to be among
the founding fathers of that university
which has since proven itself to be a
worthy institution," he eomments.
In his new position. Professor Gurgulino will head an institution which
has been seeking to respond, as flexibly and effectively as possible, to a
world who major problems are virtual¬
-

16

ment of energy research
technology, the various projects
on energy systems and policy are
generating data on rural energy consumption patterns, developing training materials for energy planners, and
helping provide decision- makers with
detailed information on currently
available and new energy technologies.
assess-

In the area of food and nutrition, and
their linkages to poverty, the UNU
has helped develop new standard estimates of daily nutritional needs in

lor of the

iMaster’s degree in philosophy and

the
and

Food, Nutrition and Poverty

faculty of the Aeronautics Institute of
Technology in Sao Paulo, organised

I'll 1%2, shortly after receiving a

Energy Systems and Policy

deal with the kinds of international

for specific University
projects under special contractual

-

examples of the University’s
activities;

One of the most crucial concerns of
the poorer countries, for example, is
the need for affordable, appropriate
sources of energy. The UNU focus in
this area, therefore, is on rural energy

networks

Latin America. While his career has
taken him into many aspects of educational administration and planning, he
is perhaps first and foremost a teacher
who early in his career, while in the

Some
current

rent Chairman of the Council of the United

Nations

University (UNU). Bom in Marondera
-

married with three sons), Walter
from

Kamba obtained B.A. and LLB degrees
the University of Cape Town in 1954 and

1957
respectively. After serving his Articles, he practised law as an Attorney in Harare. Subsequently, in 1963, he obtained and LLM degree
at Yale University, and later spent two years
(1967-1969) as Research Fellow at the Institute
of Advanced
Le^l Studies, University of London. In 1969, he joined the University of Dundee in Scotland as a Lecturer, ultimately attain-

ing the position of Dean of Faculty of Law.
In June 1980 he took up appointment as Vice
Principal in the University of Zimbabwe. On
1st September, 1981, he assumed the headship
of the University as Vice Chancellor. He is also
Professor of Law in the Department of Law in
the University.

•Awarded the honorary Degree of Dtxtor of
Laws (LLD) by the University of Dundee
in May, 1982.
•Awarded the honour of "Officer dans I’Ordre des Palmes Academiques’ (France).
• Zimbabwe
"Manager of the Year" Award
1985.
He is a member of various extra-University
bodies in addition to his current role as Chairman.

Council of the United Nations University

e.g. Chairman, Board of Governors, Zimbabwe
Institute of Development Studies; Member,

Working Party on the Future Polity of Association of Commonwealth Universities;
Executive Board, Association of

Member,
African
Universities; Vice President, International Association of Universities, etc.

developing countries, investigated the
effects of iron deficiency on vulnerability to disease, and, in a projects
as INFOODS, is establishing a computerised classification of all the
world’s foods to satisfy a pressing
need for uniform criteria to evaluate
foods according to their composition.
Peace and Conflict Situation
In yet another area of UNU concern,
investigations are being carried out on

how to

bring about "purposive yet
peaceful" change. Two central preoccupations cut accross all the UIW research in this field: the role of the
state in encouraging or hindering

peaceful transformation; and the
problem of violence, whether used to
aid or to crush the process of
change.
Science, Technology, and the
Information Society
One of the rapidly emerging problems
in the modern world is the cration of a
world of "knows" and "know nots" - the
latter the disenfranchised of the information society. UNU projects are ex-

ploring ways to help these people ranging from, for example, the use of
"how-to" manuals on subjects such as
water filtration and solar cooking to
the use of microprocessor technology.
The University is also concerned with
problems arising from the simulexistence of information overload and information underuse: it is
taneous
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information

investigating

gaps.

information,

obstacles to the flow of
and the limits of an

individual’s

capacity to absorb and handle information.
The new Rector says that, by and
large, he would like to see UNU continue to work generally along its

but he

present lines

-

redirect

projects to

some

may

seek to

new areas

of

interest, particularly in the developing
countries.

lyrot surprisingly for someone who
has spent his professional life conccrned
with
higher
education
problems in Latin America, he is particularly interested in the contributions
intellectually, financially and
-

otherwise

-

that the countries of his

native region might make to the work
of the UNU.
The Latin american

countries, he notes, "are of

course

in

need of receiving help - but they also
have much to give."
He concedes that the takes over the
reins at a moment when there is crucial
need
to
strengthen
the

University’s financial base - which has
sharply eroded in recent months
by changes m the international
economy, including falling interest
rates and the appreciation of the
Japanese yen against the US dollar.
To attract more support. Professor
Gurgulino believes it is essential that
the university become better known
among scholars and the general
public.

been

His interest in dissemination of information comes naturally to the son
of a newspaper man. His father was
editor of a small daily newspaper in
Brazil and subsequently went to work

for 20 years as a writer for the influential Jomal Do Brasil.
Since his appointment as Rector
was announced in the spring, Professor Gurgulino has been extremely
busy - visiting various UNU facilities,
conferring with UN officials, and talking with academics from many parts of
the world
in seeking to better
prepare himself for his new position.
With all his hectic schedule, he has
still found time to study Japanese (he
is already fluent in Portuguese,
Spanish,
English and French)
-

taking up his officiaJ
rectorial responsibilities in a country
he has frequently \asited in the past.
The man who is first and foremost a
teacher is also married to a school
teacher. The Gurgulino de Souzas
have two sons.
preparatory to

Profile on the African Association
for Public Administration and

Management (AAPAM)
r|ihe African Association for Public
X

Administration and

Management

is a professional association founded
in 1972 with the objective of improving

performance of public administration
and management in Africa. It’s membership includes individuals, public
organisations, government departments

from all

Africa. Its acannual Roundtable,

over

tivities include an
at which senior public service officials
and academics gather to review some
critical problems in African public
ser\ace and suggest remedies; seminars and workshops, research projects
and a vibrant publications programme
which has so far produced five important books. The titles of the more
recent publications include:
African Public Services: Challenges a
Profile for the Future; The Ecology of

Public Administration
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Headquarters of the United Nations

(Ghana)
(Lesotho)
Dr. Ibbo Mandaza
(Zimbabwe)
Mrs. Simone Testa
(Seychelles)
Mr. Theophilus Aiyepeku
(Nigeria)
Dr. James Nti
(Ghana)
Prof. Galese Mutahaba (Tanzania)
Secretary-General

Economic Commission for Africa. It
is run by a Council composed of representatives of the three categories of

tivities, the Round- table Conference,

ment

in

Africa; Indiginization

of

African
Economies
and Public
Enterprise Performance and Privatization Debate: A Review of the Options
for Africa.
The organisation
in Addis Ababa,

is headquartered
Africa Hall, the

Executive Committee
by
a Secretary-General.
membership,
and

a

an

full-time Secretariat headed

Prof. KwameAdjei
Mr. William Bereng

This year one

place in Botswana, Southern
from November, 30th to
December 5th, 1987. The theme was
"Economic Crisis, Structural AdjustAfrica,

Public Administration and

Management in Africa."
AAPAM’s Executive Committee for
the years 1987-89 include:
Mr. William N. Wamalwa

ac-

took

ment and

General

of AAPAM’s

Southern

Africans were invited to it. In our next
issue we will gve a short report on
how it fared. We wish AAPAM well.

(Kenya)

President
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THE LIBERATION MOVEMENTS

PLO

Solidarity Concert - Harare Park
22nd November 1987
occupied as members of the
public heard solidarity messages from

was

member of the ZANU-PF Central
Committee and Member of Parliament
for Kadoma, Cde. Charles
Ndlovu and the chairman of the

Chitungwiza Town Council, C(Je. ForMagadu both of whom had played
a
significant role in organising this

bes

memorable event.

They also heard a rendition of that
saying by that great revolutionary, Cde Guevara; "... and if we
famous

could all unite to make

our

blows

powerful and more accurate, so
that every type of aid to the peoples in
struggle would be even more effective,
how great would be the future, and
more

Oeventy years

ago

last November,

l3the British Government, without
any legal authority over Palestine, set
in

motion moves to establish a
homeland for the Jewish immigrants
from Europe, thus setting up a chain
of events which led to the present
day

occupation by the Zionists of what in
fact was not originally their homeland.
The

indigenous Palestinian Arabs

who

then numbered almost 650
thousand people were forced off their
homeland as part of the Balfour
Declaration which encouraged illegal
Jewish immigration and settlement.
After the partition of Palestine in
1947 the Jews who constituted
only
one third of the total
population of

Palestine, were granted 60 per cent of
the land, including most of the fertile
areas, leaving the poorer and smaller
proportion for the Palestinian popula-

tion.

As

result civil

war

broke and the

on

November 22 in

support of the right of return of the

people of Palestine who

are

various parts of the world

living in
fighting

against Zionist oppression and the
right to full self-determination.

The concert held in Harare’s City
Centre gardens, drew large crowds of

people from all walks of life. Braving

the summer heat, the crowd which was
estimated at several thousands, ineluded members of the diplomatic

corps, government ministers, members of the central committee of the

ruling ZANU-PF and other leading
Zimbabwean personalities.

1^0 event in Zimbabwe’s political

i 1 history and in particular that of
solidarity with the Palestinians has
drawn such huge crowds apart from
the public meetings which have been
held

a

Zionists, with the tacit support of the
British and the Americans, gained
control and proclaimed a Jewish state
in Palestine rendering millions of
Palestinians refugees from their home.
In solidarity with the
people of Palesthe
tine.
Zimbabwe-Palestine
Solidarity Committee organised a
18

marathon concert

in

the

country

since

inde-

pendence.
Zimbabweans dressed in their Sun-

day best

tapped

hummed

the

to

their

tunes

of

feet

some

and
of the

country’s leading bands such as the
popular Movement, Stella Chiweshe
and Simangaliso Tutani’s Jazz outfit.
Every inch of ground outside the
amphitheater in the Harare Gardens

how near."
The Zimbabweans who took part in
the concert gave their services free of

charge

as

their

own

contribution to

the struggle being waged by the gallant fighters of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO).

I^xhausted but triumphant, the

Jlymusicians gave of their best as was
recognised by the PLO ambassador to
Zimbabwe, Brother Ali Halimeh who
people is not
only the result of their fighting spirit
but has also been made possible
said: "The survival of our

through your solidarity."

Strains of Caribbean music, African
and Western melodies as well as a
blend of protest and chimurenga
songs punctuated and enlivened the
atmosphere.
Huge posters, photos and Arab
headgear adorned the walls of the
stage of the amphitheater and the
heads of several of those attending the
concert.

An observer said; "This effort by the
Palestinian-Zimbabwe
Solidarity
Committee represents the height of
the
antiimperialist
struggles

throughout the world." Apart from
publicising the plight of the millions of
Palestinians
living
as
refugees
throughout the world, the concert
served to strengthen the bond of
SAPEM
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friendship and solidarity that exists
between the people of Zimbabwe and
the displaced people of Palestine.
The event was not just an appeal to
reason

and conscience but also aimed

at

showng people that they

remain indifferent to what

victory for all and the
triumph one day
despite the odds against them.

can not

imperialism is

happens

Palestinians

anywhere in the world, particularly in
occupied Palestine.
The victory of any people against

a

will
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OBITUARY

Captain Thomas Sankara
^Arnold Sibcindci

rphursday,
October 15,1987, was yet
JL

another sad day in the history of
the African revolution. To the list of
African revolutionary martyrs was
added that of Burkina Faso’s young

revolutionary

leader,

Thomas

Sankara.
In many ways, Sankara
a new breed of African
armed with a new

creativity and

a

Dedicated to the

represented

leadership,
revolutionary
touching modesty.
development of his

impoverished country out of its backwardness, Sankara could not be found
wanting on the drive to stamp out corruption; to spear-head relevant and
popular-oriented

development

and to democratise
Africa’s political systems.
programmes

which, alas, included some ambitious
traitors posing as revolutionaries drove in Renault 5s, sometimes on
simple motor cycles); his consistence
in the anti-imperialist struggle is well
recorded, (Sankara tirelessly sought to
disengage his country and Africa from
the grip of imperialism - particularly
French imperialism which still treats
so-called Franco-phone Africa as its
"provinces"!). In the fight against
apartheid, Burkina Faso under
Sankara
was
"Frontline state"!

imperialist
Burkinabe

revolutionary
Sankara

that
the
fed up with his
enthusiasm;
that

protege;

people

was

were

planning

an autocracy,

only underlines their own dishonesty,
power-hungry ambitions and murdcrous

dispositons. Sankara’s rural
development programmes - perhaps
so far unparalleled
anywhere in the
world -argue strongly against the lies
of the coup-makers. His
leader-ship
style; simple and never alienated from
the popular base (the exploited
people); never disposed to enjoy state
power privileges of driving in Mercedes Benzes while the people starve,
(Sankara and his leadership team -

20

something

like

a

This young revolutionary leader accused by his killers of turning Burkina
Faso into a ’neo-colony*, declared in
an informal discussion with
delegates
to a

That the murderers who took his life
should claim Sankara had become an

Research Fellow, Zimbabwe Institute of Development Studies

colloquium of African economists

in Onagadougou (21-27
April, 1987)
that his revolutionary government had
decided on independent development

projects which included the manufacture of beer and perfume
using the
country’s

own

raw

materials. The

Government would ban the importation of expensive alcohol and perfume
which were made from the raw
materials scooped out of Burkina
Faso!

To the African economists, as to the
heads of state of the OAU, Sankara
condemned payments on foreign
debts which were incurred for irrelevant projects or things meant for
the conspicuous consumption of the

corrupt African petty bourgeoisie.
Sankara could not have been an
or be said to have been

autocrat

scheming personal dictatorial powers.
Spending most of his time, especially
at weekends, with peasants in the villages, encouraging the organisation of
and attending symposia on the question of women’s emancipation, on how
to end prostitution etc., and with clear
programmes for building popular
democratic institutions,
the real
’autocrac/, the real ’dictatorship’
feared by the usurpers was the alternative civilisation, the alternative and
real
democracy
that
Sankara
presented.
A gainst
revolutionaries of the
x\Sankara type - the Nkrumahs, the

Cabrals,
the
Lumumbas,
the
Mondlane’s, the Machels, unpatriotic,
ambitious and corrupt elements commit bloody crimes. Against African

revolutionaries,
Oankara,

Sankara

after donor funds for the

greedy internal allies to shed blood!
"In 20 years, I will still b&-honouring
the memory of Thomas Sankara" said
a businessman in
Onagadougou. In
the memories of African revolutionary
patriots, Sankara will live forever!

appealed to his
»3 people to slap imperialism in the
face by doing voluntary work in the
historic railway - now a national
monument

project

-

patriots
of the
imperialism recruits

who

were

refused, could

never

drive his country to neo-colonialism!

type,
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Emmanuel Hansen

(1937 -1987)
P.

Anyang’ NyOngO

ProgrammesOfficer, African Academy of Sciences, Nairobi

■pvr. Emmanuel Hansen

arrived in

Arusha, Tanzania, on Tuesday
November 10th, 1987 to take part in a

symposium
Researcher

on

they would meed very soon.
later, Archie Mafeje
came down from his room, and Em-

that

A few minutes

"The African Farmer,

and

Entrepreneur" organised by the African Academy of
Sciences (AAS). This was part of a
series of symposia of the Special Commission on Africa, a project of the

however, turned down the invitation

telling Emmanuel that the wanted the
spend the rest of the afternoon catching up with some reading in his room.
I remember teasing Emmanuel about
his walk, "Why do Akan people like
such lousy exercises as walking?" I

AAS in which Emmanuel Hansen was
a member. Apart from presenting a
brilliant paper on the sociology of
"African Studies" since independence,
Emmanuel acted as one of the rapporteurs of the symposium.

taunted him. "With

es

Salaam. Since Em-

manuel was not due to leave Arusha
until Sunday morning, we had ar-

ranged to have dinner together that
Friday night at around seven o’clock.
Just
after the
morning session,
however, my sister-in-law, Elizabeth
Omuodo, called me and asked
whether I could take my family for
dinner at their house that evening. I
agreed, not realising that 1 had had
another commitment with Emmanuel.

When I met Emmanuel at three
o’clock ^ the Hotel lobby, saying

goodbye

Issa

Shiyji

and Naceur

Bourenane who were just about to
leave for Dar es Salaam, I asked him
whether we could change our plan
and have breakfast together the next

day at seven thirty. That way, TogbaNah Tipoteh would also join us and
we

would be able to have two

or

three

during which we could put
together the rapporteurs’ report and
re\aew
the symposium. Emmanuel
thought this an excellent idea, and implored me not to feel bad about the
change since it would give me some
time to spend with the family. We then
embraced Issa, Naceur and others and
I remember Emmanuel assuring Issa
hours

SAPEM
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a name

like Han-

be Akan? I am
a Ga to the bone!" he replied, with his
usual gentle laugh and teasing smile.
Archie then went up to his room and
sen,

The symposium ended on Friday,
November 13th, at one o’clock. By
three o’clock half of the participants
had left either by road to Nairobi or

by air to Dar

manuel asked him whether they could
take a walk to town as they had done
on the
first day. Apparently Emmanuel had this habit of taking long
but leisurely walks every evening. This
had been the doctor’s advice to him
since about a year or so ago. Archie,

do

you

think I

can

Emmanuel said he would
Emmanuel Hansen,
who died

1987,

a

tragically in Arusha on 13 November,
renowned scholar in the field of

was a

political
theory. He taught in many universities
in Africa and

Europe; and had published widely. (SAPEM will cany in its next issue a review
of one of his

more recent

publications).

Emmanuel’s death
rocked the African
academic community in particular; and as we

to press, letters of condolences (and appreciation of Emmanuel’s work) were still
pouring in. THE HERALD in Harare carried a
report on Emmanuel’s death, including a statement issued by the AAPS Southern African ofgo

fice in Harare.
Nathan Shamuyarira,

Zimbabwe Minister of
Telecommunication
and Honoraiy President of the AAPS, added
that he has also requested the AAPS
”to do something to commemorate the work
Information, Posts and

of Dr. Hansen,with the AAPS establishingeither a special issue of the journal, with artides on Marxism in Africa; or a Scholarship
for radical students (if funds can be raised).
AAPS must show appreciation of his work in
Africa."
This will be a fitting honour for an outstanding scholar who helped to develop African
scholarship during the last two decades; and, as
the AAPS Zimbabwe
condolence read:

Chapter’s

message

of

on the African continent we
the loss of an outstanding radical
African and our greatest tribute to him will
be to continue his work with all the commitment and care that he would have displayed.
To Mrs. Hansen and the rest of the family we

”Once

mourn

more

see us

later.

Ghanlan national

T^mmanuel went up to Tipoteh’s
ilzroom and, according to the story
that Tipo was to tell us later, they sat
down and talked up to about six. They
things, things
they had never talked about for the
ten years they had known eaeh other.
They talked about their family lives,
how difficult it was to live in Europe

talked about all kinds of

when there

was so

much to be done at

home, how good it was to keep coming back to Africa from time to time
and get to meet comrades wand know
what is actually going on. Emmanuel
related to Tipo his health problems
and how he was now much better and

lot of work done.
getting a little tired
of travelling and that he was, from
then on, intending to take it a little
easier and spend more time with his
family. His three daughters were
rapidly approaching college age and
they needed his presence at home
more
now than ever before. They
talked about what scholars were doing
actually getting
But he said he

a

was

in Africa and the need to build and

strengthen our own autonomous organisations: the Council for the
Development of Social Science
21

Research in Africa

African
Science

(CODESRIA), the

Association

of

Political

to the wishes of Emmanuel’s
Mrs. Elaine Hansen.

widow,

friends

and

academic and

colleagues in the
political world mil Hnd

(AAPS) and the journals
being published by African social
scientists. They talked and talked.
At around six, Tipo told Emmanuel
that, since he had wanted

so

much to

go for a walk, the could stroll to
downtown Arusha and be back to
Mount Meru Hotel for dinner before

eight. Emmanuel was very happy and
they took off, continuing with the
heart-to-heart discussion.

/^n their way back from town, some

V-/time after seven, as they were on
the Nairobi road heading for Mount
Meru

Hotel, they decided, for safety

reasons, to

deliberately walk facing

the oncoming traffic - on the path beside the road which was not much of a
side walk. In a single file, Emmanuel
walked in front with Tipoteh following
him.
Just ten years before taking the turn
into the hotel compound, a pick-up

from behind and, in trying to
overtake a taxi on a narrow road,
swerved outside the road, lost control,
and hit Tipoteh on the left shoulder.

Dr Emmanuel Hansen

came

As

Tipo went tumbling down, the

vehicle hit Emmanuel on the head so
hard that the fell onto the concrete
and incurred the multiple injuries
from which he died a few minutes
later.
I do not want to tell the very agonizwe all went through

ing story of what
those

few

passed

away. But the following people
thanked for the heroic efforts

hours

after

Emmanuel

must be

they made to dry to save Emmanuel’s
life against all odds; Ambassador
Sarakikya, the doctors at Mount Meru
Hospital and Tipoteh himself. The office of the Regional Commissioner for
Arusha, the Regional Commissioner
himself and the Government of the
United Republic of Tanzania did ail

they could to help;

Emmanuel
funeral arrangements went smoothly according
died, they made
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once
sure that

(with Collea^e Danstun Wai) at the Arusha Meeting
before his tragic death

U’laine arrived in Nairobi on SunHfday, November 15th, by British
Airways from London. She was met at
the airport by the Scientific Secretary
of the African Academy of Sciences,
Professor Samson Gombe, and the
Administrative Secretary Ms. Rahab
Runo. These two brought Elaine to
the Kenyan-Tanzanian border from
where Mrs. Joyce Molel of the Arusha

Regional Commissioner’s office and
myself drove her to Arusha.
We spent Sunday making the
uneral arrangements. Monday morn-

ing was the same, and the post-mortern started at the

Kilimanjaro Chris-

tian Medical Centre in Moshi at
around one o’clock in the afternoon.

By five we all left for Arusha and
finally gave Emmanuel a simple, but
dignified Christian burial at six thirty
that evening at the Arusha cemetery.
It is not possible to say farewell to

it difficult to get used to his absence.
His family will miss a darling son,
father and husband. But, as Tipoteh
said in his farewell poem to Em-

manuel, we must continue from where
Emmanuel left.
Emmanuel was working on a book
on Ghana. In a recent letter I received
from Elaine, she writes;
7 have made some progress over
Emmanuel’s
book. A friends

helped me to print all the completed chapters and I have asked
(another friend) to bring it to completion and he has agreed. Such a
substantial part of the book seems
to have been completed that we
could almost publish it as it stands.
If we can do this in the next few
months I shall be very satisfied.”
May his soul rest in

peace.

Emmanuel. We who have been his
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BOOKS

How? When? Why?

Sanctions Construction,
A Review Article
The Sanctions Handbook
By Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omond

Penguin, London, 1987,399 pages

by
Reginald Herbold Green
Author Note

Reg Green fust became involved in support
work with and for African independence and
liberation movements in 1955. He has worked
in and on Africa with and for Africans since
1960. In addition to working on the faculties of
three African universities (Legon, Makerere,
Dar es Salaam) he has served as consultant
and/of adviser to the governments of Tanzania,

Botswana, Mozambique, Swaziland, Zimbabwe,
Ghana and Uganda as well as to SWAPO of
Namibia, SADCC, the UN Institute for
Namibia, the ILO, UNICEF and the OAU. He
is a member of advisory groups or committees
of the World Council of Churches, the Catholic
Institute for International Relations, the South
Economic Research and Training
Project and the International Centre for Law In
Development and has published over 250 artides, chapters, books and studies. He has been
based at the Institute of Development Studies
(Sussex) where he is a professorial fellow, since

African

1974.

Sanctions ought to be effective...
We would like to see those sanetions applied by those who can
make them effective. The countries
which have economic power in
South Africa must take the lead...

(President Joaquim
Mozambique, 19^)

Chissano,

However, if our call for their imposition is to be heeded, we have
seriously to consider being directly
involved. Those of us who can
should impose sanctions of our
own.

(President
Kenneth
Zambia, 1987)

Kaunda,

If we have to conduct an amied
struggle over an extended period of
time the economy will be destroyed
in a physical sense... The imposition of comprehensive mandatory
sanctions... is the most effective
way to ensure the non-destruction
of that economy... It is not that we
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pact of South Africa’s regional
strategy on them and their support for
sanctions as a means of ending that
cost. In the second half Southern
Africa, the Front Line States and

that our people
of work [but] so that
apartheid can end... We are ready
to make any sacrifice... to see this
system ended... we will do all the
things we can and must do for our
own freedom, but sanctions alone
would not bring about any results.
want sanctions so

can

be out

in passing as potential
second2uy actors in the imposition of
sanctions with a warning (to the
Western reader)
that they have
limited capacity to act and an admonition (to the same audience) that
SADDC’s
dependence reduction
priorities are the route to making
sanctions practical without self-immolation and should, therefore, have
the full backing of sanctions advo-

SADCC appear

We have to de involved in the two
pressures from
side.

inside and from out-

(Publicity

and

Information

Secretary Thabo Mbeki / President Oliver Tambo, ANC, 1986)
A Do It Yourself Guide

For Whom

cates.

Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omond
have written The Sanctions Handbook
for those potentially or actually interested in arguing the case for sanctions
and in pressing for/participating in

their construction.

with
copious material - much of it familiar
to experts but greatly adding to the
understanding of anyone else. Their
style is direct and while committed,
relatively non-emotional. The more
ground-breaking second half of the
volume by Joe Hanlon is, as he
They do

so

described his idea before it became

volume,
build

a

a

a

how-to guide -"You too can

sanction".

The rest of Africa

slightly surprisingly given the negative psychological
impact of OAU member’s with a free
choice entering into economic relations with South Africa

This

objective determines the main

-

does not

do the Eastern
European countries and China. For
tactical and practical reasons this is
probably quite justified - the book and
its readers are unlikely to alter
policies in these cases; their trade with
South Africa is peripheral; their political stance against apartheid guarantees their not becoming serious bolthole providers as sanctions by North
really

appear

America
states

target audience - Western Europe

-

and

nor

European
plus Japan and Australasia
Western

grow.

and

The Case For Action
readership needing to be convinced that sanctions aré
The case for sanctions -including
justified, have black South African
that
they do historically have an imbacking, can work and could be made
to operate without crippling their own
pact - is set out cogently and with a
economies is primarily an Anglo- wealth of detail. It is perhaps less forAmerican (the countries not the comcefully
put
than
in
Richard
pany!) one with the EEC countries Moorsom’s The Scope for Sanctions:
and Japan its outriders. For them the Economic Measures Against South
approach, the tone, the language Africa (Catholic Institute for Interna(English) and the major paper tional Relations/British Council of
publisher with global distribution are Churches, London 1987) but also
more
encyclopaedically with more
fully appropriate.
The objective and main intended
quotations from supporters. The
readership influence the emphasis - breadth of black support in South
especially in the second half on "how Africa is demonstrated first and has
become even
firmer since with
to". Southern Africa (South Africa’s
Dependent Neighbours") appear in COSATU, after a detailed study of
the costs to its members, reaffirming
the first half to show the negative im¬

North America. The

-
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its support
a

for sanctions

as

essential to

(Even Israel

appears to

be recalculat-

speedy change of system.
The absence of significant white

ing costs and benefits and is really too

is almost made

military alliance with the USA is indirect via Jonas Savimbi and cannot
be made direct barring very unlikely

South African support
clear. Even Frederick

Zyl Slabbert and Helen Suzman (who with Joe
Slovo of the ANC appear after the
predictable big five
Mandela,
Tambo, Sisulu, Tutu and Boesak - in
surveys of black South Africans’
opinions as to be acceptable national
political leadership members) are
anti-sanctions although, intriguingly,
both accept the value of threatened
(as opposed to imposed) sanctions in
forcing change. Whether the July 1987
van

South African white advocates of
systemic change/ANC talks in West
Africa will alter this is not clear.
The analysis of sanctions’ serious

potential impact on the South African
economy is well done. No rosy dream
world of instant collapse is posited rather a slow grinding down process
analogous to what happened to
Rhodesia is set out after (as in
Rhodesia) a possible brief import sub-

stitution spurt.

small while South Africa’s tenuous

changes in US public and congressional perceptions.)
The third problematic issue is
whether the main emphasis is sanetions should be as argued - on export
blocking. Realistically (as the authors
half admit) gold cannot be blocked
(albeit diamonds can) so that funds
for the most crucial imports - though
not for preserving white amenities or
overall growth - will be to hand. On
-

the other hand armaments, duel purpose goods (e.g. virtually all vehicles,
vessel^ aircraft, computers and com-

munications

equipment), high technology (low and medium RSA can
produce or copy itself), finance (for
major investment) and petroleum are
a finite list of
key imports whose cutting be even 50% would precipitate a

downward

capacity spiral.

Three issues are problematic. The
first is the degree of stress needed to
cause a surrender of
power. Sanctions

against apartheid - as opposed to
sanctions against continued occupa-

tion of Namibia
ment

economic

destructive engageagainst Southern Africa - do not
or

seek

policy changes or even in any
meaningful sense power sharing, but
rather the transfer of power from the
Afrikaaner
Liberation

And Some

and

military

Priority Means And

Modalities
In the second half of the volume Joe
Hanlon underlines that sanctions do
exist on a rapidly growing and fairly
broad basis even if still ^11 of holes
and short on enforcement. The whole
tenor of the Northern debate and of

politicians’

response to it has changed
even since 1985. This is
small extent the result of steady

establishment
to
the
Movement (realistically
defined as the ANC, the UDF, Cosatu
and their allies. That is not the context
in which sanctions have
usually been
used. The Rhodesian parallel is not a
good one - the Lancaster House
agreement (which did indeed result in
a transfer of
power) was possibly only
because
ZANU,
ZAPU
and
Smithorewa all expected to win the
election. The apartheid leadership can

the much more wsible jmd effective
role now played by independent
Southern African states and by the
South African Liberation Movement make a review of the situation, of

any

strategic target and of ways forward
timely. Small group boycotts and

hardly be expected to ojjerate under
similar illusion.
The second

question posed, but
only in passing, is: "If Rhodesia survived so long because South Africa
was its economic conduit and
lifeline,
who will

be South Africa’s South
Africa?". South Africa has no larger,
more

hour

economically advanced neighnor

is any

likely ti wish
economic
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and

really large

economy

to appear to

military

be its

protector.

dramatically
to

no

education efforts by often small
liberations support groups and of
their largely symbolic - do it yourself
-

boycotts and disinvestments (or divestitures). But their very success - and

similar exercises remain im|X)rtant.
They have substantial publicity and
educational value in the North; they
are acts of
solidarity which may be of
psychological assistance to those suffering under or from apartheid; they

continue to
action buy the
can

spearhead drives for
big economic bat-

talions, i.e. states and TNCs. But they
need to be seen in that context and
selected with a view to getting the big

battalions on the move on the specific
fronts on which South Africa is most
vulnerable.
The most valuable part of the book
is the taxonomy - in the second half of
the text and a "Directory of Sanctions"
about types of sanctions by coverage,
-

strengths and limitations and
"Universal compulsory
sanctions" is a valuable rallying cry
and an unimpeachable goal. However,
the reality of actual progress is and
purpose,

prospects.

will

remain

specific

the

sanctions

accumulation

of

by particular
of countries. Fur-

countries or groups
ther some sanctions matter much
more than others. Therefore,
given
limited political capital and still more
limited policing capacity, sanctions
advocates should priorities their attention to these.
From

both

a
military and an
point of view the key ones

economic
are:

a) military equipment and technology
(mandatory, compulsory but riddied with leaks at least the larger
of which could be plugged);
b) dual purpose equipment (especially all vehicles, planes and helicopters, ships, computers and sophisticated communications equipment
an iu'ea now
largely uncovered
but to a substantial degree prac-

ticable as OECD state restrictions
transfers to the USSR, China
and their allies demonstrate);
on

c) high technology - whether embodied in machinery or in designs,
blueprints and knowledge on
production and use - needed in
particular in the manufacturing
£md energy sectors (as with "b" now
largely not covered but practicable
so far as hardware and
major corporations knowledge transfers are
concerned);
d) new financial flows (now largely
halted for economic

needing
bans

reasons

but

general legislative
ensure
against any

more

to

recovery);
e) petroleum (a relatively leaky embargo net now greatly increases
costs, an effective surveillance and
publicity apparatus could cause
serious operational problems to
RSA).
Two

readily practicable (inlargely existing and one
building up) sanctions
against
sport\entertainment contact and air
deed

more

one
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communications

primarily

important
psychologically. Sports,
are

entertainment and overseas travel
matter to South African whites and
their denial brings home the sense of

being outcasts. Thus their effect
morale

can

be much

more

on

than trivial.

is perhaps a just permissible form
of reductionism.
For Southern Africa the primary

go

problem is not sanctions against
apartheid (South Africa) but apartheid’s (South Africa’s) sanctions
against them. Because the FLS and
end to these South
African sanctions until apartheid is

degree corporate disinvestment\wthdrawal (the great direct

SADCC

of North America and, to a
lesser
dep’ee, British, Dutch and Nordie activists) is also important to increase the sense of isolation and to
undermine morale. But it has two
other practical results: first, it cuts
down
technology transfers and

ended the

To

a

success

capacity to expand dual purpose and
military production; second, it erodes
and vested interest lobby in the North
for South Africa and against sanetions.
The authors

see

gold sanctions as

an

addition, but their scenario of gold

dumping by banks seems likely to be a
piece of wishful thinking. Diamonds,
however, are much more practicable
than they suppose. The Central Selling
Organisation (safely based in London)
could operate as profitably as now on
non-South African stones

-

a

solution

agreeable to its proprietors as good
capitalists and to all other producers.
As diamonds

can

be identified

as

to

mind of origin (unlike remelted gold)
and the floating stock of uncut stones
is small, such a policy could be forced
on the CSO.
General RSA export sanctions can as

already seen where sanctions are in

force

-

work. South Africa’s economic

problems (and the hassle factor with
visibly RSA products) are already
having that effect, e.g. 1987 UK imports from RSA are likely to be barely
600m versus nearly 1000m in 1985 and
a 1982-86 average of
780m. More
boycotts and more sanctions - building
on existing partial measures, e.g. in
the USA and EEC
can help those
trends along.
-

Southern Africa - What
Is To Be Done?
The Sanctions Handbook does set
the situations and positions of the

out

independent Southern African states
lucidly and fairly - even if as a secondary topic. Namibia is not treated
separately but as an integral part of
South Africa which is legally absurd
and temporally probably wrong, but as
far as tactics for achieving sanctions

SAPEM
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see

no

logic of their support for
global sanctions against South Africa
is very like that of the ANC and
COSATU. Better
to paraphrase
-

SADCC Ministerial Chairman Peter
Mmusi - to endure the pains of a
woman of childbirth and bring a new
life into the world than be hit over the

head

indefinitely by
sjambok.

a

thug with

a

video

terrorism in their country

on

Dream") and the
the Kassinga massacre ("Remember Kassinga") are arguably even more effective, but unless
and until they can be placed on at
The

("Killing

SWAPO film

least educational and "fourth channel"

(special interest) TV in the North, will
be seen by very few of those whom
sanctions advocates need to convince.
Omond and Hanlon also set out the

contradiction confronting Southern
Africa. To be convincing in sa)ing
sanctions are needed, most Southern
African states see a need to act more
than symbolically themselves. But to
do so without self-immolation • except
for Angola and Tanzania who do

The nature and magnitude of the
price Pretoria exacts from its neighhours is set out albeit sketchily. The
1987 SADCC Summit figure of 1986
direct costs of $2 billion (presumably
$1.25 to 1.4 billion excess military
costs, $.3 to .4 billion excess transport
costs and lost transport earnings, $.3
to .6 billion direct military damage)
and the UNICEF {Children on the
Front Line) detailed estimate that
1986 regional GDP was of the order of

$6 billion lower than it would have
been in the absence of 1980-86 South
African destabilisation and aggres-

sion, make the point more forcibly at
level. At sectoral and overall

social level, Hanlon
{Beggar Your
Neigfibours, CIIR\Curry, London
19%), David Martin and Phyllis
Johnson
{Destructive Engagement:
Southern Africa at War, ^mbabwe
Publishing
Harare,
1986)
and

(especially in the grim estimation of the 500,000 direct and indirect infant and under-five war inflicted deaths) over 1980-86 are much
UNICEF

more

cogent. And at the human level

the voices of Southern Africans, e.g.

speaking to reporters after the July
1987 mass murder of nearly 400 souls
(including pregnant women, nursing
mothers, babies at the breast and

un-

bom infants) at Homoine near Inhambane by South Africa’s armed bandits

{Independent, 25 July 1987)

on what
terrorism is and, e.g. of
Namibian women in the occupied termass

ritory speaking to Caroline Allison {Its
Key To Your Own Jail
World Council of Churches, Geneva,
1985) about day-to-day and year-toyear life under military occupation are
the most eloquent. The Mozambican

Like Holing Ote
,

complete

operate complete or 99%
sanctions

macro

on

now

pendence
Africa

uses

-

requires reducing deSouth Africa. South

on
destabilisation and armed

aggression to maintain that dependence partly because it hopes to use
Southern Africa as a hostage against
sanctions in the same way it is trjing
to use

its

own

Arguably

-

black workers.

albeit Omond and Han-

Ion do not touch

on

the issue

-

FLS

tactics on sanctions to be
imposed by themselves have not be
adequately articulated and planned on
a sequential basis. In 1986 the Comstrategy and

monwealth, EEC and USA debates
forced Zambia and Zimbabwe to take
a lead on arguing for and committing
themselves to sanctions. Whether they
could have avoided implying 1986 or

early 1987 implementation and indeed
tied implementation to global action
to allow them to restore and safeguard
Mozambican and Angolan transport
routes deserves reappraisal because
the latter option remains open. Certainly the apparent - in many Western
and some African eyes - backsliding
and the collapse of a premature attempt to cobble together a package of
air transport sanctions have not
helped Southern Africa’s external
prestige or influence, nor, more important, the struggle for effective Northem sanctions against apartheid.
The crucial point - which Hanlon
makes briefly - is that for the SADCC
members to impose sanctions and
resist South African reprisals on top
of present regional war levels, they
must

be

enabled

to

carry

out

dependence reduction
(on South Africa) programme in
transpKjrt and energy and the FLS

SADCC’s

core
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be made able to safeguard these
routes, other key economic units and
the lives of its peoples.
The cost is not impossibly high must

especially set against $2 billion annual
direct

war

bill and $6 billion annual

output loss and up to 200,000 lives

snuffed

annually directly or as a
consequence
of South Africa’s
destructive engagement with the
region. Over three years it might be
about $6 billion ($2 billion key
SADCC priority transport and cert2un
additional energy programme, $1.5
billion additioncd security costs, $1.5
billion to re-employ migrant workers
expelled by South Africa and prowde
an airlift to Lesotho).
By the end of
that time annual gains and costs and
sa\ångs should be running at $1 billion
a year and
rising while annual costs
out

should fall.
That

presented
sanctions

programme
should
be
as part of any serious global

against apartheid and "sold"
internationally as such. If that is done,
the FLS can indeed afford to impose
sanctions.

Indeed once the first
chunks of the programme - upgrading
of the Beira and Dar corridors to 3
million tonnes dry and 1 million ton-

dry and 1 million tonnes
petroleum each per year plus reopening the Nacala and either the
Chicualacuala\Maputo or Lobito corridors
which are now financially in
hand and in the first three cases physically under way are complete, and
proven defence cordons set up around
them, the FLS can (and presumably
will feel they should) move ahead
unitedly on sanctions. Until then risking a South African transport blocknes

-

ade for

a

token sanction would

-

espe-

dally for Botswana - be courting martyrdom for no probable gain to the

liberation of South Africa.

-

The key themes of this argument are
noted - presented by Hanlon. To

as

any

Southern African they will

seem

be presented too briefly and
without enough stress on the need to
make economic liberation and effective security of the Southern African
to

re^on an integral part of sanctions
against apartheid. That message can

be communicated. While

more

libera-

tion supporters

in the north should be
voidng it, the prime duty for formulating and expressing it more effectively rests with Southern Africans and
the Frontline States governments.
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Beyond The Frontline

Morocco are not mentioned except
for Nigeria (and the OAU itselO in

an alternative to violence. It is more
than a trifle late for that - any reader
of Children on the Front Line will be
aware that the annual lives lost as a
result of apartheid are in the hundreds
of thousands. Equally any reader of
SWAPO and ANC documents will be
aware
that South African
non

passing. For present sanctions promotion this is tactically wise. But it is not
the same for Africans, especially

(more accurately violent
response) to non violent protest and
struggle has already forced the

The Omond and
seems

to

Hanlon

Africa

begin at the northern fron-

tiers of Angolan, 2^mbia and Tanzania. The other OAU members and

Southern Africans.
The OAU record

on

sanctions

against South Africa is sound
those of severjil member

geria, Nigeria, Burkina
But overall too many

states

as are

e.g.

Al-

cite a few.
African states
to

who do not need to have economic
relations with South Africa have too

Zaire’s transport routing; Cape
(and others’ semi-correct) landing right provision for Sud
Afrikaans Lugdienst; Sierra Leone’s
many.

response

Liberation Movements
armed struggle as one of

to

take

up

their tactics.
Finally it is fairly clear that sanctions
against Rhodesia would not have
forced

Smithorewa

House

in

to

Lancaster

1979

(by 1989perhaps)
without the interlocking pressure from
the military front spearheaded by
ZANU-PF.

Verde’s open

massive concessional contracts with a
South African\Israeli joint venture these do Africa’s good name; the
cause of South African liberation and
the struggle for sanctions harm out of
all proportion to their size or cost of

eliminating them.

Sanctions are not, an alternative to
violence -violence exists now. Sanetions cannot prevent the loss of life lives have been and are being lost by
the scores and hundreds of thousands.
Sanctions alone cannot bring a speedy
end to apartheid - only together with
strikes to dislocate the economy (and
the white life style) and armed strug-

gle (to raise costs

ample Tanzania, Zlambia, Mozambi-

including lives -to
apartheid) can
they contribute to negotiated handing
over of power to the Liberation Move-

que and Angola do need to arrange to
make alternative transport routes

tions

Collective consultations and coordinated action are needed. For ex-

available to Zaire (and the external
friends of any or all to help finance

them). A pooled buy-out of SAL’s
(SAA’s) Cape Verde landing rights which are perhaps $5 million a year
but a very large proportion of Cape
Verde’s export earnings - is surely not
impossible. But many other trade and
other economic links could and
should be broken unilaterally. They
are crowed over in Pretoria and raise
morale disproportionately to their size
and are pounced upon by Africa’s
enemies and denigrators as evidence
of lack of will, presence of hypocrisy
or both.
Only Africa - led by Southern
African states as those most affected

plus others with clean hands - can
lance these boils on the body of the
liberation struggle.
Sanctions Strikes and Armed

Struggie: Alternatives
Components?

or

One weakness of the book - an endemic one in sanctions promotion
literature - is to present sanctions as

-

the beneficiaries of

ment

within a decade. Nor are sanesubstitution of negotiation for

a

they are one means to bring the
existing war to a negotiated end
sooner. (Even in its most pessimistic
moments the ANC does not envisage
fighting step by step to Table Mountain as opposed to negotiating a
takeover of power at an earlier stage,
the questions are how soon and what
is negotiable.)
war

-

Sanctions

can save

lives

by shorten-

ing the period of violence before a
negotiated end to the war. They can
give a liberated South Africa a better
starting point - less physical damage,
less bitterness (by all concerned) from
lost lives (of the dead and of the
IMng), more interim or permanent
availability of white community skills
and experience, more readiness (by all
parties) to compromise on secondary
issues including the pace of economic
restructuring.
These facts should be posed more
fully and frankly than Northern sanetions advocates usually do. The ANC,
SWAPO and the FLS arc quite clear apartheid uses violence at home and
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abroad and is

impervious to reason
Therefore, force -including armed struggle as well as sanctions
-must be used to bring it to an end.
Why should their supporters be less
and protest.

frank?
The argument that violence is hard
to sell seems rather lame - even if it
has an element of truth in it. The FLN
in Algeria, FRELIMO in Mozambique,

MPLA in Angola, the Patriotic

Front in Zimbabwe mobilised external

support and their use of violence to
force

negotiations for handing over
power (independence) was accepted.
Why are the ANC and SWAPO dif-

support?) That work
complement this volume, but does

South Africa’s very petroleum intensive armed forces. Sanctions in this

it is created to

enhancing the effor,
and
armed struggle (targetd sabotage).

not detract from the fact that in The
Sanctions Handbook
Hanlon and
Omond have done the best job to date
of publicising why and by what means
sanctions should be imposed against,
and to contribute to ending, apartheid. A lutta continua - vittoria e

case are a means

to

fectiveness of, not substituting
non-violent internal struggle

The basic case that sanctions can
lives and reduce deaths, shorten
the war and lessen destruction
remains valid. It is unwise to obfuscate
it by a romantic or disingenuous imsave

plications that sanctions are an alternative to armed struggle in the context
of an ongoing bloody war.

can

certe!
Author Note

Reg Green first became involved in

for African inand liberation move-

support work with and
In Summation

dependence

in 1955. He has worked in and
Africa with and for Africans since
1960. In addition to working on the
faculties of three African universities
ments

ferent?
conclusion will hardly do neither the struggle to entrench
Southern
African
and
achieve
Namibian and South? African liberation nor the rising role of sanctions in
that struggle are concluded. This
volume is a weapon in those struggles
-no less serviceable because it is an intellectual one. Hanlon and Omond are
to be commended for their work.
The two main limitation noted In

In any case a selling of sanctions as
non-violent is dangerous as well as

disingenuous. Because sanctions do
grind down they increase the potential
effectiveness of armed struggle are
thus logically paralleled by its selective
intensification. A key example is half
presented by Moorsom (The Scope
for Sanctions: Economic Measures
Against South Africa). Discussing
petroleum sanctions he cites unpublished estimates by the present
author that with inconvenience plus
the cost of completing additional gas
and sugar based synfuel capacity
South Africa could
just - live with
petroleum sanctions. He does not give
equal stress to the author’s other
point: in that context of just getting by
strikes by workers at or by the ANC
-

refineries, SASOLs, methanol
units, storage tanks and pipelines
on

could

rapidly bring economic chaos or
seriously decrease the mobility of

posing the Southern African front
fully enough and the sanctions/armed
struggle interaction squarely and
lucidly - are real. But for present purposes of sanctions promotion in the
North they are secondary. They do
represent an unfinished agenda for explication and promulgation - first by
SADCC, the FLS, SWAPO and the
ANC and then by Northern Support
Groups and individuals. (After all
what is a Support Group for if it does
not
support and publicise the
priorities and understandings of those

on

(Legon, Makerere, Dar es Salaam) he
has served as consultant and/of adviser to the governments of Tanzania,
Botswana, Mozambique, Swaziland,

Zimbabwe, Ghana and Uganda as
as
to SWAPO of Namibia,
SADCC, the UN Institute for
Namibia, the ILO, UNICEF and the
well

OAU. He is
groups or
Council of

member of

advisory
committees of the World
a

Churches, the Catholic In-

stitute for International Relations, the
South African Economic Research
and Training Project and the International Centre for Law In Development
and has published over 250 articles,

chapters, books and studies. He has
been

based

at

the

Institute

of

Development Studies (Sussex) where
he is a professorial fellow, since 1974.
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Black Struggles In South Africa:
A Socio-Historical Analysis
Some
Archie Mafeje

Leading and renowned South African Scholar who has in the course of the last two decades taught at various Universities in
Europe. SAPEM is happy to be associated with one of our academic luminaries in this era.

Africa and

one reads or hears
in debates on the left, there are certain methodological issues which have
come to the fore and deserve clarifica¬

Tudging by what

tion. Among

these may be mentioned:

a) The theoretical distinction between

Methodological Issues

dialectical

historical

and

materialism;
b) The relationship" between universal
and local history, and
c) Theory of society and theory of
revolution.

mediations, inconsistencies and

even

fore-closures. It is the business of historical materialism to investigate such
instemces so as to arrive at an under-

standing of their overall dialectical impact. This is possible because historical materialism proceeds from the assumption that historical processes are
a function of space and time i.e. the
concept of conjecture is indispensable
historical materialism. Phenomena
do not matter in themselves. It is the

to

in which

they occur that gives
significance. For instance,
exploitation by itself does not signify
anything. But the context in which it
occurs helps us to distinguish between
different modes of production and to
appreciate its historical significance.
Secondly, while it might signal procescontext

them social
These

questions but in
coming of age, African revolutionary
intellectuals have to take clear positions on them. Otherwise, they run the
risk of being dictated to by all sorts of
servants or of being derivative and
dogmatic. Both of these have led to
are

not easy

the alienation of African intellectuals
from their society and quite often
from one another because of unneces-

sarily reified communication.
It is not

uncommon

for

some

Mar-

xists to fall into

dogmatism simply by
confusing the concepts of dialectical

materialism with those of historical
materialism. One such example is the
debate that has been going on among
African scholars about the existence
of a capitalist mode of production in
Africa and about whether or not certain categories of Africans represent
the bourgeoisie or the proletariat.

Naturally, in the theory of history,
which is what dialectical is about,
these concepts are defined unam-

biguously and together constitute an
indissolvable unity. This is why in
theory modes of production are
mutually exclusive and can be arranged not in a chronological order,
as some are inclined to think, but
rather in a logical order.
In contrast, in actual history there
could be a number of ambiguities.
SAPEM
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of class-formation, we do not know
how the emerging classes would
manifest themselves as subjects, exses

cept with reference to particular historical circumstances e.g.
workers in Southern Africa.

migrant
This is

dialectical
materialism where in theory the
category
(labour\capital)
itself
presupposes the primary contradichardly

a

problem

of

tion. What about black nationalism
under white domination and exploitation? The conjecture between the two
is a problem of historical materialism,
which the Southern African radical intellectuals have to grapple with.
Herein lies the significance of our sub-

title, "a socio-historical analysis".

national conjuctures.
For example,
while black nationalism in Southern
Africa is a dialectical response to
white domination, in a wider context it
is part of African nationalism against
white racism and, internationally, it is

of Third World nationalism
against imperialism. It can, thus, be
part of the socialist struggle, without
contradicting itself. Socialism is part
of universal history by virtue of having
been put on the agenda by the negations of capitalism and imperialism
part

which

are a

universal force.

There-

contradiction between universal and local history. The
contradiction is the vulgar interpretafore, there is

no

tion of historical materialism as a
model rather than a method of

analysis whose subject matter is determined by actual struggles.
Marx’s
analytical categories were informed by
the historical struggles in the Europe
of his time. Therefore, they are subject to revision according to new experiences in different parts of the
world.

However, it should be said in
mitigation that there can be no divergences, without convergencies. The
question is whether there could be a
theory of both. Be it noted that in
science recurrence is both the foundation and the object of theory. Exceptions are explained in terms of what is
considered to be the rule. In the social sciences we talk of a "theory of

society"

If historical materialism is capable
of helping us to discover the overall
dialectical impact
of things or to
fathom their conjecture, we have ar-

or "theory of revolution", and
"theory of social change". The
absurdity of all this can be revealed by
simply asking, which society, what
revolution, social change from what to
what? It is obvious that, historically,
different types of society have existed.

gued, then it is obvious that local in-

In dialectical materialism these

stances could

identified by and theorized according
to their modes of production i.e. the

Historical Materialism

be

a

result of

an

even a

overall

impact of national, regional and inter¬

are

1

for

reproduction and
Marx’s revolutionary
a theory of revolution in
the sense of Lenin or Mao Tse Tung.
It is not about history in Russia or in
China but rather about the theory of
history itself. By extending the lo^c
of the rules of social reproduction and
production, Marx discovered their
reverse side i.e. their negations or inherent, as against manifest, contradictions. If the point of departure of

searchers this constitutes no problem.
They command at least one imiversal
language as well as vernacular Ianguages. As such, they can be effective
deciphers of local history and generators of appropriate conceptual tools
for its analysis. But for the colonial
mentality and intellectual imperialism
which are both inhibiting, such bold
but perfectly jistifiable initiatives are

dialectical materialism is the rules of
social re-production and production
within fmite modes of production,
then dialectical materialism cannot
within its terms of reference have a

tensily m Africa, there is going to be
increasing pressure for authentic intellectual representatives by African

rules

social

production.
theory is not

theory of societies in transition. It is
one thing to elucidate dialectical principles and another to predict their
concrete expression.
History as Process of Change
Manifest

contradictions

are

a

problem of historical materialism and
a subject of revolutionary strategy.
History is a process of change. But the
question of what change is a matter of
struggle between contending forces.
Therefore, things like "theory of social
change" or a "theory of revolution"
cannot be comprehended in vacuo
They are a matter of interpretation or
subjective respresentations and hence
they are hotly contested. Naturally,
.

all contenders are destined to win.
This depends on the correct reading
of historical conjucture and the formulation of an appropriate strategy,
not

something in which Lenin and Mao
Tung excelled.
In Southern

Tse

Africa there

are

furious debates

con-

cerning the present conjucture. Some
see it
as
predicating a borngeois
democratic revolution. Some perceive
it

as

a

foreclosure of the latter and

predication of a socialist revolution.
disagreement on revolutionary strategy. There are those who
are inclined towards a negotiated settlement in the first stage and there are
those who deny the efficacy of such a
strategy and insist on m’med revolutionary struggle, there is also uncertainty about the nature of the role of
the contending classes.
In dealing with ambiguous situations
it is extremely limiting to rely too
heavily on classical concepts. As we
have suggested elsewhere, in moments
of uncertainty it is best to fall back on
the "kitchen Kaffir" of local history
and social struggles. For African re¬
There is also

2

seldom taken. Nonetheless, it is obvious that as the political struggles in-

scholars. In this context recent critical
reviews of western leftist perspectives
on the Southern African liberatory

struggles in such journals as the
African Journal of Political Economy
(No.l, Nov., 1986) should be regarded
as symptomatic. It is also not surprising that the point of reference is
Southern Africa which, more than any
other region in Africa, abounds in social ambiguities. It is to these that we
now turn, at least, insofar as they affeet black struggles in the region.

certain
the then
intermediate groups ("Coloureds" and
"Asians") which sou^t accommodation. However, the great disillusionment did not come until the promulgation of the Groups Areas Act in
1950. Hit hardest by the Act were the
previledge
amount

and caused

a

of resentment among

"Coloureds" and the "Asians" because
for the first time they were being
herded out of the centres of the South
African cities where they had businesses and property into townships
which were not dissimilar to those
reserved for the "Natives" since 1927.
The down-grading of the "Coloureds"
under South African law had been
fore-shadowed by the creation of special departments such as the Coloured
Affairs Department and Coloured
Education Department, which paralleled
the
Departments of Na-

tive\Bantu Affairs and Bantu Education for the Africans. It was beginning
dawn on the "Coloureds" that under
the circumstances they were not so
different from the "Blacks" or, at least,
to

were

losing their traditional preferen-

tial treatment.
The Class Character of Black

They reacted by forming anti-apart-

Struggles in South Africa
Unlike elsewhere in Africa, the term
"black", is not only ambfguous in
Southern Africa but also has strong

ideological overtones. Depending on
the level of awareness of the people
and the intensification of their strug-

gles, its substantive reference has
changed. Whereas up to the Pan
Africanist Congress (PAC) campaign
in 1960 it

was

used in reference to the

indigenous popu- lation which happened to speak Bantu languages and
looked different from the rest (i.e. the
Khoi-Khoi and the San), during the
1976 uprising by the South African
youth it has been extended to include
what hitherto had been referred to as
"Coloureds" and "Asians". This was a
measure of the political impact of the
self affirmations by the original
"blacks" who were at the bottom of the
South African racial heirarchy who

officially referred to as "Natives"
1950 and then as the "Bantoe"
from 1951 onwards, subsequent to the
passing of the Bantu Authorities Act
by the South African Parliament.
were

up to

There

were

other residual racial

categories which

were

used by the

South African authorities

Europeans"
set

the

or

as

Niet Blankes

,

"Non-

which

ultimate barriers to white

heid organisations such as the South
African Coloured Peoples Organisation (SACPO), the Anti- Coloured
Affairs Department (AntiCAD) and
the Teachers’ League of South Africa

(TLSA). The latter two were affiliated to the Non-European Unity
Movement (NEUM) founded in 1943,
while the former joined the Congress
Alliance in 1955 as the South African
Coloured People’s Congress. This ineluded the South African Indian Congress. As will be remembered, for certain purposes the "Asians" had been

treated as adjuncts to the "Coloureds".
Therefore, what happened to the latter also happened to them. But for the

greater part the ruling Afrikaners
looked upon them as aliens. This was
in contrast to the Coloureds whom

they regarded as part of the indigenous population and the Western
Cape as their "natural home". This
seductive language must have had
some impact because some of the
Cape Coloureds continued to regard

themselves as a little cut-above the
rest and went into collaborationist or-

ganisations such as the Coloured
Labour Party, which welcomed the
of a Second Chamber for
"Coloureds" in the South African parliament. As the elections showed later.
idea
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they

were

theirs

woefully behind times ^lnd

was a

doomed

cause.

Although the lines of convergence
the various non-white groups

among

had been drawn as far back as 1943 in
the ease of the NEUM and in 1955 in
the case of the Congress Alliance, it
must be acknowledged that these

^d

its base, swelled its ranks
it better representation

and afforded

abroad. An
important trade-off of the organisations which belonged to minority
groups is that they got identiHed with
the African majority - a great source
of legitimacy among black nationalist
governments and liberal sympathisers
overseas. This applied to the SACP as

represent spontaneous responses
from the grass-root level. They were
contrived political and intellectual in-

well. Since 1928 the SACP had in fact

itiatives by the various petit-bourgeois
leader- ships who recognised the im-

ment.

not

portance of unity among the op-

pressed. However, while they could
meet and discuss at the top, their followers remained in their original
aparte organisations and, therefore,
largely isolated from one another.
The reasons for the strategy varied.
insisted on
the grounds

The NEUM

a

federal

that the
people were not yet ready for a
unitary structure. If anyone wonders
when that was to be, the official
structure

on

answer came

People’s
Southern
formed. It

in 1961 when the African

Democratic Union
Africa (APDUSA)
was

meant to

be

of
was

a mass or-

ganisation, unitary in structure and
open to all southern Africans. In its
of

interests

constitution the
workers
and

peasants

proclaimed "paramount".

the
were

recognised the strate^c value of being

In contrast to the

NEUM, the Con-

Alliance adopted a federal
structure under the "leadership" of the
African National Congress (ANC) not
gress

for tactical but for theoretical and

ideological reasons. In its Charter it
acknowledged the existence of various
African
"nationalities"
(otherwise,
commonly referred to as "tribes" in
South Africa), the "Coloured People"
and the "Indian Community" and
recognised the right of all to "selfdetermination".

Therefore, the Al-

liance could not have called upon

its

affiliates
to
dissolve themselves,
without contradicting itself.
Never-

theless, it practice this is precisely
what

happened, esp>ecially abroad.
Gradually, the affiliated organisations,
with the exception of the South
African Communist Party and to some
extent SACTU, lost their independent
identity and merged into the ANC.
This suited the ANC, as it broadened
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the PAC had

a

membership

some whites. If so, then political control must have been the motivating
factor.

Seventeen years after PAC split off
from the ANC, seven senior members

tions, it always aimed at controlling

that the ANC was "too much under
the control of the Communist Party".

the mass movements in South Africa,
be they ANC, or black trade unions.
This is a sensitive issue which cannot be discussed frankly by the South
African black revolutionaries because,
first of all, the SACP denies it vehe-

mently and, second of all, uses
methods which verge on political
blackmail to silence its critics or opponents. In the midst

of the struggle it

would be highly inappropriate to
reveal every detail we know about the
various liberation movements. It will,

therefore, suffice to refer to three

publicly known major events which illustrate our point of view regarding
the SACP.

Critique of the SACP

was an

reasons.

ence,

which covered the whole spectrum of
the South African society, including

associated with a black mass moveThe only difference is that, instead of submerging itself into the latter like the other minority organisa-

The idea

excellent one, but the fact of
the matter is that APDUSA never
realised its objectives for a variety of

view that South Africa is a case of "internal colonialism". Who re the
colonialists? In passing it may be
noted that within two years of its exist-

were expelled from the
organisation. They had also charged

of the ANC

Naturally, they incurred the wrath of
the SACP and the

axe

fell

on

their

necks, despite some misgivings among
some of the leadership of the ANC.
To assert their

independence and to
emphasize their identity, they tried to
form a separate organisation called
ANC-Nationalist in 1976. As they had
been cut off from all the life lines
abroad by the Alliance, they simply

oblivion wdthin
another group
was expelled from the Alliance for "insubordination". They were members
disappeared
months.

into

In 1978 yet

of the South African Congress of
Trade Unions (SACTU) who happen
to be whites and "Coloureds",
they
had accused the members of the
SACP in London of having formed "a
small clique" which was bent on con-

After the formation of the Congress
Alliance we witnessed a rebellion by

trolling the organisation. They further
charged that the SACP was opposed

part of the ANC which culminated in
the foundation of the PAC in 1959.
Their stated cause for the rebellion
was that they did not want "to be con-

to the

trolled by whites". The only
who are know to have been in

whites
a con-

trolling position in the Alliance at this
point in time were members of the
SACP.
Instead of facing the issue

squarely, they excused themselves on
the grounds that the PAC were racist
or

chauvinistic. Even if this were true,

height of African nationalist
struggles against white colonialism,
the spirit exhibited by the PAC was
not surprising. There was still the racial question to resolve. Consequently,
it would not be unjustified to ask if in
the late ’fifties and early ’sixties black
nationalism was necessarily a reactionary force, as against the bourgeois
multi-racialism of the Congress Alat

the

liance?

This would have been

an

in-

teresting question to address, given
the fact that the SACP itself holds the

formation of

a

workers’ Marxist

party and did not want
go

the cadres to

back home.

through all these cases is
by the SACP to
control peoples’ organisations. It is
arguable that it is the right of any
Communist Party to guide popular organisations towards revolutionary
politics, the puzzling thing about the
What

an

runs

insatiable desire

SACP is that if finds it more convenient to collaborate with reformist
elements than radical ones. Is this
due to the fact that it is committed to

(bourgeois) democratic
Or is it
divided
working-class in South Africa for a
a

national

revolution in the first stage?
its basic inability to organise a

socialist transformation on the basis of
its own programme? For the former
there is no need for a communist

party, as the black

nationalists could

do it themselves and have
done so elsewhere in Africa.

already
If the

3

second disability be the case, then
what is the value of having a communist party? Or is the desire to control others an attempt ot compensate
for precisely that weakness?
Another way

of broaching the seime
question would be to ask, what direction

have

would

or

have

more

autonomous black

struggles taken? It
can be said, mthout
prejudice, that
the nationalist perspective has been
strongest throughout the history of the

black movements in South Africa. All
were

agreed

on

fighting white

oppres-

sion and reclaim their fatherland.
However, the emphasis on blackness
or a definition thereof
varied, as was
remarked earlier. While the ANC has

always espoused

a "multi-racialism" of
another, the Youth
League withm it took a more
Africanist line. It is significant that
during his trial for life in the Rivonia
case Nelson Mandela felt
compelled
one

kind

or

anti- colonialist". Later in one of
its memoranda to the OAU, it was to
denounce the African heads of state
for being party to an "imperialist con-

spiracy" against Africa, while at the
same time applying for recognition
by
the same body. The inference which
can be drawn from this is that, as far
as the Unity Movement was concerned, black nationalism was reactionary insofar as it was not anti-imperialist This was an advanced position, if unpopular. It took almost a
generation before the other black
.

South
African
movements
came
around to it. For instance, it was only
in 1975 that the PAC in its major
theoretical and policy document. The
New Road of Revolution, based large-

ly on the Chinese concept of the New
Democracy, achieved some clarity on
the issue. It saw anti-imperialism and
the leading role of the workers and
peasants as a necessary condition for a

re-afflrm that he was a
black
nationalist and believed in his people.
From this point of view, the PAC in

socialist transformation and national
liberation. It treated the two as coterminus. In contrast, while cognisant of
the existence of imperialism and of a

breaking

"large and growing working class" in

to

from the Congress Alliance was merely accentuating a tendency which had already been there.
Its slogan, Ama-Afrika Poqo correctly interpreted, was a called for
genuine or un- aldulterated (which is
what the word
"poqo " means in
Xhosa) African representatives in a
away

vein which was reminiscent of the
demands of the founders of the Youth

League between 1946 and 1949.

South

Africa,

the

ANC

in

its

Morogoro declaration (Strategy and
Tactics of the ANC 1969) limited itself to the national question. It argued
that: "In the last resort it is only the
,

Unity Movement
and the OAU

PAC

was

as

mentioned,
racism not only

was

accused of

by the Congress Alliance by also by
the Unity Movement. In the meantime, white liberals and some white
communists felt that the PAC

was

the

thing to the Unity Movement,
recalling that the latter had its literature consistently and perjoratively

Whatever

as

the herren-

volk

(master race). On its part, the
Unity Movement maintained that it
rejected racism, including the "multiracialism" of the ANC, which
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calling

capitalism. Then, what are its grounds
for supp>osing that things will be different in South Africa? Is the ANC
on
the basis of those grounds

prepared to settle for another Lancaster House Agreement? It may be
asked.

the different perspectives
presented above, it might be useful to
From

draw
a
distinction
between
a
nationalist and a socialist conception
of the national democratic revolution,
the nationalist conception is perforce

bourgeois or capitalist and, therefore,
not incompatible with imperialism.
On the other hand, a
tion is of necessity

socialist concep-

of anti-capitalist
and anti-imperialist. It is ironical that
the former position has been advocated by the ANC, the only black organisation in South Africa that has
been associated with SACP.

The

petrated against the indigenous
majority and thus lay the basis for a
new
approach". One cannot help
noticing here the influence of the
SACP theory of two stages. It may

shown, advocated the socialist conception of the New Democracy. Interestingly enough, both of them have
less popular appeal than the ANC
which, by all accounts, is the major

...

ANC,

anti-imperialism and the leading role

of the workers and peasants are not a
necessary condition
for national
liberation but a sequel to it. This was
one of the
complaints of the SACTU
rebels. In their words:
"...the

both critical of the SACP, have at
different times in history, as was
are

liberation movement from South
Africa. Putting aside any reservations
about its actual presence inside the

country, the question which must still
be answered is:
a

are

opposed to

black

possible to achieve national liberation on the basis of capitalism..."
"The refusal of the leadership to
advance a socialist programme ex-

plains their reluctance to build
SACTU as a force within the
workers’

movement

in

organisations?
The ANC and Black

Organisations

a

socialist proff-amme, holding out
the prospective instead that it is

South

Africa. It explains also the hostility
of the ANC, SACTU and CP

why has the ANC had

greater appeal than the other two

leadership of the ANC,

SACTU and CP

was an

implicit recognition of the races. Furthermore, it expressed reservations as
to
the progressiveness of black
nationalism in general. With the coming of independence first in Ghana, it
was persuaded that black nationalism
was
progressive "only in «o far as it

fact of

for has already been implemented
elsewhere in Africa and it did not correct the "injustice perpetrated against
the indigenous majority” by colonial

nearest

referred to the whites

the considerations of

are

the ANC and its mentors, the
the matter is that what they are

Unity Movement and the PAC, which

then be concluded that for the

Nevertheless,

xists in the ranks
ment..."

of the national democratic
revolution which
will bring with it a
correction of historical injustice persuccess

...

The

leadership to the activity of Marof the Move-

was

In
such

trying to
excuses as

answer this question
the liberal press, inter-

national support,

better propaganda
machinery, better funding, etc., etc.
must be set aside.
Ultimately, the
answer must

lie in the difference be-

tween the

politics of black nationalism
and
the
politics of the New
Democracy and the constituencies to
which they are addressed. As far as
one can see, the constituency of black
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nationalism is essential

petit- hourgeois. By this we mean the African
aspirant middle-class which comprises
senior bureaucrats, higher and lower
professions,
traders,
commercial
farmers and kulaks.
The workers,
who are numerically weak in most
African countries, and peasants who
the silent

majority come in only as
adjuncts to the petit- bourgeoisie.
This is more or less acknowledged in
the Strategy and Tactics of the ANC :
"...the double-oppressed ( sic ) and
doubly-exploited working-class constitutes a distinct and reinforcing layer
are

of

liberation and socialism and do
conflict with the national
interest". Despite the insertion of the
our

not stand in

world, "Socialism", it is obvious that,
according to this view, the position of
the workers is secondary and subject
to the "national interests". This term is
often invoked by the bourgeoisie in
defence of its class interests. In the
absence of a bourgeoisie in black

Africa,

only assume that it
petit-bourgeoisie. Worse

we can

refers to the

still, in the South African

case

it

might, objectively, refer to the white
bourgeoisie, unless the "national interest" is racially defined.
In

sharp contrast to the constituency

of black nationalism, the constituency
of the New Democracy is the workers
and peasants. Everywhere in black
Africa these classes are under-

developed relative to the petit-bourgeoisie which dominates the national
liberation
movements.
Therefore,
those who propose to base their national revolution

on

them start at

a

disadvantage. Not only is their constituency politically weak, initially, but
also they are soon faced with resistance from the contending classes. Internationally, they are met with
suspicion, if not open hostility. Of
necessity, their programmes have
nothing to offer in the short run but a
long march, instead. This partly explains the apparent reversals in Angola, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique, and the big compromise Zimbabwe by ZANU-PF. This has been
precisely one of the arguments of the
SACP in support of its two- stage
theory. It has also been one of the
rationalisations of the Unity Movement for not adopting an outrightly
socialist programme. The problem,
however, is that in all the cases in
Africa in which petit-bourgeois or
nationalist alternative has been imple¬
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mented, the results have not been
less
disastrous.
Neither
liberation nor emancipation

of the oppressed classes has occurred. Instead,
there is increased external dependence

and

an

undeniable economic col-

lapse; and, in the absence of an organised working class and peasantry,
nothing to fall back upon, except bullets and bayonets at the bidding of
colonels. This brings us back to the
fundamental question of whether a
bourgeois or for that matter, a petitbourgeois democratic revolution is
in
realisable
under-developed
countries in the imperialist epoch?
Judging by the current crisis of
democracy and of accumulation in
Africa, it seems that a long march
awaits all.
It is

practice to evaluate
by their leader- ship
than by their constituency and I have
been guilty of that in the past. Looking at the political fortunes of movements, especially in Southern Africa, I
am persuaded that some important
common

movements

more

distinctions

can

be

made

between

them, irrespective of the class back-

ground of their leaders. The leadership of the various South liberation
is petit-bourgeois par excellence and yet has shown itself to be

movements

capable of addressing different class
constituencies.
Cabral would have
described those who have betrayed
their class by finding their constituen-

the workers and peasants
having "committed suicide". On
reflection, this is a very difficult thing
to do. Everywhere, even the radical
petit-bourgeoisie continues to be
privileged after the revolution or independence. If they were to pretend
cy among

and

otherwise, it would make

Is South Africa

any

national

no

dif-

ference. Even in cases where they
started the revolutionary movement,

they cannot be judged as having died
socially until the revolutionary class
which is their constituency transforms
them into its own image i.e. until their
antithesis negates them. The opportunism of the petit- bourgeoisie, ineluding the radical elements, can only
be defeated by a working class and a
peasantry which has grown and matured in the struggle for a New
Democracy. Bourgeois or petit-bourgeois charity has so far led to immiseration of and death among the
labouring classes in under-developed
country, including the "socialist" examples.

an

underdeveloped Country?
One of the questions which has
often been raised is whether South
Africa is an under-developed country
or not. South Africa might be socially

primitive but, economically, it has long
Rostow’s "take-olT stage. It

gone past

has

a

substantial

industrial sector.

One of the

implications is that it has a
big working class, which is now
measured in millions and even a larger
urban population,
Despite the
genocidal removals of the early 1970’s
Soweto is still the biggest city in South
Africa, whose social and political significance strikes terror in the hearts of
the South African white authorities.

Secondly, owing to the South African
labour and land policies, the country
has had for a very long time a large,
itinerant or up-rooted peasantry.
Thirdly, owing to Job Reservation and
Group Areas Acts, the growth of the
professions and trade among the
blacks has not kept pace with that of
the labouring classes. This means that,
dominant as they are by virtue of their
skills, the members of the black petitbourgeoisie are a relatively small and
under-previledged constituency under
apartheid.
While conscious of their interests,
they have been denied the opportunity
to

make

common

cause

with their

potential allies across the colour line.
Internationally, they have over the
years been able to make such alliances. This is particularly true of the
liberation movements in exile. Back at
home the current manoeuvres towards
a

negotiated settlement

are

offering

them an opportunity for the first time
in the history of the liberatory struggle
to strike a partnership with the white
national bourgeoisie.
Interestingly

enough, since Botha’s first and second
"Rubicon", it has become apparent
that it is their direct counterpart, the
white petit-bourgeoisie, which is going
to

fight them hardest. If this happens
they are unable to extract maxi-

and

mum

concessions

from

the

white

power-block, then their whole
enterprise will be in jeopardy, as they
will not be in a position to appease the
rest of the black population which as
can be seen, is growing impatient.
In

contrast, whereas the worker-

peasant constituency is biggest among
the blacks in South Africa, at home it
is with a hostile white working-class
and abroad has very little appeal or
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access.

This

means

they have to rely

two

on

things: first,
themselves;

second, the advocates of the

Democracy, who failure

new

have already explained, cannot hope to organise them from outside. This is not
easy task, but the political implications
are pain- fully clear after 25 years in
we

exile. "Guerrillaism" to frighten whites
is a petit-bourgeois tactic which
sacrifices workers for very low returns,

especially when it is aimed at "selective sabotage of government installations and avoidance of loss of life".
Whose lives? The cadres who have
been shot or caught in their dozens

might inquire questioningly,

as

they

did in June, 1985.

Revolutionary Pressures in South
Prospects for the Future

Africa and

When the older movements went
into exile in 1961, they left behind a

big political vacuum. It took fully a
generation before the internal forces
could manifest themselves. Despite
opportunistic claims to the contrary,
the student uprising in 1976 was a
spontaneous reactions which had not
been anticipated by the movements
outside. If any of what the students
called "traditional" organisations was
behind it, they why did they let the
uprising fizzle out after a few months?
Second, why did they single out students to the exclusion of their parents
or the workers, thus
giving the police a
chance to drive a wedge between the
students and the migrant workers in

particular? Third, why were there no
arrangements for an organised retreat
for going underground, instead of allowing students to flee the country in
utter desperation and thus exposing
them to undescribable political abuse
abroad? All these omissions would
reflect poorly on any mature responsible movement. Meanwhile, we note
that it took another 10 years for the

youth to

and go into the battie once again. This time they were
better prepared and were able to sustain the struggle against unabated
state

re-group

violence. Consistent with this

and unlike
not to

before, they

are

resolved

leave the country.

From

a political and analytical point
view, the youth movement in South
Africa, dating back to 1973, is a new
phenomenon. Serious political initiatives have ceased to be the previledge

of

of the old.

na-

Henal

the
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Decisions on critical
issues are no longer

monopoly of the old. Above all, loss
of life does not intimidate anybody.
Formal organisation is treated with
complete disdain. Many questions
have been raised, regarding the status
of this new constituency, which ineludes even twelve-year olds whom
the state does not hesitate to murder
or incarcerate.
Answers have varied
from those who regard them as "city
mobs" to those who see them as a
third force i.e. neither capitalist nor
communist. The first supposition is
based on the belief that the youth
movement under the umbrella of the
United Democratic Front (UDF) is
neither united nor democratic. This

conjures images of bands of stonethrowing youths in the black
townships, administering instant justice to the recalcitrant in the form of
the dreaded "neck-laces",
It is
believed that under the circumstances
there is no accountability and individuals are guided by impulse, which
is the exact definition of a mob. Even

Archbishop Desmond Tutu, the godfather of the anti-apartheid movement
in South Africa, was moved to decry
the apparent mob spirit. The only
snag, however, is that the mobs are
usually a transient or ephemeral
phenomenon.

which

programme

binds

them

together is probably the main cause
for their ceaseless squabbles, tensions
and even assassi- nations among them.
This is a potentially dangerous situation which has not been helped by the
fact that national organisations insist
on infiltrating the UDF so as to gain
control. Indeed, it is not infrequent
that one hears of the ANC claim that
the UDF is its front. In that case, the
ANC might wish to explain why the

proliferation of small organisations
within the UDF, if its representativeness is generally acknoweven

ledged? What particular aspirations
do
these
organisations represent
which the ANC is not able to satisfy?
The leadership of the UDF is aware
of the potential cleavages within the
movement and has tried to minimise
them by insisting that affiliation to the
movement should be on an individual
basis. The rationale for this is obvious
but would only make sense if the
movement had a programme through
which it could impose discipline on individual members. Meanwhile, it is

apparent that any attempt to evolve a
comprehensive programme would
split the movement. As is reflected in
the programmes of the liberation
movements

and in the mood of the

The Youth Movement

youth in South Africa, no political
programme could be formulated by

The South African youth movement
has carried on for too long to be
treated as purely an idiosyncratic
response or mob spirit. Nevertheless,
without a definite structure and an
identifiable progamme of demands, it
cannot be looked upon as a third alternative. It has to be recognised that,

blacks without reference to revolu-

important as it is, anti-apartheid is a
negative demand. It calls for destruction of a pernicious system, without
putting forward a clear alternative. It
could be argued that this is one of the
chief characteristics of a United Front
a minimum programme of action
wherein each party reserves the right
-

to pursue

its

own programme

beyond

that. From what we know, none of the
constituent factions of the UDF has a

comprehensive

programme for the
South African revolution. Some could

themselves on the grounds that
they belong to liberation movements
excuse

such as the ANC and the PAC and
that in their activities in the UDF are

tionary change and the means to it.
Already, the priests who are in the
leadership of the UDF have been
under constant pressure to denounce
violence and for doctrinal reasons are
not in a position to call for a revolution. Besides, the sanctioning of
violence and revolution by UDF
would put off all the liberals, black
and white, who at the moment support
the movement.
It suits these elements to be associated wth the ANC, without being

part of it. They benefit form its prestige and in the event of negotiations
with the white government, this would
enable them to'demand independent
representation on behalf of the internal organisations. This notwithstanding, in the short-run, the ANC stands
to enhance its legitimacy inside the
country by being associated with the
movement.

Furthermore, instead of

furthering the aims of these national
movements,
While this might be

committing immediately its own forces, it can through manipulation use

credited,

the movement

absence

of

a

common
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the government, as is happening at
the moment. As a result of this constellation
of factors,
the UDF,
whether we like it or not, is condemned to the petty reformism of the
on

anti-apartheid movement in general.
This

done, will not solve the
problem because after all the home of
the trade unions is in particular political constituencies also.

it may, it is equally importhat among the youth
within UDF the spirit of the Black
Consciousness Movement survives.
As was mentioned earlier, it was they
note

who

through struggle since 1976 ultimately obliterated the colour lines
amongst the blacks. In their era the
term, "black", came to symbolise the
unity of the oppressed. There were
neither "Coloureds", "Africans" nor

"Asians" but a black nations which
stood in opposition to white domination or racism. This came at the time
when the Government was fostering
racial consciousness in the form of "in-

dependent" Bantustans and

a

"Second

Chamber" for the so-called Coloureds
and Asians.
Even fairly powerful
tribalist organisations such as the Inkatha have not been able to reverse
this trend. In transcending the former
racial distinctions at the popular level,
the Black Consciousness Move- ment
must
be
credited
with
some
radicalism. Insofar as its stalwarts
have stood firm against severe odds in
the last ten years or so and rendered
the country ungovernable, they must
be credited with a militancy which far
exceeds that of the liberation movements.

However, unlike the latter, their big-

disadvantage is that they lack a
clearly defined revolutionary strategy
and programme. Secondly, their constituency is volatile. Not only is youth

gest

passing phase but the youth represent no particular historical class. As
such, they can only play a supplementary role to either of the contending
classes, with the expectation of being
assimilated into it, eventually. But, as
is shown by the political squabbles in
a

aftermath

of the

Soweto

up-

risings, the youth did not want to be
assimilated

into

movements.

They claimed that they

had lost faith

the

"traditional"

in them.

this

was

probably justified having been fatherless for a long 15 years. What they
failed to say, however, is what constituency they proposed to join or to
develop, left on their own. This question still stands. Trying to make contact with the Trade
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of

tion of the

principle of the "New

Democracy", not from texts but from
the

experience of post-independence
As
Mozambique and Zimbabwe,

would be recalled, in South Africa,

Exposing the Petit Bourgeois
Constituency

as

tant to

the

them have

We have already indicated that in
the present circumstances in South
Africa the choice amongst the blacks
is between two contending tendencies.
There is what we called the "petit-

this

prosition had been strenuously opposed by the SACP which advocates a
two state revolution and, thus refuses
to accept a socialist transformation as
a necessary condition for genuine national liberation, the class character
of its constituency is, therefore, clear
and consistent with petit-bourgeois inIn

fact, the ANC had for its

bourgeois constituency" and the
"worker\peasant constituency". These
were defined according to the orientation of the programmes of demand
and, therefore, potential supporters.
The political significance of this distinction had been lost in the politics of
black nationalism and attempts by the
OAU to foster "unity" among all and
sundry. Renewed struggles in post-independence Africa have exposed the
futility of this approach. Indeed, in-

terests.

stead of the usual nationalist halo-ef-

Zimbabwe to

feet, there is

now

growing realisation

that within each liberation movement
there are different constituencies, who

development

or

lack of will determine

the character of the
In this context,

parties themselves

new

the history of the

than official

pronouncements and speeches by
leaders is the best way to comprehend
the ommissions of the post-inde-

pendence state in Africa. This is a
position advanced recently in AJOPE
1, 1986 by the late Aquino de Braganca
and Jacques Depelchin with
respect to FRELIMO in Mozambique
and by Ibbo Mandaza and co-authors
with respect to ZANU-PF in their
book,

Zimbabwe:

The

Political

Economy of Transition (1986). It is a
denounciation of tendentious history
writing by party officials and their
well- wishers abroad and a call for intellectual integrity. It is not without

significance that in the

same

petit-bourgeois elements who held an
opposing view and conunitted themselves to the worker\peasant constituency, it would seem that, with the
continuing crisis and disillusionment
in post-independence Africa, their
prospects are improving.
However, in South Africa, and in
some extent, the issue is
complicated by the existence of a sizeable white national bourgeoisie which
is capable of buying over most of the
black petit-bourgoisie. The reflexes of

the ANC in relation to the overtures

state.

more

convenience officially accepted
this theoretical position.
For those

own

issue of

AJOPE Pallo Jordan in his article,
"Socialist Transformation and the
Freedom Charter" did for South

by the white national bourgeoisie are
not very re-assuring.
The fact that
South Africa has a divided working
class offers very little comfort to those
who might wish for a pre-emption of
any alliance between the white hourgeoisie and the black petit-bourgeoisie. This is a potentially powerful
alliance relative to the contending forces and has the full backing of imperialism. But in the event of a great
compromise, what would the alliance
offer to the rebellious black you and
the restive trade unions which

are

beginning to strain at the leash of their
white masters? With so many more
battles to be fought on the horizon,
could they afford to separate between
the two supreme democratic demands
freedom from national oppression
and freedom from exploitation which
has been going on since the last
-

quarter of the 19th century?

Africa precisely what was being questioned by the Mozambicans and Zimbabweans. However, these issues will

Negotiated Settlement

be pursued more specifically elsewhere.
One of the points that emerged
from these recent critiques is that
under imperialism the only form of
nationalism that is progressive is "national socialism". This is a re-affirma-

At the moment it is impossible for
the different constituencies among the
black South Africans to bring about
resolution of these issues through
their own political praxis.
Popular

in South Africa?

struggles

are

suppressed and people’s

7

organisations are banned or exiled. If
the South African white government is
serious about restoring basic freedoms
to the blacks, this cannot be done
without unbanning people’s organisations, freeing all political prisoners,
and allowing all exilees to return
home. In other words, popular participation is a necessary condition for
any national reconciliation. Unlike in
Zimbabwe, free elections should not
be

a

result

of

a

bureaucratically

negotiated settlement in some
European capital but rather a basis
for a new home-grown mandate for a
democratic national government. This
refers neither to majority rule nor to
protected minority rights but to the
recognition of a common citizenry
which might be divided according to
class interests, as is in known history.

As to how these

are represented will
the relative strength of the
different
a
constituencies.
phenomenon which is characteristic of

depend

on

all human societies.
In the light of this, the worst mistake
that the ANC could commit is to sup-

that it could negotiate national

Namibia. As is

known, in the case
Namibia, South Africa has steadfastly refused to grant this democratic
right for fear of losing the balance of
power to SWAPO. The fear of losing
power to the blacks in South Africa is
infinitely greater. Therefore, the South
Africa government is most likely to
to

of

part of a government, without a na-

refuse to budge. This is no reason why
the ANC should compromise or behave as if, like the South African

tional mandate in the

government,

pose

liberation from outside and become
sense

that

ex-

pression has been used in this essay. It
to us that the most it can do at
this juncture, using it prestige and intemational support, is to demand a
return to free political participation in
the country by all interested parties as
seems

prelude to free elections and the inauguration of a democratic national
government. This applies pari passu
a

was
interested
in
foreclosure,
which
is
what
a
negotiated settlement is about. If the
democratic demand for popular participation is not met, then the struggle
continues against all odds. The mood
and the militancy of the people dictate
so.

Black Consciousness and the Struggle
Socialism in South Africa
.

,

OipnO DUtneleZl

for

Former Secretaty General of the Black People’s Convention (BCP). Currently Political Economy Lecturer at a Harare
teacher training college. At present doing research on social movements for liberation in South Africa in the 1960’s and
1970’s.

"We believe that the system of
apartheid-capitalism, far from
being anachronistic or irrational, is
an historically constituted
form of
supere:q}loitation that is functional
from the vantage point of capital
accumulation and that for these
and strategic reasons the Western
imperialists have every interest in
the maintenance of an oligarchy in
occupied
Azania
(AZAPO
Editorial Collective^
Tt is now ten long years since the
Xmainstream of Black Conscious
ness (BC) organisation - the Black
People’s Convention (BPC), the South
African
Students’
Organisation
(SASO), the South African Students’
Movement (SASM), the Black Community Programmes (BCP), the National Youth Organisation (NAYO),
and many others were banned by the
South African regime.

People’s Organisation (AZAPO), the
Azanian Students’ Association, the
Azanian Youth Organisation, and
Trade Union Federations that subscribe to this ideological tendency.
The purpose of this article is to
critically analyse the development of

the BC in South Africa from the late
’sbcties and the early ’seventies up to
the current epoch. Most of the literature that currently exists on this aspect
of social history is riddled with

8

sense

of BC concerns the central concepts
that shape and influence the ideology
of the movement. These ideas are of

types: the core notions that express the historic goals and methods
of the social movement; and the tactitwo

played

bedded,

African social

as

well

as

its form and

determined by
historical and objective
that social formation.

con-

the concrete
conditions of

it is meant that while

play an important part
in shaping the form and content of the
struggle perspective of a political
movement, the origins and initial organisation play the key role. One
other key element in our theorization

stereotypes, deliberate distortions and
outright omissions of important political events and their interconnection,
sequence and periodization. The basic
proposition here is that in order to understand the development of social
movements in general and that of BC
as an ideology of
struggle, one must
understand its formative years and the
political economy in which it is emtent as

Currently, the BC movement is
mainly represented by the Azanian

In this

later influences

cal-strategic ideas that express the
conjuctural struggles and immediate
needs of particular strategy and organisational forms.
At the same time it is important to
identify the social forces that the
BCM represents, and in what way this
helps to determine its ideological
orientation. Three social forces have
an

important role in South
movements:

the Intel-

lectuals, rural labour, and the urban

working-class. The social characteristics that have enabled these forces to
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an active part in the liberation
struggle have been undertheorised.

take

The effort here is to redress this situa-

tion.
White
In South

BPC,

Leadership

Africa, SASO and later the
into being as a conscious

came

response

to

the relative political

that existed after the ANC
and PAC had been outlawed in 1960.
The black youth of that time could no
vacuum

longer accept white leadership and
political representation in matters that
affected them and the rest of the

com-

munity. As the BCM leader, Steve
Biko, put it:
"So what happened was that in
1960 effectively all Black resistance

killed, and the state was open
Whites of liberal opinion to
make representation for Blacks, in
was

to

that had not happened
before in the past, unaccompanied
by Black opinion."
a

way

The immediate concern of SASO at
its formation was, therefore, to build

organisation that would represent
opinion and generate
solidarity amongst the various campuses. The existence of such an organisation, it was percieved would effectively break the isolation of these
centres
and
bring them closer
together. The SASO Communique at
the July 1%9 Inaugural Conference
sums up the objectives of the organisation at the time:
an

Black students’

"That there is
tive contact

a

need for more effecis unquestionable,

especially in view of the ever-increasing enrolment at the ’nonwhite’ institutions of higher learning, particularly the university colleges. For all intent and purposes,

African universities."
The acute feelings of isolation,
frustration and alienation repeatedly
referred to in SASO literature no
doubt reflected the general mood of
this generation of students, and was

experienced individually and colleclively in various ways. At the individual campuses themselves in isolation, frustration and alienation among
students was deliberately fostered by

effectively applied at all South
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liberalism"

and

"White

"apartheid", as well as
of unifying all oppressed people, irrespective of their
class backgroimd.
supremacy"
an

or

instrument

therefore, the struggle meant con-

the harsh realities and brutalities of
the racial- apartheid system and its attendant appalling conditions under
which their families lived and worked.
This generation of students was also

tice. Blacks

keenly aware that their marginal status
in South Africa’s racially-structured
social and economic system rendered
them incapable of getting past barriers
thrown up by racial capitalism. In the
context
of
Portuguese Guinean
society, the great African revolutionary, Amilcar Cabral characterised the
contradiction of the intelligentsia in
these words:
"It is within the

framework of this
daily drama, against the backloth
of the usually violent confrontation
between the mass of people and the
ruling colonial class that a feeling
of bitterness or a frustration complex is bred and develops among
the indigenous petty-bourgeoisie. At
the same time, they are becoming
more and more conscious of a
compelling need to question their
marginal status, and to rediscover
an identity."

marginal status and felt the need to
seek an identity with the mass of the
oppressed people.

so

"White

problems faced by students
went beyond their university life and
immediate surroundings. The Black
youth of this period knew at first hand

intellectually. There we find institutions which seek to breed pseudointellectuals with an absolute bogey

doctrination and intimidation

consciously negating the dominant
ideologies of the White ruling class -

According to the exponents of BC,
The

lated, not only physically but also

for anything with associates with
with the society in which they live,
particularly if this is related to some
kind of disaff-eement with any particular aspect of the general policy
of the powers-that-be. There is no
way of stopping this except by interfering with the proff-amme of in-

be known as the ideology of "Black
Consciousness". BC was an effort at

the authorities at various levels.

In South Africa, it was within the
of this daily drama that many
Black students began to question their

these students have remained iso-

movement, its perception of the nature of that process itself would in the
meantime crystallise in what came to

context

The Political Basis Of Black

Consciousness
For
most

the

SASO

leadership, their

urgent task was to cultivate a

broad united front of all Black stu-

dents, and to identify this with the

struggles of the oppressed. During
this crucial formative period of the

scious

resistance
against
the
"dehumanizing and remoralizing" effects of apartheid ideology and pracare

defined

as

those "who

by law or tradition politically,
economically, and socially discriminated against as a unit in the
struggle towards the realization of
their aspirations".
are

The definition of the term "Black" to
embrace
Africans, Indians and
’Coloureds’
was
crucial
in
the

development of the BCM. It is worth
noting here that the older nationalist
organisations, the ANC and the PAC,
had not as yet arrived at such a
precise and strategic definition which
included all the oppressed and sought
to unite them within a single ideological discourse.
The second SASO GSC held in
Durban in July 1971 laid the foundations of the political direction that the

organisation was to follow throughout
the period of its legal existence. At
this

conference, SASO declared itself
Black

students

organisation
"working for the liberation of the
as

a

Blacks in South

Africa, first from

psycholopcal oppression" brought
about by inferiority complexes, and
secondly from physical oppression
"accruing out of living in a racist
society. In this context, the central
position of BC is that Blacks in South
Africa have

a common

historical

ex-

perience arising out of colonial-imp)erialist oppression which they need
to be conscious of collectively. They
therefore need to mobilize themselves
national group in order to translate this awareness into political action in order to overcome racist opas a

pression. As a consequence, the BC
ideology places great emphasis on
psychological oppression which is "a
result of 300 years of deliberate oppression, denigration, and derision".
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SASO
held
that
a
non-racial
democratic society could only come
about with the complete overhaul of
the socio-economic system which

apartheid had built and sustained over
many decades. It was argued that the
only people who had a genuine interest and commitment to this objective
were the dctims of the
system. This
observation led SASO

to

declare that

they "believe that in all matters relating to the struggle towards our aspirations (for liberation), Whites must be
excluded.
The

practical implications of this
position were far-reaching in practice,
and had a traumatic impact on student
relationships in South Africa as a
whole. The immediate impact of it
directly concerned SASO’s relationship with NUSAS. The latter is a
White- led student organisation based
mainly in English-speaking universities and colleges.
Initially, SASO
had expressed the need to establish
contact with other student and professional
organisations,
including
NUSAS.
At the 1970 conference
SASO withdrew its recognition of
NUSAS as a body representing South
African students.
The decision to

derecognise NUSAS shocked the

en-

tire White liberal establishment in the

country, and the challenge was met
with

ferocious

vigour,

although

without any positive success.
The
White liberal response only served to

strengthen the resolve the the SASO
membership.
White Liberal

Response To Black

Consciousness
As

have

already indicated, the
Blacks-only organisation, SASO in 1968 had a predictably
we

formation of

a

traumatic effect on the traditional
White liberal establishments.
The
NUSAS leadership at the next conference of that body for a re-assessment and re-examination of the structures of the organisations and the
traditions of White liberal ideology.

According to

a NUSAS leader, Clive
Nettleton, the major problems that
faced this body as a "non-racial" group
existing in a racial society was that,
while preaching the ideal of nonracialism, the members of NUSAS

were

unable to live out their ideal in

practice. Even fundamentally important was the

torical

10

observation that the his-

development of NUSAS policy

as rooted in the noble liberal
based on a commitment

ideology,
of

full

daily-structured social-economic sysdetermining factor in
the process of the central concepts
tem became a

equality and the full humanity of all
people, their right to freedom and
their right to full participation in the
political process, total opposition to
apartheid and White domination. Nettleton pointed out that as history unfolded this policy became rigfd and
doctrinaire liberal ideoloQf.
Thus,
whilst advocating specific prescriptions, it rejected anything that did not

The central thesis that is advanced
here is that BC is basically an

conform to these "while at the same
time not realising that its (White)

ideological function of the black pettybourgeoisie at a given historical mo-

proponents were themselves inextricably part of what they rejected,

ment.

and for all their

rightness,

were

morality and ultimate
part of the White

racist establishment.
Those typically rigid ideological
positions were doggedly defended and
promoted by Donald Woods, the then
honorary President of NUSAS. A bitter and vocal opponent of SASO and
BC, Woods wrote a lengthy venomous
editorial, one of the many, in his Daily
Dispatch newspaper in 1971 in which
he accused SASO of "promoting
apartheid" and "entrenching the ideal
of racial exclusivity". This slanderous
attack on SASO carried with it all the
traits of White liberal partenalism
towards Blacks in general and had all
the racist manifestations of the White

ruling-class

ideology

of

Herren-

and ideas of BC. the latter was in fact
a reflection of the class elonging of the

social

sectors

The Social-Economic Basis
Of Black Consciousness

If we agree that there is a close
relationship between the ideology of a
class and its political position, this
means
that the only real class
ideologies in a capitalist social formation are those of the two major classes: the bourgeoisie and the proletariat.
These two major classes, because of
their dominant position in the sphere
of production relations, are capable of
producing a coherent and systematic
ideological discourse of their own.
The petty-bourgeoisie on the contrary,
does not have an ideological discourse
of its own. Its ideology rather tends to
incorporate certain ’elements’ of the
dominant forces in that society. This
stems

from the fact that this class,

despite the variety of the insertion of
sphere of economic
relations, they do have a basic feature
its members in the

volkism! The accusation that SASO

in

"promoting apartheid" by organising resistance against it, is as illogical
and contradictory as anything can be.

given society,

was

The sum-total of the White liberal

critique of Black Consciousness

was

that it was racism in reverse. However,
the origins of the White liberal position is not hard to find. For the traditional liberal ideology, the main contradiction in South African society is
the apartheid which promotes and

practices racial segregation and discrimination.

The

solution

to

this

problem is "non-racialism" which can
be achieved through legalized equality
for all:
socially, politically, and
economically, regardless of the
individual’s colour, race or sex. The
main emphasis of this ideological outlook is individual liberty (within the
capitalist framework), and the worth
of a person is judged by his membership of the human fraternity.
To the BC proponents this idealistic
prescription was obviously unacceptable. The fundamental reality of a ra-

in that social formation.

common: their
separation from the
dominant relations of production in a

this

means

that their

contradiction within the dominant
block are posed not at the level of the
dominant relations of production, but
at the level of political and ideological
relations which make up the system of
domination in that social formation.
The

contradiction

that

perience is therefore not
tradiction. This

means

a

they

ex-

class

con-

that the iden-

tity of the people plays a much more
important role than identity a class.
Since the democratic struggle is always dominated by the class stmggle
the popular-democratic ideology such
as BC is insufficient to
organise its
own
discourse and can only exist
within the ideological discourse of the
bourgeoisie or the proletariat. In a racially structured capitalist formation
the Black petty-bourgeoisie has only
,

one road opien to it:
the articulation
of BC within the ideological discourse
of the Black proletariat. The mass

working-class actions beginning from
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the Mass Strike in 1973 led the BCM
towards this road and signalled the
emergence

of the "proletarian tenden-

departure towards

cy" in the movement:
"First, it is important for us to accept the

fact that

any

meaningful

change in this country’s social

political and economic situation,
shall be brought about by the
proletariat - the people who really
feel the pinch of IVhite domination,
exploitation and oppression. They
possess the power to effect radical
changes because they are at the
base, and thus shoulder the whole

weight of social, economic and
political pyramids of this country."
This is the ideological position of
AZAPO at the present moment and it
is increasingly being consolidated
within its ranks and those of the work-

ing-class.
Black Consciousness And
The

Struggle For A Socialist State In
South Africa

The basic proposition of AZAPO
and the BC organisations in general is
that oppression and exploitation in
South Africa are based on class, race
and national oppression. In this con-

text, the character of the South
African struggle is premised as a national liberation struggle whose prin-

cipal contradiction is between the
colonised and the colonisers, the ex-

ploited and the exploiters, the anti-imperialist and their social agents.
There is in this struggle a convergence
of the national liberation struggle and
the class struggle. The current BC
ideological position thus rejects the
two-stages theory of revolution as
recently propounded by a Soviet
analyst, Victor Goncharov, who contends that firstly, it is "necessary to settie the problems of the (national)
liberation struggle, and then to come
of the socialist revolution in South Africa." AZAPO and
BC in general melds the social question and the national question: it does
not seek to subordinate one to the
other.
to the next state
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The Black

The Azanian People’s Organisation,
the contrary, argues that in essence
the "national struggle" is a point of

As

on

a

socialist revolu-

Working Class
Vanguard In The Struggle
For Socialism

tion and reconstruction and insists
that this struggle should proceed
under the hegemony of the vanguard

AZAPO advocates for the creation
of a vanguard party for revolution in
South Africa. The necessity for a van-

propletariat. By hegemony, A2L<^PO
implies the successful mobilisation
and reproduction of the "active consent" of other oppressed social forces
to the intellectual, moral and political
leadership of the Black proletariat.

guard party to lead the revolution, according to this political line is rooted

AZAPO

refers

to

the

Black

proleteriat as the "universal class" because, it is the only class capable of
leading a thoroughgoing revolution
which will benefit all members of that

society. In this regard it is observed
that it is not simply because of their
numerical strength that the Black
proletariat constitutes a universal
class.
It is however, "because the
proletariat has no stake in maintaining
or reinforcing the system of apartheidcapitalism and almost literally have
nothing to lose but their chains and a
whole world to gain" in a free South
Africa.
It is for these reasons that the BCM
has adopted a political position in the
1980s
that
affirms:
BLACK
SOLIDAIUTY
UNDER
THE
HEGEMONY OF
THE BLACK
WORiaNG-CLASS\
On the character of the South
African state, AZAPO assets that it is
a
"deformed bourgeois" state: a

capitalist democracy for Whites and a
dictatorship over the oppressed and
The
exploited Black people,
hegemony of the White ruling class in

in

the

material

contradictions

of

apartheid-capitalism, which creates a
gap between the more advanced
(politically) minority of the Black
proletariat and the rest of the class.
To bridge this gap requires a vanguard party. According to this
analysis, by allowing the mass-based
participation at all levels of political
activity and decision-making the new
socialist state under the leadership of
its vanguard party will require the
legitimacy it needs from all supportive

social forces. At the heart of this new
state will be democracy among the
masses and dictatorship over the exthese are in dialectical
ploiters:

relationship to one another.
Furthermore, the Black workingclass raising itself to the position of
the ruling class does not mean their
taking over the existing state ap-

paratus and utilizing it in their interThe state apparatus "must be

ests.

up and replaced by a
radically different from all
previous states and serving as the

smashed, broken
new

state,

transitional form to the abolition of
classes, racism and the state itself."
In

conclusion, AZAPO puts for-

ward the view that the

struggle is

dialectical in a two-fold sense: it involves the dialectical relationship between

dictatorship and democracy in

exercised
through its repressive State apparatus

socialist society and it
dialectical relation - the

(army and the police) and the
ideological State apparatus (education, law, religion, etc.) can only be
challenged effectively and dismantled
by the hegemony of the Black working-class.
Finally, AZAPO stresses that for

position - between strengthening the
"dictatorship of the Black proletariat
and at the same time, by the same
means, creating step by step, but also
through a series of revolutionary
leaps, the conditions whereby the dietatorship of the Black proletariat will
no longer be necessary... or possible!

that

the

social

socialist

formation,

revolution

to

be vie-

involves the
unity and op-

torious, the South Africa state must be

completely abolished and "upon its
ashes the Azanian State will be born".
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National Democratic Revolution
and Socialist Objectives in South Africa
Robert Zulu

A South African Exile who left South Africa

(luring the June 16th 1976 Uprising,

r^he
struggle for national liberation question requires
X in South Africa
has reached

cial watershed.

apartheid state

a cru-

Ranged against the
which exists in

power

order to maintain and perpertuate
white minority rule there has emerged
an alternative democratic power of
the future South Africa. These two
cannot

later,

coexist,

sooner

rather than

give way to the other.
The alternative power in South
Africa is represented organisationally
by the many formations which recognise the leading role of the ANC in
the struggle for a united democratic
one must

and non-racial South Africa.
The
core of these constellation of social
forces which are gathered around and
constitute the emergent alternative
power

is made

up

of the working class

of South Africa.
The working class is an indispensable part of the liberation alliance.
Its relations with other classes and

cannot, however, be on the condition that these other classes and

strata

strata

accept socialist aims. The hiswhich has evolved to

toric programme

express the common
the classes which

aspirations of all
make up the
dominated people is the Freedom
Charter. But this document is not, in
itself a programme for socialism. The
Freedom Charter embodies the broad

perspective of the democratic power
whose central thrust is the achievement of the transfer of power to the

a correct grasp of
the relationship between class and national struggle. Mechanical tendencies set out these categories as if they
were almost mutually exclusive.
This leads to inevitable confusion on
the role of the working class and its
mass
and vanguard organisations.
Failure to understand the class content of the national struggle and the
national content of the class struggle
in existing conditions retards both the
democratic and socialist transformation sought.
The immediate primary of the strug-

gle against
concrete

The

South

African

Communist

At the same time it must be understood that the struggle for Socialism is
not expected to be marking time. The
concept of Class struggle can not be

restricted
to
the
period when
socialism is on the agenda. To pose
the National Democratic Struggle as
an alternative to class struggle is as incorrect as

asking a mother to choose a

favourite between two of her children.
The two struggles are mutually rein-

forcing. The struggle for decolonisation and restoration of democracy is a
historic necessity to create conditions
for an uninterrupted working class
struggle.

existing situarecognised the leadership role of the
working class even at the stage of the
struggle for national liberation. There

ploitation, and divides the working

continuity

class into colour compartments. The
chief victim of national domination is
the black working class.
National domination is under writ-

democratic and socialist revolutions.
This is no Chinese wall between the

ten

by a state apparatus which in

vary-

ing degrees protects the economic interests and social privileges for all
classes among the white minority. It
denies the nationhood of the African

people and, in its place imposes
tribalism and ethnicity. The mobilisation of all the people in the fight for
democracy is crucial - Apartheid daily
harms people.
National Democratic and
Socialist Revolutions

national democratic revolution has

always brought about sharp questions,
by vulgar Marxists, who maintain that
socialist objectives are being shelved
in pursuance of a struggle for bourgeois democracy.

The deaths and shootings, the cost
of South African Defence Force

(SADF) Hippos and South African
Police (SAP) Casspirs the cost of TriCameral Parliament with all its pay-

collaborators, mismanagement
economy, starvation in the Ban-

outs to

Party (SACP) has always maintained

of the

that the liberation struggle in South
Africa is National in form and class in
content.
The answer to the above

tustans
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tyranny flows from

resident in Zimbabwe

tions.
The
concept of national
domination is not an ideological mystification to divert the working class
from class approach.
It infects every level of class ex-

jTCople.
The emphasis by progressive forces
on

race

realities of

ncjw

the end of apartheid for the
majority of South Africa’s people is a
matter

...

of life and death.

The ANC

and SACP

have both

is therefore, both a distinction and

between

the

national-

two stages. Following on the above argument: The SACP therefore correct-

ly maintains that demands for

a na-

tional democratic revolution neither
shelve

nor

postpone socialist goals.

The successful prosecution of the national democratic struggle, which
would benefit the working class even
more than any other oppressed class
or strata of the society, is the shortest

socialism. The presence of the
working class must be felt in all the
three main organisational instruments
of bringing
about the national
democratic revolution, namely, the national liberation movement headed by
way to

the ANC, the
ments and the

Trade Union Move-

political party of the
working class, the South African Communist Party.

During the

recent

period,

the

balance of forces has shifted in favour
of the people the strategic initiative
has passed out of the hands of the
Botha

the

regime and into the hands of
people. Accordingly the Botha
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regime can only pursue its objectives
through repression and more repres-

of

sion.

of

Repression has intensified to such a
degree that it touches the everyday
lives of the people. The Botha regime
relentlessly pursues the futile path of
destroying every expression of
democratic thought and action.
And it is doing so by every means at
its disposal. While the racist army and
police lay siege in the townships, they
intervene directly on the workers at
the workplace. At the same time the
regime, directly or indirectly sponsors
"Death Squads" and Vigilantes against

country.

activists and
democratic

leaders

of the

mass

organisations.
The
onslaught by counter- revolution is increasingly directed against the mass
democratic organisations, in particular
the
ANC,
the
Democratic Front (UDF)

United

and the
Congress of South African Trade
Unions

(COSATU).
Trade Unions and the

Working Class
The workers

can

neither live

nor

democratic

progressive trade
an integral part
alternative power of that

imions, aligned to and
the

Trade unions

the

prime mass
legal organisations of the working
class. To fulfil their purpose, they
must be as broad as possible and must
fight to maintain their legal status.
are

Unions in South Africa

in the

are

process of uniting on an industrial
basis. However trade unions cannot
live without politics. The capitalist
state

everywhere acts in defence of the

bosses. It

uses

all its instruments of

the police, army, courts, etc workers and their trade
unions. It does everything to defend
the capitalist system. It makes and enforces laws to help increase workers
exploitation.
In South Africa, where racism and
capitalism are two sides of the same
coin. It is impossible for the trade
unions to ignore broader political conpower

-

against

flict. It is even clearer that a trade
union cannot stand aside from the
liberation struggle. But the very fact
that conditions demand that workers

worker’ experience of struggle in
trade unions provide the most fertile
field in which to school masses of
workers in socialist understanding and

political consciousness. But this is not
achieved by proclaiming ’aims’ which
are not yet understood by the mass
membership. And also individual
membership, or the affiliation of
unions to a federation, cannot be
made conditional on the acceptance
of socialist objectives. Such an ap-

would narrow the
character of the trade union

move-

and, in addition, ^ve the

enemy

proach
ments

mass

the very excuse it needs to deal with
one of its most formidable foes. The

unions of the
correctly reflects
the mass population mood.
It is a
pointer to a more realistic linkage between the economic and the political
struggle in the present phase.
adoption by

some

Freedom Charter

The immediate tasks facing the
trade unions are: To advance and

strengthen the

of COSATU m
principle of ONE

cause

accordance with the

COUNTRY - ONE FEDERATION
to embrace the whole of organised
labour in South Africa. In particular

without
trade
unions.
Despite the reign of terror, the
workers in South Africa, assisted by

engaged in economic struggle must

this means that, special efforts be
made to ensure that unions affiliated

and

political questions has helped to blur
the line between trade unionism and

to

organise themselves and
eventually forced both the employees
and the state to recognise the exist-

political leadership of the working

defunct

whole. The trade union
movement is the most important mass

UWUSA

of black trade unions. In 1985
the workers through their own efforts
and with the assistance of the South
African Congress of Trade Unions

contingent of the working class. Its
organised involvement will help rein-

unemployed remains

struggle

the liberation
means

alliance, found

ways

to

ence

(SACTU) and the national liberation
as a whole,
established
COSATU which, at its formation,

movements

also involve themselves with broader

class

as

a

force the dominant role of workers
a class.

as

a

a

trade
work-

ing-class political vanguard. If it attempted to do so, it would risk committing organisational suicide as a

development of trade unionism in

tendency, a small
group of intellectuals, is seeking to
turn trade unions into a political van-
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and
Inkhatha’s
drawn into COSATU.

TUSCA
are

Organising the unorganised and the
a priority task of

the trade union movement. In addition workers in the agricultural sector
need to be organised. The vanguard

party should ensure that the growth of
But the basic character of
union means it cannot act as

could claim the affiliation of more
than half a million workers. The formation and growth of COSATU constitutes a historic turning point in the
South Africa.
With the National
Mineworkers (NUM) among others as
its backbone, its record of growth and
militant action and the principles on
which it has been founded, COSATU
has established itself as the Federation

reactionary trade unions like the

force.
The workerist

mass

guard, through short cuts which will,
in fact, slow down the
advance of

militancy and deep interest among
workers in socialism is exploited to
draw into the ranks, the most advanced activists.
The shift of strategic initiative into
the hands of the people of South
Africa demand that they should use
this initiative to press ahead even
more

vigorously with the intensifica-

tion of the mass offensive and the
armed struggle.

the trade union movement.
It is true that trade unions and
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INSIDE SOUTH AFRICA

Longest Serving Political
Prisoner Released: John Nkosi
Joseph AJkwCinClzi

Administrative Secretary, Pan-Africanist Congress of Azania, Tanzania

/Comrade John

Nkosi, one of the
serving life political
prisoners in apartheid South Africa,
was
released
unconditionaly on

V.-'longest

November
Masemola

5,
were

1987.

He

sentenced

and
to

Jeff

life im-

pri.sonment in June 1963. Comrade
Masemola remains apartheid South
Afriea’s longest .serving life political
prisoner. Others released with Com-

and the 1%3 Poqo uprisings. He never
relented in his fight for National
Liberation and self-determination. He
was sentenced in 1975 and was due for
release in 1990. Comrade Tshikila has
been dogged by ill-health, especially a
chronic leg problem.
The Pan Africanist Congress of
Azania joins the Azanian masses and
the families of the three PAC stal-

rade Nkosi are Comrade Michael
Matsobane and Comrade Walter
Tshikila.
Comrade Matsobane was serving his
second term of imprisonment follow-

warts

ing the Bethal 18 Secret Trial. The

rr^heir unconditional release is due
X to the relentless struggle waged by
the people of Azania and the cam-

ac-

cused number one in the Bethal Trial
was Comrade
Zephania Mothopeng,
the President of the Pan Africanist

Congress of Azania. Comrade Matsobane was serving a 15 year sentence.
Comrade Walter Tshikila is a
of the 1960 Positive Action

veteran

Campaign Against the Pass Laws
which culminated in the Sharpeville

years

in

welcoming them back. The
they have spent on the infamous

Robben Island steeled
rades.

these

Com-

paigns launched by the Organisation
of African Unity, the Non-Aligned
Movement, and not due to so-called
change of heart or some reform move
by the Botha Regime. The Azanian
people and the international community must intensify the struggle to

the release of all political
prisoners,
including
President
Zephania Mothopeng and the longest
serving life political prisoner, Com-

ensure

rade Jeff

Mascmola, who has been in

solitary confinement since 1968.
The

release

of these Comrades
time when the African
masses and their organisation, the Pan
Africanist Congress of Azania, are
locked in mortal combat with the ilcomes

at

a

legal and intransigent Botha regime
and its imperialist backers for National Liberation and self-determination.
This remains the task of all Azanian

patriots.
The Pan Africanist Congress of
Azania welcomes the three released
PAC Comrades into the new theatre
of the Azanian struggle and reiterate
our resolve to strive for the
day when:
"we will walk the streets of our land as
free men and free women, our heads
held high!!!"

The Release of Govan Mbeki
HowClfd Burrell

the

^
south African journalist specialising
in the affairs of the different formations of the South African liberation
movement. He heads
and
a news

hot

afternoon

analyses agency. Agenda Press, in Zimbabwe.

of

liberation, working class and broad

November, 5, as confirmation reached Harare that his 77
years old father, Govan, was really to
be released by the apartheid state
after serving 23 years of a life sen-

democratic
movements.
Moelctsi
Mbeki was thrilled that the pain his
father had endured... indeed his whole

X

ate

on

JL/rhursday,

tence, exiled South African journalist
Moelctsi Mbeki expressed both "thrill"
and "apprehension" in an
the South African press.

interview for

The ambivalence of this personal
response
most
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has since been echoed within

formations of the South African

family had suffered... was coming to
(at least temporarily) end. He
was obviously excited at the
prospect
of seeing his father again. In addition,
he was proud at the victory implicit in
his father’s release: "Suddenly, this is
victory.
Because Botha and his
regime have been forced to release my
father. They have been forced first

and foremost

by the fact that they
completely failed to destroy his spirit
in all those years they persecuted him
and all the other political prisoners in
South Africa."

some

He was pleased the campaign for
the release of Pretoria’s political

prisoners... conducted both inside and
outside South Africa and which has

managed to unite progressive and
democratic liberal alike... had borne
its first significant fruit. But he was
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apprehensive: "We haven’t yet solved
the problem that led him to politics.
Now the battle is going to a higher
level. I know what the pain has been
to my family, and I know the pain that
is coming to other fellow South
Africans."
Moeletsi Mbeki’s

apprehension and

foreboding

were entirely appropriate.
And the more serious activists in the
South African struggle have expressed
a similar ambivalence.
This is, they

believe,
colour

time to put a triumphant
developments.

no

on

conjuncture, the conditions and forms
of struggle developed in one differ in
important respects from the other.
Some

South African
fundamentals

movement

liberation
were

res-

tated

immediately after the release of
Mbeki, PAC veteran John Nkosi and
three other anti-apartheid political
prisons. In essence, this re-iteration
reads: no compromise. The African
National Congress (ANC) said there
could be no question of restraint in its
political-military struggle.
"Even if and even when all political

rrirue, they say, this is a victory, and
J. similar victories are in prospect ...
in the form of the release of Nelson

very few have themselves
renounced the resort to armed strug-

gle

declared an anti-cornYes, they say, the
presence of this highly experienced
leadership, which has displayed such
or suddenly
munist stance.

the

defeats

of the

will

deeply enrich the
democratic leadership, correct, they
add, the apartheid state has traced a
retreat.

fronts

Govan Mbeki

prisoners

But, the question which now conSouth

Africa’s

democratic

majority is: How is this victory affecting conditions in the political, military,
ideological and diplomatic fields of
struggle? How, if at all, are the lines
delineating the conflict being shifted
or changed by the enemy?
Here, there is reason for a certain
sense of foreboding. There can be no
doubt there have been changes. The
challenge now before the democratic
majority in South Africa is to understand them correctly and to formulate
the appropriate tactics, to ensure they
are not outmanoeuvred, and to safeguard the means to take their objectives forward.

Similar questions must surely have
confronted the Zimbabwean liberation movement when, in late 1984, a
substantial portion of the leadership
was
released from detention and
returned into political activity. It is

probably correct to compare the historic importance of these two sets of
releases to the struggles in the two
countries. But that is, perhaps where
the comparison should end. for, the
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formation of the liberation
relent in the face of

this argument, at

this stage, it would
mean
ceding much of the battleground and suing merely for the
terms of surrender.
Nonetheless,
what diplomatic and other pressure
for a negotiated settlement is directed
the South African liberation movefuture is likely to take

precisely this form. This is, that the
liberation movement must accept that
the apartheid state is itself capable of
destroying or abandoning apartheid
without first having had to be brought
to the brink of collapse by insurrectionary and other political forces.
Understandably, this is an argument
which might result form a sincere
hope in some Frontline States for an
early end to apartheid-inspired
slaughter and war-induced famine
which is currently killing one child
every four minutes in Angola and
Mozambique. To these voices, an
equally sincere response from the

prisoners;

since

If any

movement were to

ment in the near

it is Botha who has had to amend his
conditions for the release of political

1960’s,

now be
relied upon to curtail the activities of
the South African liberation movement in all its formations, further
releases or reforms away from apartheld were possible.

at

mandela, Walter Sisulu, Ahmed
Kathrada, Zeph Mothopeng and
hundreds of others. Indeed, they say,

fortitude

States and the West could

are

released, the fact of the

release does not remove apartheid," a
senior ANC tactician said two days
after Govan Mbeki’s release.
"It is necessary that the struggle
continued and intensified...
not that people sit down and say, ’now
that the regime is changing course,
then we can expect other things to
must be

happen of their own accord’. There is
no change in the orientation of the
regime. The destruction of the apartheid system is not an integral part of
this outlook. It never was yesterday
and will not be tomorrow. It is illogical to argue that the architects of
apartheid will at the same time be the
ones to destroy apartheid," added the
ANC national executive committee
member in an interview in Harare.
The implication was apparent: The
ANC would not comply with the

propaganda position being put out by
the Botha government.
In essence,

the posture

was,

in the

Botha government’s terms: that law
and order had been re-established via
the state of emergency, hence it was
now

possible to make reforms such as
if the Frontline

the release of Mbeki;

South African liberation movement is
due and proper.
the

will also come
B from lessargument
sincere international forut

ces.

It

already

comes

from those who

expect Africa to pay in lost lives for
what Western

industry could, through
comprehensive and mandatory trade
and economic sanctions, more cheaply
pay for the lost profits.
To these
voices, the response from the South
African liberation movement will have
to be informed by a seriousness, a

political will, diplomatic skills and an
organisational sophistication hitherto
unseen in its struggle.
Govan Mbeki’s political demeanor
since his release from prison has
reflected the kind of seriousness that
is required of the liberation movement
at this time.
"The ideas for which I
went to jail

and which the ANC stands

for I still embrace. I am still an ANC
member. I am still a member of the
Communist Party.
I still embrace
Marxist views," he said at a Press conference a few hours after being
released.
After being taken off Robben Is-

land, Mbeki had, significantly, been
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allow an hour-long meeting with Nelson Mandela
at Pollsmoor Prison

before being flown out of Cape Town
for Port Elizabeth, the city in which in
the 1950’s and early
he had
overseen
the build up of AnC’s

19^’s

regional

organisation
into
the
strongest of any in the country. Mandela, it is also now known, had at least
two meetings with South African Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee shortly
before Mbeki’s release

...

one

of them

possibly at Coetsee’s home in Cape
Town.

iyy^beki - who at the time of his con-

IVXviction in 1964 had been national
chairman of the ANC, the secretary of
the under- ground high command of
Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) and a
central committee member of the
South
African
Communist
Party
(SACP) - said there was still a need
guerilla army and armed struggle. "As long as the ANC sees fit for it
to be there, it will be there," he said.
for the

He made the
made by the

same

distinction

as

that

ANC External Mission
leadership between the release of one
or more political prisoners and an end
to apartheid:
"I wouldn’t say my
release is a step towards a solution; a
solution is not found with one man.
No solution can be arrived at by keep-

ing the ANC out", he added. He still
believed "we all belong to South
Africa and South Africa to all of us.
With that as a premise it should not be
difficult to find solutions to South
Africa’s problems".
Three days after his release and fol-

lowing consultations with leading acworking legally inside the
country, he told a press conference in
Johannesburg chaired by National
Union of Mineworkers’ Secretary
General, Cyril Ramphosa that he
tivists

wanted full discussions with the ANC
External Mission leader- ship as well
before mapping out his own future

political role. He would be seeking a
travel document from the apartheid
state to make this possible.
In other

words, in Mbeki’s view, the

way forward in South Africa required
a serious
collective address; there
could be no resort to cpricious individual interventions. This attitude
was consistent with Mbeki’s earlier

political history, where he emerged
one

as
of the ANC-SACP alliance’s lead-

ing intellectuals and theoreticians, always
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emphatic

on

the need for strong

organisation, and

a

co-drafter of many

of the theoretical positions which now
constitute the ANC-SACP political

heritage.

published in the latest edition of the
progressive South African journal

Mbeki’s restatement of loyalty to

conjoint
answer

ment

ANC-SACP-MK
to increasing Botha

and

Western

the

was
in
govern-

attempts

to

promote an anti-communism into the
struggle against apartheid and to
deligitamate the armed struggle. Implicitly, it was also a response - at an
important moment - to a comic book
Wester characterisation of a "true
nationalist" in Africa.
SACP Secretary General Joe Slovo
has given perhaps the best description
of this caricature. It came in a speech

celebrating the SACP’s 65th annivercelebration last year. It was
someone who, "even when faced with
a
gun, never gives up his begging bowl;
one who is
ever-ready to provide a
sary

docile black face

as a

front for main-

taining the kind of Western interests
and values which have for so long
ravaged our continent".
Mbeki indicated, in line with the
standard Leninist formulation, that his
involvement in the national liberation

struggle

communist did not imply
of the socialist
revolution. Rather, it meant a commitment to taking the first steps
towards it in the only possible road,
namely the road to a democratic
republic. Therein, historically, lies the
key to the alliance between the ANC
a

been lazy formulations. This is evident in a remarkable interview with an
unnamed senior official of the SACP,

as a

postponement

and the SACP.

WORK IN PROGRES.

rrthe SACP official states, among
X other things, that: "The immediate

emphasis in the struggle democracy
and ’people’s power’ is, in our present
situation, an essential prerequisite for
the longer-term advance towards a
socialist transformation. But it is also
a short-term (working) class imperative. Race tyrany weighs more heavily
on South Africa’s doubly exploited

working class than on any other class.
Its destruction by the shortest route
possible is, in itself, in the deepest interests of our proletariat, who stand to
gain more from the ending of national
domination than any other class or
strata among the oppressed - The
need to concentrate on the present
does not imply an abandonment or

disregard of the future. Participation
by the working class in the democratic
revolution, involving alliances, minimum programmes, etc, does not imply
a dilution of its independent class
positions.
On the contrary, the
strengtheningof worker’s independent
mass and vanguard structures is even
more imperative in periods demanding organised relations with other
class forces," the SACP official says.
He adds that it is not the task of the
multi- class ANC to put forward a
socialist programme; rather, that is
the task of working class political van-

/"^ver the past four years in parvXticular, (sometimes necessarily

guard.

Aesopian) variants of this formulation
have been widely debated and have
been almost as widely accepted within

Within a few days of his release,
Mbeki also restated his commitment
to one of the cornerstones of the
ANC’s
lodestar,
the
Freedom
Charter: South Africa belongs to all
who live in it, black and white ..." In so

the democratic and trade union

move-

working legally inside South
Africa. Alongside an increase in the
efficacy and distribution of underground and related organisations, this
degree of theoretical agreement has
been an important measure of the rise
of the ANC-SACP alliance to a posiments

tion of contention for state power

-

though the strength of this contention
is still far from being decisive.
Theoretical challenges from the
serious sections of the ultra-left
inside South Africa, particularly those
involved in the trade union movement,
have also compelled the conjoint
ANC-SACP to sharpen up what have,
more

at

times,

over

thepast two decades.

doing, he affirmed the jailed ANC
leadership’s self-conscious conception
of the ANC leader- ship’s self-conscious conception of the ANC as a
"national liberation movement", rather
than a more narrowly conceived
"black nationalist organisation" or
political party. The ANC has, in the
past, however, stated a crucial condition to this broadly-based national
liberation movement structure.

In its

"Strategy and Tactics", adopted at its
First National Consultative Conference nine years after it was banned
in 1969, the ANC noted: "The main
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content of the present stage of the
South African revolution is the national liberation of the largest and most

oppressed group - the African people.
This strategic aim must governevery
aspect of the conduct of our struggle
whether it be the formulation of policy
the

or

creation

of

structures.

Amongst other things, policy or the
creation of structures. Amongst other

things, it demands in the first place
the maximum mobilisation of the
African people as a dispossessed and

racially oppressed nation. This is the

mainspring..."
clear, therefore that, in
Xthe months leading up to and the
weeks following Mbeki’s release, there
has been no change in the fundamentals characterising the ANC-SACPMK position. What does however, appear to have been under- going a
change over this period is the tactical
perspective of the apartheid state and
"Tt appears

its allies in the West. In the case of the
Botha government’s tactical shift, the
best glimpse was provided by Deputy
Minister of Information and Constitutional Planning,
Stoffel van der
Merwe. As
Merwe gave

an

academic. Van der

demystify political prisoners by
showing them to be ordinary mor-

align it with the majority’s quest for
the most limited of objectives, namely

tals.

liberal democratic political rights.
That switch could come fast, if and
when it comes; but it has not come yet.

•to

The first three intentions warrant
the liberation movement’s attention.
The political voodoo of the last two

be largely ignored.
There is no doubt that considerable

can

private diplomatic and other pressures are now being applied to both
the Botha government and the ANC
to start talking to each other.
The
release of Mbeki has taken place in
this context.
It is noteworthy that
"talks" can take a great many forms
and can be spread out inconclusively
over a great many years.
There can,
among others, be "exchanges of
feelers", arguments over the shape of
the table, "talks about talks" and, then,
actual negotiations. The Paris Peace
Talks in the case of the Vietnamese,
and the Victoria Falls, Geneva and
then Lancaster House negotiations in
the case of Zimbabwe indicate just
how frustratingly long and inconelusive a process of talks can be.

/^f

course, no

movement can

serious liberation
rule out talks

or

negotiations with its enemy. That is a
perverse luxury only a rhetorical or

trial of black consciousness leaders in
Pretoria in 1975-76. Nine of the accused in this case later served five and
six year sentences on Robben Island.

terrorist fraction can allow itself.
liberation movement is bound to

Nonetheless, this has not prevented
re-

emergence now

leading constitutional planner and
the man designated by the Botha
presidency suitable to "negotiate with
black people". Van der Merwe told
the Sunday Star of Johannesburt four
days before Mbeki’s release there
as a

five main tactical thrusts behind
the move, namely:

were

•to

place the onus of the ANC to
negotiate with the Botha

agree to

government;
• to

remove

preventing

a

what

stumbling
were

block
termed

"moderate black leaders" like KwaZulu
homeland
head
Gatsha
Buthelezi from taking part in the

proposed National Statutory Council;
•to improve the international and internal political climate;
•to prevent the spectre of political
prisoners dying behind bars and becoming martyr figures, and;
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we

serious

which would indicate a readiness to
concede any of apartheid’s pillars.

repression of democratic
by a government is not.
necessarily,! inconsistent with subsequent talks with these forces, or
'nut

severe

X# opposition

even

an

intention to allow them to

operate under conditions of quasilegality; instead, extreme repression of
the kind witnessed since the imposition of the State of Emergency in
South Africa, can be a useful overture.
And that is why the ANC and other
liberation formations have to beware;
what could follow is a one act tragedy
in

which, if they are not careful, the
plot states the hero is corrupted and
dies, his noble objectives with him.
That, it should be apparent, is what
Van der Merwe has in mind when he

badly discredited "expert"
political evidence at the two-year-long

Van der Merwe’s

have not witnessed yet any
preparatory political work
being done % the Botha government
And,

A
ex-

plore realistic avenues for achieving
its objectives with a minimum of suffering to its people. After all, it has
gone to war in order to create the conditions for credible peace - it has not
taken up arms as a gratuitous indulgence of bloodlust.

speaks of placing "the onus of the
ANC to agree to negotiate" with the
Botha government. The improvement
in the diplomatic climate Van der
Merwe exjsects will result from the
release of political prisoners refers to
increased international pressures on
the ANC to negotiate the demobilisation of its forces and the surrender
of its objectives.
He and other apartheid strategists
also see another (but related) ad-

vantage in the release of Mbeki (and,
That

said

and

whatever

the

diplomatic and other private pressures now being applied to the liberation

movement

and

the

Botha

governmenbt by

some foreign governments - conditions in South Africa
now cannot be said to be remotely of a
kind in which the liberation movement
can yet achieve its central objectives
by talks of one kind or another. Although in its gravest crisis ever, the
apartheid state is patently not on the
brink of collapse, or of negotiating
away the political and economic fun-

damentals of national domination and

exploitation, significantly, and despite
anxious voices from within its
ranks the (white) South African hoursome

geoisie as yet shows no signs of serious
planning to reconstitute its class
relationships in a way which would

almost certainly, soon also the other
main names in prison). It is, as Van
der Merwe said, that the releases can
a stumbling block from bepeople like Buthelezi and the
toothless advisory body for blacks
being set up by the Botha government,
the National Statutory Council (NSC).
On the one hand, apartheid strategists
would like to present Buthelezi and
remove

tween

CO.

as

the forces who succeeded in

getting political prisoners released because of their refusal to participate
in the NSC until this happened. On
the other hand, these strategists would
like to construct around Buthelezi and
CO. he one side of a black-white "conservative consensus" - if you like, the
South
African
variant
of
the
Rhodesian "internal settlement". This
could be the opening shot ofwhat
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might evolve into a quite significant
attempt by the apartheid state to
broaden and reshape its political base.

that

they should premise on an agreeby all sides that the objective is
totally to dismantle apartheid. What
would then be up for discussion would
be the ways and means of constructing

tions. The ANC-led coalition would
sit across a two-sided table from

supposedly
autonomous though insignificant black
"puppet" parties which are, in fact, dependent on apartheid finance or
political largesse for their existence.

working legally inside the country.

alternative
a
nonracial.
democratic and unitary state on the
road to the correction of the centuries-old economic dispossession of
the majority.
Negotiations, in the
ANC’s view, cannot be premised on
the reformation or modernisation of

And, in

move-

apartheid. Nonetheless, it concedes

intriguing politi-

that there are certain reformative actions the apartheid state can take
which could create an atmosphere
conducive to "talks about talks".
These include the release of all politi-

T>ut a counterpart process has been

underway - highly visibly over the
past four years - initiated by the conjoing ANC- SACP. They have taken the
fight for the undecided middle ground

in

South Africa to most major
democratic and worker formations

ment

one

modern liberation

history’s

more

cal

offensive, the ANC-SACP has,
through skillfully staged talks, created
pockets of havock for the apartheid
state within the pillars ofthe white
power bloc - Afrikanerdom and the
bourgeoisie.
This campaign has
reflected a quite mature understanding of the need politically to iso-

late to the maximum the hardline
defenders of apartheid through either

winning

over or

neutralising

as

ment

the

cal

prisoners

and

detainees,

the

withdrawal of security forces from the
black townships, the immediate cessation of political trials, and the creation
of conditions of free political activity
inside the country.

active

enemies important elements within
the white bloc.
The ANC’s vision of negotiations in
South Africa - should they come - is

Furthermore, the ANC’s conception

of talks is of it leading a
forces including legal

political

as

well

as

coalition of
democratic

trade union forma¬

apartheid and its allies, there can be
no question of the introduction of a
round table conference
eludes a wide range of

which

in-

It is, therefore, more than likely that
the ANC internal underground and
External Mission will now be seeking
intense consultations with those legal
forces it regards as either explicit or

implicit allies inside the country. For,

the ANC must surely be more cognisant than most of what the release of
Mbeki probably pressages.
That

is,

risome

era

exhilirating but worescalating confrontation
but, nonetheless, probably of talks
also, which will require unprecedented political will and clarity in both
an

of

the Frontline States and the South
African liberation movement to win
what are becoming very high stakes indeed.
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A LIFE GIVEN TO STRUGGLE

Looking back on Life’s Experiences
Jane Goal

Thope

Xmy

will bear with

you

me

today in

attempt to describe political
in our country and more

events

specifically the rist of the Unity Movement seen first through the eyes of a
young woman and now in the light of
my experiences at this ripe old age.
It

was

at

our

"Divide and Rule" ruled

all-supreme,

were

a

seek to know the truth.

sionary aspect that pervaded the in-

books still held me but one’s senses
become quickened tin a political
climate. Cape Town is a Parliamen-

tary centre and what happens in Parliament
one’s

during the sessions, touches
very life. All legislation in the

House

are

couched in racial terms

-

Group Areas Act, Job Reservation
Act, Colour Bar Acts, and infinitum.
There were laws restricting more and
more the land rights of the various op-

pressed sections, laws restricting the
kind of jobs they were only permitted
to do, laws restricting the wages they
earned, - a ceaseless reign of terror
day by day, crating untold fears and
panic among the oppressed.
The

oppressed people, divided into
pens, Africans Coloureds
and Indians, each trembled in their
separate ghetoes, unable to communicate or rather unwilling to establsh
contact fearful of the consequences of
taking such a step. The policy of

Jane Gool with husband I.B. Tabata

Jane Gool:

A descendant of the

Malay
the Cape Colony in the
Jane Gool was bom in
Cape Town in 1902. She graduated from Fort
Hare and began her teaching career in Cape
Town’s District Six. In 1935, together with her
slaves brought into
seventeenth century,

brother, the late Goolam Gool, and the young
I.B. Tabata (with whom she was to form a

lifelong political and personal partnership) she
attended the inaugural meeting of the All
African Convention, called to oppose the
notorious Hertzog Bills and the removal of
Africans from the

common voters

roll.

With Goolam Gool, she was a founder-member of the Anti-CAD Movement, and later, a
founder-member of the Unity Movement of
South Africa. She was elected to the Eixecutive
of the UMSA, and in exile, was appointed the
UMSA’s Chief Representative abroad. In 1959,
she tCK>k a leading part in the formation of the
African
Peoples Democratic
Southern Africa (APDUSA) - an

Union of
organisation
representing worker-peasant alliance.
A writer of renown among South Africans,
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required

a

revolutionary party,

exploitation and violent economic and
political oppression. It was when my
younger brother Goolam and I,
together with I.B. Tabata joined this
revolutionary party that we learnt the
true nature of imperialism, its modus
operandi, in all the corners of the
globe; that the oppression of the
blacks in South Africa was no different from the oppression of the In-

dians, the Chinese, the Eskimoes, the
Irish and so on. There was no question of hating us because were were

black, yellow
ture

of the

or

brown. It

was

the

na-

beast, imperialism, to

capitalise on differences of colour,
race, religion and sex to reap superprofits, vital to its survival. In its
original draft thesis, when the party
was established, it
put forward its
main plank on the National situation.

gle assures her an honourable place in the histoiy of South Africa.

a) That the axis of the revolution
revolves
around
the
agrarian
problem.
That the population
wich is mainly 87% rural are
deprived of the land and is entirely
barred
from
acquiring land.

compromise". Youth is uncompromising, and a good thing too. It is also
apt to see politics in terms of black or

give them the barest subsistcnce, the peasant is nevertheless
burdened with untold taxes, poll
tax, hut tax, squatters tax, quit rent

Jane Gool’s contribution to the arsenal of Marxist ideas in the South African liberation strug-

Crowded into

reserves

which

can

not

separate

SAPEM

quest for knowledge that makes us

It

positive benefits

began to take a close look at what was
going on around me. The world of

needed to know the truth and it is this

trained in Marxist theory which alone
could lay bare the facts, expose the
class nature behind the vicious race

total rejection of the mis-

stitution aimed at stunting the intellcctual growth and capacity of the
African student for whom I learnt to
have great respect.
It was when I returned home that I

answer

It is not a simple task to find who
the real enemy was. Who profited by
the naked exploitation of the Black
man in the gold and diamond mines?

insistence that my

some

they want to destroy
is too simple. We

words, "wedded to the principle of

Native University of Fort Hare to
complete our education. It came from
no political understanding, I can assure you, but from a desire to escape
from a too protective parental control.

however,

much that

us? The

sister and I be sent to the so-called

There

us so

each leadership maintaining its position by virtue of its ability to win concessions,
they were, in their own

white. Was it that the Government of
the day was anti-Black? Do they hate

which forces him to find work
the mines and farms. Her the

etc.
on
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pass laws, the contract system, the
Master and Servants Act etc. come

into operation and condemns him
to serfdom and penury from which
he has no escape. For the Party,
the Agrarian Revolution was the
basic task of the revolution and
therefore one of the main slogans
of any revolutionary party was to

this taks clearly before the

enter? A Socialist South Africa is our
ultimate aim but the problem was how
to win support for these ideas? We
used to give ourselves Dutch courage

by repeating the slogan "There is no
wall that a revolutionary cannot conquer".

coming danger to the Government of
a situation developing to a point of no
return.

We know the

Tt

was

not

Xpresented

long before history

vention

land which he tills".

country with three "Native" Bills which

people.

"It

was

the imconditional

(b) In regard to the National struggle,
the party said, "while we by no
means deny and neglect the national question, we must not put it
in the forefront of oin strategy and
tactics.
The National struggle
must not obscure

the class strug-

gle. National liberation in Russia
did not precede the October
Revolution. nation<il liberation was
the result of the proletarian revolution".

were

once

settle the "Native" question
and for all.
The Native

the Trade Union question and the other on the War question. The year was either, 1930, or
1931. The greatest recession of all
time throughout the capitalist world
occurred first in Europe and America
in 1929, when Wtill Street stock
market crumbled.
In America, the
land of primise, the working class
one was on

went en mass to soup

Representation Bill was intended to
deprive the Africans in the Cape of
their last remaining vote on the Common Voters Roll and made provision

bankruptcy

the

amongst

white

farmers.
But as usual, it was the
blacks who fared the worst without
welfare grants.
The University of

Cape Town welcomed

a

galaxy of in-

tellectuals from Europe who attended
the sessions at the club and enhanced
the discussions.
It was a heady
minds. One is fully

time for youthful
occupied learning,
studying, clarif^g and absorbing

these new ideas. But sooner or later
we knew that the time must come
when these ideas must be put into

practice. The question was how do we
communicate these ideas to the
ses?

mas-

Through which door do

we

backs

the

of

the

l^tilse
hopes were now engendered
X? in what the 3 whites would do in
Parliament and elections to Parliament of the liberals and the Native

The Third Bill - the Urban Areas
Amendment Bill now further plugged

Representative Council were swiftly
on foot.
The then leadership was
still in the paralysing grip of a slave
mentality.
However, during all the sessions of
the AAC, we, the youth, committed a
revolutionary stru^e, had make our
mark. From the start we were holding
soap-box meetings outside the hall exposing the purpose of the Bills, urging
the organisations to boycott the elections and laying bare the role of the
liberals, true spokes- men of imperialism. There was a vulnerable
point in the Bill where the co-operation of the Black masses was indispen-

any

loopholes premitting Africans to
their labour freely
on the open market.

sible

enter towns to sell

operable. Without support from the
people, the Act would be as dead as if

for the:

set

a) Election of 3 whites in Parliament
to represent the Blacks;
b) Creation of a Native Representation Council presided over by a
The second bill - the Native Trust
and Land Bill deprived the Africans in
the Cape of any right they formerly
had to buy land except in the Reserves.

it

kitchens in the

bitter cold. Scenes terrible to behold
were seen in Europe and in England
with mass unemployment and starvation rife. The whole capitalist edifice
seemed to crumble and emmigration
to the colonies accelerated by leaps
and bounds. Even in SA. we felt its
effects with mass unemployment and

behind

to

white chairman.

rphere
were two other draft thesis,
X

for the sub-

people, the wrecking of unity and the
acceptance of the Bills by the then
leadership of the ALL-African Con-

right of the African to acdquire

masses.

reasons

sequent betrayal of the hopes of the
us with that opportunity.
The year was 1935, when the then
Union Government presented the

put

20

lished as a permanent body. The wily
liberals who were present throughout
the Conference, soon conveyed the

The three bills

complemented

the

African

completely
voteless, without security of tenure or
the right to have a home, without land
which he could till, the last bill now
delivers him, bound hand and foot
into the insatiable jaws of the
monstrous machine called capitalism.
I.B.T.

relates

in

now

his

book

The

Awakening of a People" the impact
the coming legislation had on tghe
people. This tripple onslaught of the
slave Bills stirred the African people
throughout the country." The whole
country responded to a national call to
call a Convention to voice its protest.
More than a hundred and fifty or-

ganisations

were represented by over
five hundred delegates - a sight never
before seen in the annals of the
African people. It was an historic occassion. The cry of "Unity" resounced

again and again during the long
debates. In the following year, the
ALL-African Convention

was

order

was never

to

make

the

Bill

born.

one

another, three nails in the coffin.
With

in

estab¬

This betrayal nearly killed Convention for disertions came thick and fast.
But we had won over a few orgnisations who remained behind and they

afresh on the
principled
struggle, "a new AAC was in the
making". We now carried on a campaign for almost a decade, urging the
boycott of all elections under the new
Act. In this we finally succeeded and
now we began to
rally the whole
country in support of our demand for
full democratic rights for all.
helped to build it

basis of the

new

up

ideas and

It was an accident of fate that we,
who should have been the left wing in
a national organisation, found ourselves in the leadership, directing it. For
us,
was

however, the National Movement
the vehicle which would be the

means

to carry

the struggle to

a stage

where it transforms itself from a
demand for bourgeois democratic

rights into
no

a

socialist revolution. But
the "Native" question

sooner was

SAPEM
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settled

the

than

expanding
economy and the discovery of even
richer gold mines demanded more
and more regimented labour.
The
ruling class now turned its attention to
the Coloured question. It was the turn
of the Coloured people to be stripped
of their citizenship rights, the security
now

of their homes in order to force them
on to the labour market.
The same

sickening pattern emerged. A

group
before Parliament,
confining them to demarcated areas,
the vote was taken away and a
Coloured Affairs Department and a
CAC were to be established. We had
learnt a great deal from our experiences in the Convention.
Our strategy
now was to establish a federation of

Areas Bill

came

organisation similar to that of the
Convention. We called a meeting of
all existing Coloured organisations to
discuss the Bills. There a National
Anti-Coloured Affairs (ANTI-CAD)
was established. The TL^A, the main

In

the

1943,

Unity Movement
founded at a Joint

Conference of the African Conven-

tion, the Anti-CAD and the Anti-

reject

was

on the
disabilities and

Segregation Council
common

basis of
common

These aspirations were
enunciated in a 10-point Programme
for Democratic Rights and a policy of
aspirations.

"Non- Collaboration with the oppressor".
We had brought all the op-

pressed groups together, so long
divided, to G^t a common struggle

for the establishment of democratic

rights in a democratic system with a
clear policy under our own direction.
Our immediate aims

were:

a) The abolition of barriers between
the oppressed.
b) Destroying the slave mentality
amongst the oppressed.
c) Abolishing the tutelage of White
liberals

over

the

Blacks

and

With

this

growing political consciousness, political maturity, and the
emergence of a principled leadership,
the ruling classes were whipped into
taking action. The more fascistic wing
of the ruling class, the Nationalist
Party (Boers) were put into power. A
massive assault on all organisations of
the oppressed was launched.
Orgcuiisations, meetings, books and
literature were all banned. A police

time had

state

had descended

on

us.

The

inspired by the strength

leadership of all organisations were all
banned, confined or imprisoned. A
system of interrogation often leading
to death, became the order of the day.
A brooding silence fell over the
country. A steady exodus began.
It was at this point that our party

and dedication of the Party with which
we
discussed every stage in the

sank into decline.
The petty hourgeois intellectual got cold feet and

development of the struggle. Though
few in number, we were self-disciplined and carried out our tasks unsparing of ourselves.
With anti-CAD Committees firmly
established throughout the Cape, and
with Convention gaining more and
more support from the intellectuals
and the peasantry amongst whom we
had made great strides with a series of
campaigns and leaflets, the next step

beat a retreat. In 1951 Dr. Limbada,
Zululand area, received the first ban
which was renewed every year for 5

our

next move.

T>ut it must be

clearly understood
J)that during the whole period of
our

involvement in the national moveand finally in the leadership,

ment
were

were

had to follow

-

the establishment of

Unity Movement
pressed sections,
mon

so
on

a

that the three opthe basis of com-

disabilities and

common

aspira-

tions, would be able to speak with one
voice.
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Government

created for their

own

institutions

enslavement and

replace them with their own elected
A strange development took
place. The U.M. had thought only of
creating local committees throughout
the Reserves to replace Government
institutions. (Bungas, Adv.Bds.) but
the peasants took the idea and entirely
on their own, introduced a different
content.
For them, the committees
were not only to represent them at the
various meetings of officialdom, they
bodies.

turned the same committee into
Defence Committees defending their
stock from being forcibly culled.
These committees expanded into or-

ganisations. Thus at the beginning of
the 1960’s the peasant organisations
had become the biggest in South
Africa.

destroying their baneful influence.

people which traditionaly rallied behind the English-speaking capitalist
parties and thus was always able to
swing the balance in favour of the
Smuts party as against the Boers, was
won over to our banner. Having thus
obtained the support of this petty
bourgeois element, were were able to
rally the Coloured people in our campaign for the boycott of the CAD and
the CAC. We successfully isolated the
quislings from the body politics. The
for

We had introduced

democratic procedures as the central
theme.
The people were asked to

(NE.U.M.)

intellection stream of the Coloured

now come

the peasants.

years, then in 1957,1.B. was the first to
receive a 5 year ban. My ban came
later. The ban on Mr. Honono, in the
Transkei followed. And so on.

livery organisation underwent a
Jl/crisis. With the petty bourgeois
elements retreating in the towns and
with the traditional organisations reelings under the new blow, a contrary
situation
developed
in
the
countryside. A campaign against the
Rehabilitation Scheme started by the
U.M. had caught the imagination of

WJ^ had mentioned above that the
yy body blow delivered by the racist
government had stunned the political
organisations and had virtually
created a vacuum in the body politic.
This was finally broken by the eruption of the Soweto revolt. The nature
of the Revolt together with the

slogans, offered conclusive proof that
the three immediate tasks the U.M.
had set out to do had been achieved.
Let

us

recapitulate the events,

(a)

African children, barely in their teens,
are shot down in Johannesburg for

protesting against Bantu Education.
miles away in
Cape Town, supported by Indian
children in Natal, boycott schools in
sympathy. This alone shows that the
children regarded themselves as
belonging to one nation - an attitude
Coloured children, 1000

of mind which children at that tender

have sucked with their
(b) When the older
the revolt, they proudly proclaimed: "When we talk of
Blacks, we mean all the oppressed
people in South Africa", indicating the
age

must

mother’s milk;
children joined

barriers between the ethnic groups
had been shattered; (c) in the face of

police brutality, the students, with unprecendented boldness, not only
demonstrated against Bantu Education but went further and destroyed all
the symbols of oppression in the locations. They not only uncomprisingly
rejected the bantustans, but publicly
embraced the policy of "Non-collaboration with the oppressor". All
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this was proof positive that the slave
mentality had been eradicated.
Xn

conelusion, I wish to

say

I

am not

Xwriting a history of South Africa.

I

simply recalling what I believe to
the
the
I wa
struggle in South Africa,
previledged to be an active participant
in that development during its most
exciting period. As a young woman, I
was a people rising from a prostrate
position, slowly lifting themselves up
into an upright posture until the
Blacks can look the oppressor straight
am

be the more significant milestones,
beacons along the development of

in the eye.
I saw the

struggle of the oppressed
going through many vicissitudes. I
was what was an amorphous mass,
being delineated into defined classes.
I saw the characteristics of the various
classes reveal themselves throughout
the ups and downs of the struggle. If I
have learnt anything from these ex-

periences of the past, it is this: that the
petty bourgeois can be bold when
things are favourable, can be resourceful, can be useful in mobilising the
population because they have the gift
of speech, but they are totally incapable of bringing the social revolu¬

tion to a successful conclusion. As a
class they are unable to carry the
revolution through to the end. Our

party was fated to die because it was
not rooted in the working class. But it
is my firm belief that a Marxist party
will arise once more, for it alone will
be able to steer the oppressed to
liberation. If our small party was able
to do so much under the most adverse
no limit to
rooted in the soil of

circumstances, there is
what

a

real party

South Africa

can

achieve.
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Mozambique’s Artistic
Resilience
By Chenjerai Hove
there would be

we were unworthy
there would be danger

If

r^hey

the

say

pen

is mightier than

through the fangs and claws of
oppression.

danger.

of

X the sword, for the sword only kills
the flesh, while the pen kills or more

but,.. There is no danger

correctly, enkindles the soul to live,

a

that indomitable will to live. In many
literary works, a people’s will to persist has been captured in its entirety, a
people’s zeal for life. Artists are, as
Carlos Fuentes of Mexico has said,
called upon to make political state-

a

especially in times of turmoil

ments

and crisis.
But knowing that the
Southern Africa region has been going

through crisis after crisis, Mozambican poets and artists have never
waited to be called upon. They have
simply expressed the spirit of the
times, reflecting the agonies of their
people in struggle. Through the
poems of the many voices out of
Mozambique, whether in expression
of the beauty of the land or the
brutalities of the inhuman forces of
the eagles claws, we see the unbreakable resilience of the spirit in the

in

a

task

our

a heroic people
united people

people filled with hope
people who do not fear sacrifice.

Such was the resilience that went
into the subject matter of most of the

voices with
sin^e message in its diverse forms,
the message of a profound determinapoetry of that time. Many
a

tion to continue the
So it came to pass

struggle, erupted.
that the voice of
struggle becamv.. a crucial component
of the subject matter of Mozambican
poetry, or the arts in general, depicting, as a Frelimo song put it "men with
warm eyes and hands hard as the
earth" who "at night embrace their
children and depart before the dawn"
for the struggle to free the motherland.
The mother- land, that
cherished dream which Sandino of
9

Nicaragua vowed: "A Free Mother-

people, a spirit which has been sustained by the songs, dances, arts and
sculptures of the jjeople for over five

land or Death." So this total resilience
of the human heart under shackles
and its indomitable will not only to

hundred years.
During the way of national liberation in Mozambique, poet Machan-

survive

wana was

to

division and

write of the dangers of

greed:

were a disunited people
would be danger

If we

there

but

to

continue,

through the arts in Mozambique.

the murals of Malangatana depicting the movement of the
people to self- emancipation, to
Remember

revolutionary awareness and to final
destiny. As Marcelino Dos Santos,
current

we were a people without conscience
there would be danger

If

we

were

a

people divided

as our ancestors were
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own

blood.

Today, Mozambique might be conhunger and starvation, brutality from the forces of
retrogression, threats from the fangs
of apartheid, but the artists, like those
in Nicaragua or El Salvador, still insists in showing the beauty of their
vision. Problems, yes; but despair, no.
Manlio Argueta of el Salvador, discovers the beauty of a peasant who is
exploited but refuses to be destroyed:
fronted with disease,

Jacinto is made of volcanic rock,
like the grindstones. That’s why he
is hard. No one has ever seen him
shed a tear. At his age his body is
still erect, in spite of spending most

of his life stooped over, clearing
land, sowing in rows, finishing
stones. You can only tell how old
he is by his hesitating walk, weary,
but firm; and his hawk eyes, something he has never lost - rather, he
is known to possess a look that
never grows old.
(Manlio
P.156)

Argueta

in

CXIZCATLAN,

No
Seek me not
I am not lost

There

are

so

many

Jacintos in

weary, with the many
wounds inflicted on them by the ban-

Mozambique,

I live

strong and determined

If

of the nation in their

Vice-President of Mozambi-

que once wrote:

If we were a cowardly people
there would be danger

surges

That was many years ago when the
sovereign state of present Mozambique was a mere dream.
But that
dream bloomed to reality like a flower
through the bullets which had
flowered. Sons and daughters of the
oppressed motherland painted the
colour of the flag with their own
blood, the best children of the land inscribing the nation’s will on the scrolls

following the path
cut by freedom

dits, but still ’firm’, showing the firm
resolve of the people to go on. So
many of them have been depicted in
23

the literary and other artistic works
from Mozambique, and in the act,

constituting a strong literative of
struggle, a new genre of literature
which inspires fighters to go on
despite the odds. So many heroes of
the struggle in Mozambique now do
constitute the imagery of the poetry of
the land. They have become like the
trees, the rivers, the battles and the
songs transmitted down the generations through memory that cannot be
erased.
Of Josina Machel, Jorge
Rebelo wrote in his eternal poem entitled ”We Continue With You’:
You will be with us
in our marches, in our battles
in the schools, in the shambas
in all our missions
you

will be with

us.

Josina becomes transformed, to to a
simply innocent and positive motherhood, but to a revolutionary motherhood inspiring the whole nation. In
her motherhood is restored the seeds
of continuous revolution until Rebels
resolves with the people of Mozambique: ’It is too soon for us to mourn.’
Then comes Mondlane, that near-epic
hero whose voice we find in every

speech, every song and every valley in
the history of Mozambique: the inspiration of all who fight. Not to mention Samora Moises Machel whom a
Zimbabwean poet, Moses Chakanetsa

Nyagodzi mourned:
Wail aloud oh daugftters
with bare faces
let the tears flow

24

Lift up those solemn fists oh
of the land
and cry aloud in grief
let the tears flow
why resist the tears

-

let the tears

roll.

(Feliciano Machava in BREAKFAST OF

SJAMBOKS).
And another

fourteen-year old. Cara little boy whose
father has gone to fight the enemy:
men

Seunora

is, in this and many other
mourned by fists and revolutionary committment, thus he ceases
to be simply a man. He is transformed
to the level of a symbol of struggle, to
the imagery of the undefeated spirit of
a strong-willed
people. So, leaders
can
be killed, villages massacred,
children maimed, mothers tortured in
poems,

front of their

spirit of

and ripened

sons

own

children, but the

people lives on as long as
there is history ,as long as human
memory lives.
With the recent publication of a
poetry anthology titled Breakfast of
Sjamboks by the children of Josina
Machel
Secondary School, the
resilient spirit of the people of
The
Mozambique lives forever,
children themselves have taken up the
a

call to defend the motherland. The
seed of revolution has been sown, so

the people will come to harvest; as
fourteen year old Feliciano Machava
confirms:
I grow up
and pve birth

Maria, consols

Smile, little boy
your father has gone to fight
to fight for you and your friends
Do not be sad, little boy

get yourself ready
so

when your fatherfalls

down

you can continue
with the glorious combat
until victory.

Children become the midwives of
the revolution in the same undying

spirit inherited from the heroes as well
as from history. As
apartheid spreads
its

monstrous tentacles in its futile effort to survive, the arts germinate in

the

people

a new

vision of revolution,

dream of a new man, a dream
inherited by so many not yet unborn,
but lived by so many who wield the
a new

gun to

forge that dream in blood and

pain.
So, Mozambique, lives, faced with
the threat of apartheid, but fueled to
eternal struggle by the many voices of
those eternal songs of poetry, sculp-

to

many seeds
because the people need seed

tures, wall murals and dances of intri-

for theirfood and theirfields

of the will of the people. A people’s
will never dies, even after five hundred
years of repressive oppression.

ofAfrica
The people will come and harvest
when we are grown up

cate

patterns describing the intricacy
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NEW FROM
GRASSROOTS BOOKS

TITLES NOW IN STOCK
WHAT IS Dialectical Materialism,

popular pocket-sized books,
written and designed for begin20

called “THE ABC OF
SOCIAL
AND
POLITICAL
ncrs

KNOWLEDGE” series, to help
readers grasp the reality of transition to socialism in today’s
world.
Suitable for students and teachers, and
all those interested in the way society develops
this simple and understandable library of

-

political knowledge answers vital questions.

Socialism, Surplus Value, Property,
W Philosophy, Scientific Communism,
I Political
Economy,
Historical
Materialism, WHAT ARE Classes
and the Class struggle?
TITLES FORTHCOMING IN 1987
WHAT IS The Party, The State, Revolution,
The Working People’s Power, Marxism -

Leninism, Capitalism, Labour, The Transitional Period, The World Socialist System.

Grassroots Books
HARARE: 100 Stanley Avenue

Books

BULAWAYO: 125B Cnr Fort Street/13th Avenue

supplied by V/0 MEZHDGNARODNAYA KNIGA,
MOSCOW, USSR.

Price:

$6,95 Each including Tax

A

HEAD AND SHOULDERS
ABOVE THE REST

What makes

our

airline stand out from the crowd?
we look after you, our

Service, that's what. How well

passengers, is what makes you come back. Nothing else.
And we should know. After all, we've built our reputation
on it.

